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Puisqu’on ne peut eˆtre universel et savoir tout ce qui se peut savoir sur tout, il faut
savoir peu de tout. Car il est bien plus beau de savoir quelque chose de tout que de
savoir tout d’une chose; cette universalite´ est la plus belle.
Blaise Pascal
Abstract
The current approach in the industry to numerically investigate the flow in a gas tur-
bine considers each component, such as combustor and turbine, as a standalone part,
involving no or very minor interactions with other parts, mainly applied through static
boundary conditions. Efficient and very specialised CFD codes have been developed in
the past to address the different flow characteristic occurring in the different regions
of the engine. In order to meet the future requirements in terms of fuel consumption
and pollutants emissions, an integrated approach capable of capturing all the possible
interactions between different components is necessary. An efficient and accurate way to
achieve integrated simulations is to couple already existing specialised codes in a zonal
type of coupling. In this Thesis work a methodology to couple an incompressible/low-
Mach number pressure-based combustion code with a compressible density-based turbo-
machinery code for industrial application has been developed. In particular two different
couplings have been implemented: the first, based on the exchange of existing bound-
ary conditions through files, comes as a completely separated tools from the original
codes, of which no modifications are required, and it is applied to steady state simu-
lations; the second instead, based on the exchange of boundary conditions and body
forces through message passing, requires some modifications of the source codes and it
is applied to both steady and unsteady cases. A simple analysis shows that not all the
primitive variables can be made continuous at the coupling interface between the two
codes and a compromise was found that allows minor discontinuity in some of the vari-
ables while achieving mass flow conservation and continuity of the temperature profiles.
The coupling methodology has been applied to a simplified but realistic industrial case,
consisting of a RQL (Rich Burn - Quick quench - Lean burn) combustor coupled with
the first stage of the HP turbine. The analysis of the steady case has shown that the
combustor field is affected as far as 150% axial chord lengths upstream of the blades
leading edge, affecting RTDF and OTDF at the interfaces. In the turbine stage signifi-
cant differences in both efficiency and degree of reaction were found in the coupled cases
with respect to standard standalone simulations using radial inlet profiles. The analy-
sis of the unsteady simulation has instead shown the hot streaks behaviour across the
turbine, that are only partially mitigated by the stator blades and, due to segregation
effect of hot and cold gases, migrate towards the pressure side of the rotor blades.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Objectives
This Thesis develops in the context of coupled simulations for gas turbine aero-engines.
In order to develop the future aeronautical propulsion systems, improved fuel efficiency
and reduced emissions have to be achieved, as set by the ACARE 2020 and later ACARE
2050 [1] European objectives for air transport. A detailed and accurate prediction of
the entire flow field inside the gas turbine is a key aspect to gain further improvements
in the current engine performance and polluting characteristics.
The aim of this work is to develop a robust and reliable methodology to couple simula-
tions of different components of a gas turbine, in particular combustor and turbine, in or-
der to properly understand their interactions and to be able to predict multi-component
effects, such as combustion instabilities or combustor-turbine hot-streak migration. In
that way simulations will be able in future to substitute, at least partially, very expensive
experimental rig tests.
1.1 Introduction
The design process of a gas turbine engine usually analyses each component as a separate
part. Specific and very specialised tools have been developed, tuned and validated to
properly capture all the information of interest for engineering development and design
of a specific region of the engine, such as the combustor, compressor or turbine parts.
These tools generally reflect the different flow conditions and physical phenomena oc-
curring in different components. In a combustor high swirl, detached flows and high
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turbulence levels are present and also the flow is mainly characterised by mixing pro-
cesses. Multiphase flows may be present when dealing with liquid fuels, and in this case
atomisation and evaporation processes are involved too. Finally the combustion of often
complex hydrocarbons is occurring, with the consequent high temperatures and heat
transfer to the containing structure. The flow is generally low speed, to allow for good
combustion, and the pressure is almost constant. Low Mach number pressure based
codes with combustion models have been successfully applied for the prediction of the
flow in this component [2]. In contrast the flow is fully compressible in the turbomachin-
ery as the Mach number can be high and shocks may occur. The flow is often assumed
to have uniform constant physical properties or mixture of non reacting fluids with
thermodynamic properties varying with temperature and composition (e.g. calorically
perfect gas) [3]. The accurate description of thin boundary layers around blades and
walls, tip gaps and leakage flows is required to correctly predict losses and performance.
The rotating parts introduce a further complication, as regions with different relative
rotational speed have to be accounted for, either by modelling or by introducing relative
geometry movement. Density-based compressible flow solvers [4] capable of handling
relative rotating zones and thin shear layers are commonly used in the industry.
The interactions between combustor and turbomachinery components are only par-
tially taken into account through simplified models and parameters, generally applied
as boundary conditions. An example of this are the temperature distribution functions
which characterise the temperature profile at any combustor/turbine interface plane.
The Overall Temperature Distribution Function (OTDF) and Radial Temperature Dis-
tribution Function (RTDF) are defined as
RTDF (r) =
T (r)− T
T − T∞
(1.1)
OTDF =
TMAX(r, θ)− T
T − T∞
(1.2)
where T is the temperature averaged in both circumferential and radial directions, while
T (r) is the temperature averaged in the circumferential direction only. The OTDF is
the ratio of the difference between the peak and mean temperature to the mean com-
bustor temperature rise. The RTDF instead is the ratio of the difference between the
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circumferentially averaged temperature and the mean temperature to the mean combus-
tor temperature rise. The OTDF is important in the design of the NGVs, because the
peak temperatures affect the stator blade life, while the RTDF is important for the rotor
blades life expectancy which experience the average temperature during their rotation.
Due to their impact on the turbine blades the temperature profiles at the combustor-
turbine interface are a design criteria for the combustor as well as being used in the
definition of inlet boundary conditions for the turbine design. However, an assumption
of relatively smooth temperature field is made when adopting them. Thirty years of
research experience [5] have shown instead how strong circumferential and radial tem-
perature gradients, so called hot-streaks, may occur at the combustor exit, invalidating
this assumption. Moreover experimental measurements of the temperature distribution
functions are generally limited to non reacting cases and most frequently rely on sim-
plified combustors. In real life engines the turbine entry temperatures have increased
to obtain improved engine efficiency, and they typically are above the turbine melting
temperature by some hundreds of degrees. Furthermore, as lean combustion is being
introduced in aero-engines to meet the future requirements in terms of fuel consump-
tion and pollutants emission, the interaction between combustor and turbine potentially
increases. The high swirl generated to sustain the flame in a lean combustor is still gen-
erally present at the combustor exit and it may significantly lower the effectiveness of the
turbine cooling system, stripping away the cooling flow from the surface or modifying
its design path. The presence of the turbine blades might change the stability properties
of the combustor itself, which is intrinsically much more unstable than in a standard
RQL (Rich burn - Quick quench - Lean burn) configuration. On the other hand these
instabilities can be responsible for the generation of hot spots which migrate into the
turbine. Finally, requirement for compactness and lightness in aeronautical applications
make all the components strongly interacting. It is then clear how only a fully coupled
approach capable of taking into account the interactions between different components
will allow a confident predictive simulation.
1.2 Motivations
The state-of-the-art in industry for the design of a Gas Turbine is to treat each compo-
nent separately, as a standalone part of a bigger puzzle. This approach has been the only
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one feasible for many years in the industry, for very practical reasons: computational
cost and modelling.
Nowadays, in the era of massively parallel computers, this limitation can be partially
overcome and new strategies developed to investigate the flow in a Gas Turbine. In fact
the current approach, that has been proved to be very convenient, it is likely to be unable
to capture all the extremely complex phenomena that can take place in the engine (that
currently could be studied only after the assembly). The interaction between different
components and different physical processes needs to be taken into account, if a confident
high fidelity simulation has to be achieved.
Even though the increasing availability of computational resources and the improved ef-
ficiency of future flow solvers will allow the simulation of an entire engine, looking at the
huge variety of flow phenomena that have to be simulated, it is clear that only the use
of multiple specialized flow solvers can guarantee accuracy and efficiency. This is partic-
ularly true when coupling turbomachinery portions and combustor. Moreover, in order
for such a simulation to be useful, it should deliver results sufficiently accurate within
an acceptable timeframe (typically an overnight run). As an example, a full LES simu-
lation of the whole engine could be computationally prohibitive, but since it will greatly
improve the prediction of detached flows and free turbulence in the combustor, this type
of simulation may be performed in this portion of the engine only. The combustor is also
characterised by heat release and chemical reactions, and additional transport equations
have to be solved to model the combustion process. Again the solution of these equations
can be limited to the combustor. The reaction is generally assumed to occur at constant
pressure and the flow Mach number is usually very low. Hence pressure-based low Mach
number solvers can be used to model the flow in this part of the engine, avoiding the
additional complication of compressibility which can make the computational time step
small. In the turbomachinery parts, a precise description of the turbulent boundary lay-
ers around the blades, tip gaps and leakage flows, is required. High Mach and Reynolds
numbers characterise the flow. Hence density-based compressible flow solvers capable of
handling rotating components and thin shear layers are generally used. In the industry
the flow solvers for this type of problems are based on RANS simulations, and years of
experience led to a good degree of confidence on the various parameters needed to model
the turbulence [6–8]. A RANS or URANS approach, that is computationally affordable,
may then be used in the turbomachinery parts.
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A complete simulation of a virtual gas turbine using a single flow solver resolving all the
flow features can take many years for development and validation. The same knowledge
can be achieved by coupling existing specialised flow solvers simulating each sub-system.
This type of approach, in which each zone is treated separately, is called zonal coupling
and has previously been applied to gas-turbine simulation by some research groups [9–
11]. A zonal type of coupling in which each region in the engine is simulated using its own
specialised flow solver is a very accurate way of investigating components interactions
in gas turbines. Years of development and valuable experience in the industry in the
prediction of each component will be exploited. The development of new tools capable
of accurately describe the entire engine with a reasonable computational cost is yet to be
achieved. Codes coupling currently represents a very convenient as well as very accurate
approach.
This work concentrates on the hot HP (high pressure) section of an aeronautical gas
turbine engine, namely the combustor and the first stage of the HP turbine. Different
approaches have been presented in the past to study computationally this part of the
engine, some relying on the inclusion of the stator blades in the combustor domain
in a single comprehensive simulation [12–14], some others using a coupled approach of
different codes [9, 11].
1.3 Code coupling
The expression “code coupling” refers to a simulation performed using two or more
different modelling codes which communicate some data between each other to provide
an integrated numerical solution of a specific physical problem. This is a very broad
definition since any piece of simulation software can be part of a coupled simulation. We
can try to distinguish between coupling:
[I] codes which are used to solve the same physics but with different methods that
are more appropriate to a specific region of the computational domain (e.g. close
to an aerofoil/in the farfield);
[II] codes which solve completely different physics in the same domain (e.g. radiative
heat/fluid dynamics);
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[III] codes which solve different physics in different parts of the domain (e.g. fluid
dynamics/heat transfer in the solid);
[IV] codes which solve different approximations of the same physics (or slightly different
physics) in different regions (e.g. Incompressible/Compressible)
[V] the same code with different degrees of modelled physics involved in different
regions (e.g. reacting/non-reacting, LES/RANS);
[VI] the same code solving the same physics with the same numerical methods on
different regions of the domain (e.g. sliding planes, chimera methods).
When dealing with two completely different physics solved in two different regions (point
III), such as conjugate heat transfer calculations, the two domain regions (solid and fluid)
are sharing a common interface through which some of the variables are exchanged and
made continuous, such as temperature and heat flux. The interface acts as boundary
conditions for the two regions, and many studies have been devoted to defining appro-
priate and stable coupling configurations for such variables. When two fluid regions
instead are being coupled some different situations might occur. We shall recall that the
splitting of the domain into smaller regions which are being coupled has been applied ex-
tensively in computational fluid dynamics for other practical reasons than multi-physics,
such as to accelerate the solution of large linear systems or to help the grid generation
process when dealing with complex geometries. The strategies to decompose the domain
into smaller regions are generally divided into overlapping and non overlapping methods,
and their coupling characteristics have been studied and analysed. For these types of
applications the same set of equations is being solved using the same numerical methods
in all the coupled regions (point VI). A different situation instead arises when different
methods are used in different regions (point I). A further complication is added when
different approximations of the fluid physics are being coupled (point IV). In this last
case in fact the variables involved in the solution of each region might be the same (and
having the same name), but their behaviour and consequently their physical meaning
might not be fully consistent such that aiming at continuity of all variables across the
regions’ interfaces could eventually be incorrect.
An additional classification of the coupling methodologies could be done on the degree
of intimacy that is established between the two coupled solvers, ranging from tight to
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loose coupling. This classification is not easy to be done, but generally speaking a tight
coupling can be established where the physics involved and numerical methods are simi-
lar between the codes (e.g. only one code is used VI), while some degree of relaxation is
necessary to be introduced where the physics and numerical methods are not consistent.
This work aims at coupling two different codes which solve two different approximations
of the physics of the fluids (incompressible/low Mach number and compressible) using
different solution techniques (pressure-based, density-based) and involving a different
degree of modelled physics (reacting/non-reacting), in two different regions, but par-
tially overlapping, of the computational domain. The differences between the codes are
such that a loose type of coupling has been preferred and investigated.
1.4 Objectives
The objectives of this work are the following:
[I] Consider existing validated industrial CFD codes for combustion and turbomachin-
ery, and exploit existing interpolation tools to develop a zonal type of coupling;
[II] develop a methodology to couple the existing unmodified codes, as a user friendly
external coupling tool for coupled steady simulations
[III] develop a methodology to improve the coupling between the codes, both in terms
of results accuracy and coupling time efficiency, with the freedom of introducing
modifications to the original CFD source codes, for both steady and unsteady
simulations;
[IV] assess the methodologies on simple test cases;
[V] apply the methodologies to a realistic industrial case to predict combustor-turbine
interaction.
1.5 Contents of the Thesis
In this Chapter 1 the statement of the problem and the objectives of this work were
declared. In Chapter 2 some background is given on the subject. In Chaper 3 the
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original numerical tools used are detailed while in Chapter 4 the new developments of
the coupling are explained. The assessment of the coupling methodology on various test
cases is reported in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the application of the coupling on a realistic
industrial test case is reported. In Chapter 7 some conclusions are drawn.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
The combustor is the region of the gas turbine where the combustion process occurs.
There are many requirements in the design of an aero-engine combustor. It should
realise a stable and efficient combustion, completely burning the fuel and holding the
flame inside the chamber. It should be as light and short as possible and allow for a
wide range of operating conditions. To obtain efficient combustion, a low flow speed,
complete mixing and suitable equivalence ratios are required; while achieving these the
combustor should introduce acceptable pressure losses. It should also generate a target
exit temperature profile, as previously mentioned. Furthermore, it has to conform to the
strict regulations in terms of polluting emissions, such as CO2 and NOx. Not last the
containing metal structure has to withstand the extremely high temperatures occurring.
Diffusion-flame combustors represent the technology traditionally used in the past and
still the main one for current applications. They are stable and reliable but they produce
high levels of thermal NOx. This type of nitrogen oxide formation is due to dissociation
of N2 naturally present in the air at the very high flame temperatures reached in a
traditional configuration. In order to reduce NOx formation the typical configuration
adopted nowadays in the industry is the one of an RQL (Rich burn - Quick quench -
Lean burn) combustor [15]. Figure 2.1 shows a highly swirling region in the first part
of the combustor where rich combustion occurs that stabilise the flame, a middle region
where the injection of fresh air through primary and secondary dilution holes makes the
combustion process much leaner and a third region towards the exit where the mixture
is very lean and the combustion process is completed. The idea is to exploit the two
regions of equivalence ratio in which NOx is reduced, respectively at very rich and
9
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Figure 2.1: Configuration of an RQL combustor [18]
Figure 2.2: NOx production in a RQL combustor
lean conditions (Fig. 2.2). The key region is the middle one in which quick dilution
is obtained through injection of jets of fresh air bringing the mixture from rich to lean
conditions: possible stoichiometric pockets may occur, with consequent NOx generation.
As anticipated, more recently a new configuration, fully lean, has been introduced in the
industry to further reduce NOx emissions. The combustion zone is operated with excess
air to avoid the presence of stoichiometric regions and reduce the flame temperature. In
Fig. 2.3 is shown a schematic of a lean combustor. The clear features of this engine is the
completely closed chamber, with no dilution holes: the entire amount of air participating
in the combustion is directly delivered through the injector, which results in it being
much larger than in a standard RQL configuration, obtaining in such a way the desired
low equivalence ratio combustion. The drawback of lean-combustion systems is the very
common presence of combustion instabilities [16]. These are unsteady flow oscillations
that can influence the engine operation or even lead to failure in some cases. The
combustor may in fact be greatly damaged by excessive structural vibration and heat
transfer. Moreover, as shown, the chambers are typically almost entirely closed, while the
processes tending to attenuate these instabilities are very weak. While a proper design
can eliminate instability problems in traditional diffusion-flame combustors, this is still
an open field of research in a lean approach. Many factors influencing the development
of instabilities have been analysed and reported in the literature [17], ranging from
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Figure 2.3: Schematics of a lean combustor [19]
experimental works to theoretical derivations or CFD computations. An up-to-date
description of lean-premixed technology may be also found in [17]. It is clear that even
a small change in operating parameters or in the geometry, including the presence of a
downstream turbine, can be of great importance in generating or eliminating unstable
combustion. By analysing a lean combustor using an incompressible assumption the
thermo-acoustics effects, which are one of the main driving forces of instability, are not
automatically captured by the simulation. The acoustics in the combustor have to be
studied in a second step, which is a limiting assumption.
The turbine is the part of the aero engine in which the hot air exiting the combustor is
expanded, cooled down and accelerated to high speed to generate the engine thrust while
extracting from the fluid the energy needed to power the fan, the compressor and all
the on-board devices. Typical configuration is of an axial turbine, in which the air flows
through a series of subsequent axial stages, each comprising stator vanes (the stator) and
rotating blades (the rotor). In a modern aero-engine multiple turbine stages are present,
generally subdivided in high pressure (HP), intermediate pressure (IP) and low pressure
(LP) sections, which are eventually mounted on different shafts and hence rotating at
different speeds. In the design of an aeronautical turbine stage many considerations are
made necessary. A good compromise between stage efficiency and number of stages has
to be met. In general the higher pressure drop achieved the less efficient the stage is.
The degree of reaction of the stage, defined as the fraction of the static enthalpy drop
(and consequently the pressure drop) that is occurring in the rotor, is carefully chosen.
An increase in the pressure drop per stage can be beneficial in one hand (increasing
the temperature drop and possibly lowering the weight of the engine, if less stages are
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required for the same cumulative pressure drop of the turbine), but on the other hand
deteriorate the performances in terms of viscous losses and flow separation, and hence
efficiency. In general few stages (less than 10) are enough to extract the required energy
from the fluid in modern engines. Nowadays one of the major problems for turbine
designer is to keep the turbine blades alive by constantly cooling them both internally
and externally with relatively fresh cooling air. This is an important issue especially
for the first stages of the HP turbine in which the extremely hot gases coming from the
combustor directly impinge the blades. Another key issue is the very high rotational
speed which generates enormous stresses on the blades. It is clear how material and
stress engineering are of fundamental importance together with fluid dynamics.
In this Chapter 2 a comprehensive description of the numerical approaches in the study
of combustor and turbomachinery components is reported in Sec. 2.1. A review on
the history of CTI (combustor-turbine interaction) simulations and experiments can
be found in Sec. 2.2, while in Sec. 2.3 a literature review of flow coupling for multi-
components simulations is presented. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. 2.4.
2.1 CFD for gas turbine applications
Computational Fluid Dynamics has become one of of the major tools in solving prac-
tical problems in industry, and it is still the only available tool for certain applications
where experimental results are impossible to be achieved (very high Mach number and
temperatures). For an introduction on CFD methods refer to [20–22].
2.1.1 CFD for turbomachinery applications
Most probably CFD plays a more important role in the design of turbomachinery than
it does in most of other engineering fields [23]. In turbomachinery, numerical methods
have been developed since the 1940s [24, 25] even before the advent of the modern
computers and they have been successfully used for decades by the turbomachinery
designers. However most effects of 3D flow, such as effects of blade lean and sweep, of
tip leakage and secondary flows [26–29] can only be captured by fully 3D simulations,
firstly introduced in the late 1970s. Denton in 1979 performed a single blade row CFD
simulation based on sheared H-meshes and finite volume time-marching scheme. In the
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1980s these steady computations became more and more common. Steady simulations
are based on RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) approach, where the flow is
time averaged and all the scales of turbulence need to be modelled. This approach
nowadays is widely used and tested, and the numerous turbulence models proposed are
all well-known in their capabilities and limits.
A limited number of numerical schemes have been applied to 3D turbomachinery flows.
The most common are time marching solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. A typi-
cal algorithm is a multi-step (4 or 5 step) Runge-Kutta temporal scheme with variable
time step and multigrid acceleration. Implicit solutions are not typically used and these
simpler explicit methods are largely preferred. A few pressure correction methods have
been used for turbomachinery applications. A second order accurate spatial discretisa-
tion is often adopted, having demonstrated to be at the moment the best compromise
between accuracy and level of complication. Generally speaking, explicit density-based
flow solvers of the fully compressible Navier-Stokes equations have historically been used
for simulations of the turbomachinery part of a gas turbine. The grid system for this
type of applications was historically based on structured meshes. CFD solvers nowadays
are mainly built upon an unstructured assumption, as it is a more general approach even
though intrinsically more computationally expensive. Nevertheless for turbomachinery
simulations it is still convenient and typical to work on multi-block hexahedral meshes.
In fact the relatively simple shape of the blade geometry allows a relatively easy struc-
tured discretisation, at least for the main flow path, when complex features such as tip
gap leakage, cooling holes, struts or fan assemblies are not modelled. Using tetrahe-
dral unstructured grids in turbomachinery is only a very recent approach. It is in fact
more requiring in terms of CPU effort and it is more difficult to obtain good quality
tetrahedral meshes in the discretisation of the boundary layer (where far less points are
necessary along the wall than in the direction normal to it), which is a fundamental
requirement for turbomachinery applications.
In order to model the unsteady interaction between two adjacent blade rows which are in
relative rotation some methods have been proposed and widely applied in the industry.
An early method proposed by Denton is the “mixing plane” [30]. With the objective of
averaging out the unsteady interactions and predicting the time average of the unsteady
flow from a steady calculation, a mixing process is assumed to occur at this “mixing
plane”. The flow leaving one blade is simply circumferentially averaged before feeding it
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into the next row. The mixing is then instantaneous and does not occur gradually as it
should be. The objective is to keep using the usual steady RANS equations, averaging
the effect of the unsteadiness due to the mixing. This method produces errors and
further developments have been proposed to improve it [31].
A very important role for the efficiency and aerodynamic performance of a turbomachin-
ery is played by the interaction between primary and secondary flows. In the last decade
CFD simulations have been able to partially simulate both primary and secondary gas
path simultaneously. An overview of the current limitations of the application of CFD
in turbomachinery in industry may be found in [32].
The intrinsic unsteadiness of a flow in a turbomachinery can lead to incorrect results or
missed convergence of the steady simulation. Unsteadiness sources as well as the main
unsteady modelling approaches are reviewed in [33] and [34]. In the 1990s unsteady mul-
tistage CFD simulations appeared on the scene thanks to the increased computational
power available [35, 36]. Unsteady multi-blade row codes able to handle multiple rows
had been in fact developed at the end of the 1980s [37]. Sliding planes appeared between
blade rows to properly resolve stator-rotor interactions. The rotor mesh rotates (slide)
relative to the stator, being incremented in the tangential direction every time step. Be-
ing an unsteady 360o annulus calculation very computationally expensive, adjustments
in modelled blade count and pitch on a particular blade row is often accepted to obtain
a circumferentially periodic simulation. This unsteady approach is based on URANS
(Unsteady RANS) simulations. Care has to be taken to ensure a spectral gap is present
between the resolved and modelled scales. Between mixing planes and sliding planes
a “frozen rotor” assumption allows us to increase the steady flow modelling fidelity at
the price of no temporal (relative) wake movement. A mixture of sliding planes and
mixing planes can be used to increase accuracy and reduce the computational cost in a
multi-stage simulation, as proposed by Montomoli [38].
In the last decade the linear harmonic analysis [43, 44] was developed and applied in
particular for flutter calculations. The usual RANS mean solution is calculated but an
equation for a small linear perturbation about this mean is also solved, either in the time
or frequency domains. Non-linear Harmonic methods, such as the Balance method, have
also been proposed and tested [45, 46].
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Large Eddy Simulations (LES) are the most accurate tool in the hands of the turbo-
machinery engineers (DNS are far too computationally expensive to be applicable for
industrial applications). A filter in space is applied to the N-S equations and only the
smallest eddy scales are modelled, while most of the turbulence energy is resolved. LES
offer advantages when off-design conditions are considered and may help to understand
the physics of generation of new vortices resolving transient turbulent structures unre-
solved in RANS [47]. The drawback with LES is the extreme increase in computational
cost. Currently LES for complex systems tend to be under-resolved since the grids are
insufficiently fine. The near-wall regions, where the dimension of the turbulent struc-
tures to be resolved becomes very small, pose a particular challenge. Moreover few
simulations make use of properly defined boundary conditions for LES, and this is an
open field of research. LES best practices are needed.
Hybrid LES-RANS methods have been recently developed, such as DES (Detached Eddy
Simulation) and LNS (Limited Numerical Scales). They combines RANS and LES in
a single flow solver, and this requires a sensor to determine when to switch from one
approach to the other.
A detailed scheme of the unsteady methods currently available, ordered according to
their level of fidelity, can be found in the red box of Fig. 2.4 from Tucker [33]. In the
figure the dashed boxes represent respectively on the left of the red box the approaches
where the unsteady flow is reduced to steady problem and on the further left the very
early 1D and 2D (Quasi 3D) methods.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of unsteady modelling hierarchy, from [33]
2.1.2 CFD for combustion applications
Combustion is a very complex subject. It involves heat transfer, chemical reactions,
turbulent fluid flows, and many type of combustion processes exist, such as gaseous fuel
combustion, liquid fuel combustion, solid fuel combustion, pulverised fuel combustion
and spray combustion. Even considering only gaseous combustion two different cate-
gories have to be distinguished: premixed and non-premixed combustion. At the same
time it represents one of the most important processes in engineering: combustion oc-
curs in aero-engines, in gas turbine combustors, internal combustion engines, furnaces,
power station combustors, boilers, and home gas heaters etc. CFD methods have grown
rapidly in the last years for combustion applications. Combustion processes are basically
governed by the same transport equations for fluid flow and heat transfer but models for
combustion chemistry and radiative heat transfer have to be added. A bigger number
of equations has to be solved and this leads to an increased computational cost of the
simulation. Detailed informations on CFD combustion modelling and implementations
can be found in [48] and [49].
Most common combustion reactions involve oxidation of hydrocarbon fuels that have
a high content of carbon and hydrogen. Combustion mechanisms even for very simple
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fuels are very complicated and a large number of species are involved. Combustion of a
fuel in fact does not occur in a single reaction but involve a number of different steps.
Even the simplest reaction we can imagine, such as H2 combustion in oxygen, involves
in practice many intermediate steps. The number of these elementary reaction steps is
often too large to be fully taken into account for an engineering computation.
We are not entering the details of the combustion theory, but we can spend a few words
about how combustion is implemented in CFD modelling. As mentioned above trans-
port equations for each species are solved along with continuity, momentum and energy
equations (the latter may not be solved if the particular combustion model evaluates
the temperature in different ways). New terms appear in the equations, related to the
combustion process. One of the most important term to be evaluated is the source term
in the species transport equations. It describes the rate of production/destruction of a
particular species, that can be formed and consumed in a number of different reactions,
and depends on species concentrations.
Detailed combustion mechanisms have been developed for common hydrocarbons and
can be found in the literature. But since the computational cost of a simulation is
directly related to the level of detail in the reaction mechanisms, many more practical
reaction schemes involving fewer reactions to represent combustion of basic fuels have
been proposed (i.e 2-steps mechanism) [50]. Often a non-dimensional variable called
“mixture fraction” ξ is defined to further reduce the number of transport equations. In
the most general way it can be seen as the mass percentage of fuel (both burned and
unburned) in a gaseous mixture. It is directly related to the species mass fractions. ξ is
a conserved scalar, neither created nor destroyed by chemical reactions and it obeys a
transport equation. So a transport equation for the mixture fraction is often computed
and mass fraction after combustion of fuel, products or inert species can be reconstructed
once given the resulting mixture fraction.
One of the major problems encountered when modelling combustion is the interaction
with turbulence. In fact in many combustion processes the rate of combustion depends
on flow, turbulence and diffusion processes, which dominate the mixing. When modelling
turbulence an average process is applied to the governing equations. The localised heat
generation in reacting flow causes the density to vary. The presence of these density
fluctuations gives rise to additional terms when traditional Reynolds averaging is used;
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a density-weighted averaging procedure (Favre average) is more appropriate in such a
case. The main problem arises when an average for the source term in the species
transport equations has to be calculated, since it can not be expressed as a function of
Favre-averaged variables. As a consequence an effort has been made to develop models
which completely avoid solving the average species mass fraction equations. Also the
Favre-averaged mixture fraction ξ˜ transport equation, once solved, it is not of immediate
usage for the calculation of mean species. In fact the relationship between species mass
fractions and mixture fraction relate to instantaneous mixture fraction ξ and not to
Favre-averaged ξ˜.
One of the ideas is to introduce a statistical approach: the “Probability density function”
(PDF) method is based on one-point statistics. The mean value of a variable can be
determined from instantaneous values if the probability of finding this value at a certain
location P (ξ) is known. This idea has been used for the instantaneous mixture fraction
scalar ξ and extended to the instantaneous reaction rate which is a function of the
species mass fractions and temperature. Since the real PDF is difficult and expensive
to be calculated, as a simplification a presumed PDF can be assumed. One of the most
popular is the β-function. The presumed PDF P (ξ) is defined by the mean value of
the variable ξ˜ and by its variance var(ξ˜). With an integration process time-average
variables can be recovered from Favre-averaged statistics. Instead of using a presumed
PDF there are more elaborate methods which solve a transport equation to obtain a
PDF (Transported PDF) [51].
Another very simple approach initially proposed by Spalding [52] is the eddy break-up
model (EBU). It is based on the assumption that at high Damko¨hler numbers, chemical
reactions are purely controlled by mixing processes. In context of RANS methods, the
mixing time can be estimated from the turbulent mixing time k/ represented by the
turbulent kinetic energy k and the turbulent dissipation rate . The rate of reaction is
expressed in terms of the turbulence time scale. The dissipation rates of fuel, oxygen
and products are taken into account. Only the transport equation for the mass fraction
of fuel is solved together with transport of mixture fraction, and the model takes the
actual reaction rate of fuel to be equal to the slowest of these rates. If also the chemical
reaction rate is considered because the combustion processes are kinetically influenced,
the net fuel reaction rate is taken as the minimum of the chemical reaction rate and the
mixing rate.
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Figure 2.5: A state of the art LES simulation, snapshot of iso-surfaces of temperature
and fuel sprays in a Pratt & Whitney gas turbine engine combustor, Stanford University
[54]
A very common combustion model present in modern CFD solvers is a compromise be-
tween simplicity and need to account for a more detailed chemistry. It involves the defi-
nition of “laminar flamelets”. These are structures assumed to resemble the flame sheets
responsible for combustion in a laminar flame. They are considered to be stretched and
strained by the flow and turbulence. So the flame is viewed as an ensemble of stretched
moving laminar flamelets embedded within the turbulent flow. The heat release is con-
sidered to occur mainly in the vicinity of stoichiometric surfaces. This model is based
on the assumption that the flame is very thin, so that flame curvature or turbulent
eddies do not disturb the inner structure of the flame. Therefore, flames have a unique
structure, and can be represented by 1-D laminar flames. The properties of the laminar
flamelet (density, temperature, species mass fractions) as a function of mixture fraction
are evaluated and stored in a database (Flamelet Generated Manifolds FGM [53]), that
can subsequently be used to simulate multidimensional flames. Data for the laminar
flamelets databases can be obtained from either 1D free propagating laminar premixed
flames or from non-premixed counter flow diffusion flames. In the FGM approach the
flame is completely determined by two parameters, the mixture fraction and a non-
equilibrium parameter or a progress variable. Since these parameters are statistically
distributed in a turbulent flow, a PDF approach can be applied with FGM to model
turbulence-combustion interaction.
Many other models and more complicated (such as the conditional moment closure
model, the Thickened flame model [55] etc.) for RANS or LES simulations, for premixed
or non-premixed combustion have been proposed. The topic is very ample and various
and we are not entering any more details.
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The current situation sees most of the combustion solvers based on low Mach number
approximations. These solvers were often developed for the industry of process engi-
neering, chemical engineering etc. where slow flow conditions occur and compressibility
effects could often be neglected. They are typically implicit (to avoid the stiffness of the
problem) solvers using pressure-correction schemes (SIMPLE, SIMPLEC, PISO etc.) or
the artificial compressibility method [56]. Since density variations are not linked to the
pressure, the mass conservation is a constraint on the velocity field; in the most typical
approach the continuity equation is combined with the momentum equation and the
constraint on the velocity field becomes an elliptic equation for the pressure (Poisson
equation). More recently new combustion solvers appeared, density-based, explicit and
fully compressible (e.g. AVBP from CERFACS [57]). They generally require small time
steps and they often need some preconditioning to be applied at the study of low Mach
number flows. They naturally conserve the acoustics and they can be used to simulate
high-speed regions of the turbomachine. The drawback is that they are computation-
ally more expensive, and their low Mach number counterparts are still preferred in the
industry.
As already mentioned above in a combustor the proper mixing of air and fuel is of
primary importance, and its correct prediction is the main goal of combustion CFD. To
properly capture the equivalence ratio the exact mass split between all the domain inlet
has to be achieved, such that generally a mass flow imposition is used at boundary inlets.
Simplified or more complicated geometries are considered, where geometrical features
are either modelled through boundary conditions or resolved in the simulation. Due to
the often complicated geometries involved, unstructured meshes are typically used to
discretise the domain.
Grid resolution and modelling at the wall is still a challenge for good LES simulations.
But flows where wall modelling is not critical, such as those in combustors, are notable
areas of LES success. Since the combustor is characterised by detached flows, heat
release and it is governed by mixing, and it is not necessary to obtain well resolved
boundary layers, LES simulations can definitely greatly improve the predictions. An
up-to-date review of the state of the art in LES simulations for gas turbine combustion
can be found in [58], while a picture from a state of the art simulation is shown in
Fig. 2.5.
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2.2 CTI - Combustor/Turbine Interactions
“Combustor-Turbine Interaction” is a relatively recent field of study. Early experimental
and numerical investigations of the influence of combustor exit conditions on the first
stages of the turbine date back to the early 80s [59], while studies on the influence of
the turbine blades on the combustor is a new research area, and limited to numerical
computations. We shall here briefly resume the history of experiment and computations
on the subject.
CTI in the literature
Some of the first experimental and numerical investigations on combustor-turbine inter-
action, and in particular on hot streak migration, are summarised in [5].
The Combustor Exit Radial Temperature Simulator (CERTS) was introduced at the
NASA Lewis Research Center as early as 1980 to generate turbine inlet radial tempera-
ture profiles [59]. It was used to experimentally investigate the influence of hot streaks
on the first stage of a turbine on a subsonic configuration [60]. Total pressure profiles
were also introduced together with total temperature profiles using the CERTS. The
case was also object of numerical investigations [61]. The study showed that the inlet
temperature variation mixes out through the turbine stage and the performance of the
turbine was found not to be affected by the inlet profiles.
A second test facility was set up at the United Technology Research Center [62]. The
Large Scale Rotating Rig (LSRR) allowed the introduction of hot streaks while main-
taining static and total pressure identical to the free stream values. The investigations
were conducted at low speed. The experimental results showed that the hot streak does
not affect the stator but it results in a segregation of hot and cold gases which migrate
towards the pressure and suction surfaces of the rotor respectively. This was explained
by a condition where pressure and absolute flow angle of the fluid inside and outside
the hot fluid region are the same at the stator exit, but the temperature is different.
This leads to a different absolute velocity in the cold and hot regions, which means a
greater angle of attach and greater velocity relative to the rotor in the hot streak with
respect to the cold area, generating the fluid segregation. The numerical investigations,
both 2D [63] and 3D [64] confirmed the general findings that the hot streak is relatively
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unaffected as it is convected through the NGV passage (the width decreases due to flow
acceleration) but it strongly interacts with the rotating blades, migrating towards the
pressure surface.
Hot streaks migration in a transonic turbine was studied by Shang [65] in a test rig
developed at MIT. Blade surface temperature measurements were performed. Heat
transfer on the pressure surface of the rotor was found to increase due to the hot/cold
gas segregation. Moreover, the generation of secondary flows by temperature gradients
was observed, transporting midspan hot fluid towards hub and tip regions along the
rotor pressure surface.
Th effect of introducing both temperature and velocity profiles at the turbine inlet was
studied on a single NGV blade by Thole [66]. In particular the effect of non uniform inlet
profiles on the endwall secondary flows were investigated, showing that the stagnation
pressure gradient is the key parameter driving the formation of secondary flows. The
effect of high free-stream turbulence was also investigated by Thole [67]; typical levels of
turbulence at the combustor exit are reported to be up to 40% and its influence has to
be taken into account. The experimental measurements showed how the high turbulence
in general increased the endwall heat transfer, but the smallest increase was observed in
those regions most affected by the secondary vortices.
To obtain even more realistic conditions at the turbine inlet a representative combustor
was developed by the group of Thole as a large scale wind tunnel section, including
dilution jets and cooling holes [68]. The turbulence level at the combustor exit was found
to be 15 − 18%. The stator vane used in previous studies [69] was then added to the
experimental facility for an integrated analysis of combustor-turbine interactions [70, 71].
Numerical simulations of the test case, performed in incompressible assumption, was also
performed [72]. Both experiments and simulation showed the importance of considering
all the non-uniformities exiting the combustor to predict secondary flow patterns. The
effectiveness of the cooling system for the junction region between combustor and NGV
was also analysed.
One of the first CFD analysis including a real combustor and a NGV was presented
in [13] by ANSYS. The configuration was a fully compressible reacting simulation of
the entire domain. The presence of a vortex core affecting the turbine was predicted,
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confirming the experimental findings. A similar approach was presented later by Klapdor
[12], where the influence of the turbine blade on the combustor flow field is also shown.
Two other groups active on understanding in particular the influence of combustor exit
conditions on the turbine characteristics are based in Oxford University and at the Uni-
versity of Florence. Both groups use as a testcase the MT1 turbine originally installed in
the Turbine Test Facility at QinetiQ, Farnborough, UK. Although the MT1 turbine was
designed for RQL combustors, both groups try to simulate the effect of highly swirling
flow of a lean combustor on this turbine geometry. A combustor swirl simulator in the
Oxford Turbine Test Facility is used to generate aggressive inlet swirl conditions [73].
Heat transfer and aerodynamics measurements are obtained on the turbine. Numerical
investigations are also used and compared with experiments, and the effect of the inlet
swirl in both the flow field and heat transfer is analysed in the turbine [74]. The group
in Florence [75] concentrates instead on the numerical approach and uses the exper-
imental results obtained by QinetiQ for comparison. In some of their publications a
representative combustor designed ad-hoc is used together with the MT1 turbine for a
steady simulation [76]. The novelty is the use of a coupling approach to simulate the
two regions, namely combustor and NGV [11]. Both regions are simulated with the
compressible assumption, but in the combustor the flow is reacting and the solution
method is pressure-based, while in the NGV a density-based approach is used and the
reaction is assumed to have ended. Either the same code or different codes are coupled.
The same group, in collaboration with ONERA, presented [77] an unsteady simulation
of the entire first stage NGV-rotor of the MT1 turbine with inlet temperature distor-
tions and compared them with the experiments provided by QinetiQ in the frame of
the TATEF and TATEF2 EU framework projects. A collaboration between the Oxford
and Florence groups can also be found in the literature, where both experimental and
numerical results are shown [78]. Again the MT1 turbine subject to nonuniform inlet
temperature profile was used for this study. The temperature profile that was used in
both experiments and CFD is representative of an engine-take-off condition combined
with the full combustor cooling, hence an extreme cycle point. A study of the flow field
influence on the blade thermal load showed that the hot streak migration mainly affects
the rotor pressure side from 20% to 70% of the span, where the Nusselt number increases
by a factor of 60% with respect to the uniform case. Furthermore it was found that a
nonuniform temperature distribution may be beneficial for the rotor tip, contrary to the
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Figure 2.6: Full engine simulation, Stanford University [80]
results found in open literature. The radial profile contributed significantly to cooling
the turbine casing.
Another recent experimental and numerical investigation is shown by Loughborough
University [79]. The study is one of the first of its kind, since the whole engine hardware
of a real combustor is used together with nozzle guide vanes. The turbine is here added
solely to represent the influence on the combustor. The paper shows the influence of
the potential field generated by the NGV blades on the upstream field, as well as the
complexity and magnitude of the turbulence levels at the combustor/NGV interface.
Comparison with the case without the inclusion of the NGV is reported.
Relatively very small attention was paid in past to the influence of the turbine on the
combustor field. An integrated simulation with a detailed analysis of the effect of the
inclusion of the NGV blades in the combustor domain is reported in [14].
2.3 Coupling Review
Very a few papers have been published on the topic of flow coupling for multi-component
simulations. This demonstrates how open this problem still remains. Two major investi-
gators can be found in the United States: the NASA Glenn Research Laboratory, under
the National Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) program, and Stanford University,
as part of the DOE (Dept of Energy) ASC program. Under another earlier NASA
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program, the AST program, a full engine simulation of a GE engine turbomachinery
was performed by the Allison Engine Company, now Rolls-Royce, Indianapolis, using
the ADPAC code [81]. A review of high-fidelity gas turbine engine simulations may be
found in [82]. More recently new players started developing strategies to couple different
components in a gas turbine, such as CERFACS and Turbomeca [83] and the University
of Florence [11]. To the author’s knowledge the most recent work on coupling applied to
CTI problems is found in [84]. A commonality between most of the works in the litera-
ture is the presence of an overlapping region between coupled domains. We shall report
in the following some of these works with few or more details based on the relevance
they have with respect to the current work.
NPSS program
A NASA Technical Memorandum dated 2004 [10] reports the full-engine simulation of
the three dimensional flow in the GE90-94B high bypass ratio turbofan engine. The au-
thors’ aim is to demonstrate a high-fidelity complete turbofan engine simulation using
an advanced three dimensional Navier-Stokes turbomachinery solver (APNASA, that in-
corporates the average passage model [85]) coupled with the National Combustion Code
(NCC). Coupling between the codes has been done across common interface planes. In
particular each component had been previously run separately and later the simulation
is run sequentially with the fan first, followed by the booster, HPC (High Pressure Com-
pressor), combustor and turbine. Boundary conditions for the downstream components
are set up only after the solution of the current domain has completed. The simulation
of the downstream component is then submitted to the batch queue in an automatic
process. A considerable discrepancy was found in mass flow at the interfaces. It must
be specified that the coupling with the combustor was only done with radial profiles of
quantities. In [86] Turner showed how the components could be “unzoomed” (a per-
formance map is generated for each component) and rerun as a full engine, so that the
engine can be rebalanced for any components discrepancy, and successively rerun. In
more detail, a form of variable complexity analysis (labelled “zooming” and “unzoom-
ing”) is used to reduce setup and simulation time for the 3D analysis by coupling a cycle
model to the 3D model. The boundary conditions in the full-engine model, such as flows
and wheel speed, are defined from the boundary conditions in the balanced, steady-state
cycle.
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Figure 2.7: Coupling of 3D full engine model with Zero-D cycle model, Glenn Research
Center [86]
Some issues were found [87], that are relevant to the current work. Even if the steady-
state result was expected (APNASA is a steady-state code), the iterative approach
adopted could lead to oscillatory solutions, especially in the HPC. This problem was
attributed by the authors to the unsteadiness of the physical separate 3D flow. An
iteration averaging process has been adopted to damp this behaviour. One of the major
problems was to get consistency in the fluid properties between the Zero-D cycle and
the 3D simulation. The cycle used a routine to evaluate the properties of air that could
take into account also the humidity. In the turbomachinery code a linear variation of
the heat ratio γ with temperature was modelled, but the specific gas constant R, that
should not be constant (i.e. in a turbine with a profile of combustion products), was a
fixed value for the Average Passage code. Moreover the turbomachinery was not able to
track the products of combustion coming from the combustor. In the combustor instead
the species are tracked and the effective properties were not consistent with the cycle
calculation. Among the above cited works, this is the most industry oriented approach.
Stanford Center for Turbulence Research
The ASC program at Stanford was very ambitious and was set up to include the un-
steady effects of the turbomachinery as well as LES modeling of the combustor. In many
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Figure 2.8: Decomposition of the engine for full engine simulation, Stanford Univer-
sity [9]
publications dated between 2001 and 2009 they presented the coupling of RANS simu-
lations in the compressor and turbine with an LES simulation of the combustor [88–94].
The latest documents on RANS/LES integration for computations of flows in a gas tur-
bine are the Annual Research Brief 2006 [95] and the AIAA publication dated 2007 [96],
where the group presents the new software module CHIMPS [80, 97, 98], while in previ-
ous papers a pure MPI approach was shown to couple solvers [9]. CHIMPS interpolation
capabilities are exploited in a part of the current work. In one of the first papers [88] the
unsteady turbomachinery code TFLO had been coupled with the NCC (the same code
as in the NPSS program). They both are compressible and cell-centred codes. Usually at
the interface with another application code, applications request specific flow variables,
typically for a ghost/halo layer of cells or nodes. The Stanford group decided to provide
numerical estimates of these flow variables through three-dimensional interpolation on
the other side of the interface. This approach is the one that will be adopted in the
current work. They identified some issues [88], which are typical when coupling differ-
ent codes, and some of which are relevant to the current work: differing assumptions
for the material properties of air (R,Cp, γ) in the two codes produce different states of
the gas at the interface. Continuity of all variables of interest (density, pressure, tem-
perature, velocity and energy) could not be achieved for any set of exchanged variables
that may be chosen. Moreover differing turbulence models in the two codes required
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the definition at the interface of a new set of turbulence variable to be exchanged. In
more recent papers the coupled flow solvers changed. The unstructured LES flow solver
CDP (developed at the Center for Turbulence Research in Stanford) was used instead
of NCC [9]. And the RANS flow solver SUmb (developed at the Aerospace Computing
Lab in Stanford) followed TFLO for the turbomachinery computations [96]. In the CDP
solver a low Mach-number approximation is used. This introduce a further complication
as primitive variables might not be conserved. This situation is common to the current
work. They proposed the use of body forces to couple code, which is also exploited
in the current work. Full engine (a 20o sector of all components, with the rescaling of
the turbomachinery stages to obtain sector periodicity) simulations have been achieved,
performing RANS simulations in the fan/compressor domain and turbine domain cou-
pled with LES simulation in the combustor domain. The Stanford group could not take
advantage of a large amount of experimental data that was instead available in the NPSS
framework. This poses a limitation on the validation of the coupled approach on real
test cases, which is the same limitation we faced in the current work.
Figure 2.9: Integrated RANS/LES simulation of compressor/prediffuser, Stanford
University [9]
University of Florence
The work of the University of Florence have been briefly reported in Sec. 2.2. They
show a steady RANS coupled simulation of combustor and turbine. Both codes were
compressible, the upstream solver being pressure-based while the downstream density-
based, and they exchanged some boundary data at interface planes. The gas constant R
was constant in the turbine, which was not reacting, and its value taken as the average
from the combustor domain at the turbine inlet interface plane.
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CERFACS
The initial objective of the CERFACS group was to couple an LES compressible combus-
tion solver (AVBP) with an industrial RANS turbomachinery code (ELSA). The results
of this work are published in [83]. A weak imposition is used at the RANS inlet, where
all the conservative variables are interpolated from the averaged LES solution into the
first two rows of mesh cells, and used by the solver scheme to update its residuals in the
nearby row (imposing fluxes). A weak imposition for the downstream inlet is common
with the current work, the differences lying in the computation of the fluxes and in the
fact that not all the conservative variables are used in the current work.
More recently the group moved to the full LES simulation of combustor and turboma-
chinery components, implementing a chimera method to handle stationary and rotation-
ary parts in the turbine [84]. This work is the first of its kind, especially considering the
rarity of the use of LES for turbomachinery. The code being coupled is AVBP and it
is used in all the domains. The coupling can be defined a “tight” coupling. It can still
be considered a coupling as a coupling tool is used to coupled two instances of the code
and different models can be used in the two domains.
The coupling procedure in CERFACS is handled by the coupler OPalm, developed by
the group in collaboration with ONERA. OPalm is used in part of the current work.
2.4 Conclusions
The numerical simulation of both combustor and turbine components has reached a good
level of development thanks to the many years of research experience and application in
the industry. The increase in computational power and parallel computing and the intro-
duction of new modelling techniques has allowed a continuous improvement in the field.
The CFD codes that have been developed in the past reflect the differences in the flow
characteristic of each component. Nowadays, simulations of both steady and unsteady
flows are efficient, accurate and routinely used with good confidence. Nevertheless many
years of research have also shown that the interaction between the combustor and the
turbine is often significant and cannot be neglected. In particular the hot streaks gen-
erated in the combustor and migrating into the turbine are particularly important as
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they influence the turbine flow features and affect the blades thermal loading. The hot
streak is often observed to be partially mitigated by the stator and to migrate towards
the pressure side of the rotor, overheating the blade. The clocking of the hot streak with
respect to the stator blades is also known to be an important parameter and can be used
to reduce the degrading effect of the streak on the rotor. In order to study both com-
ponents in a single integrated simulation, few different coupling techniques have been
proposed in recent years by some research groups. This is a new field and no standard
practice is available. In particular the nature of the coupling is mainly related to the
characteristics of the two codes being coupled. Only in one case a low Mach number
code have been coupled with a compressible code, while in all the other approaches a
compressible assumption was used in both components. Achieving continuity of all the
variables was found to be a common problem of those cases in which different codes and
different flow properties were used in the coupling.
Chapter 3
Mathematical formulation and
Numerical Tools - Existing codes
In this Chapter 3 the main features of the two existing codes are detailed. They will be
referred as “compressible density-based solver” (C-DBS) and “incompressible/low Mach
number pressure-based solver” (ILM-PBS), reflecting the main differences of the two
solvers.
3.1 Governing equations
The Navier-Stokes partial differential equations describe the conservation of mass, mo-
mentum and energy in a continuum fluid. A general representation for multispecies
reacting flows is:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂(ρuj)
∂xj
= 0 (3.1)
∂(ρui)
∂t
+
∂(ρujui)
∂xj
= − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂τ ij
∂xj
+ ρ
N∑
k=1
Ykfk,i (3.2)
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∂(ρe0)
∂t
+
∂((ρe0 + p)uj)
∂xj
= − ∂qj
∂xj
+
∂(τ ijui)
∂xj
+ ρ
N∑
k=1
Ykfk,j(uj + Vk,j) + ω˙ + Q˙ (3.3)
Conservation equations for each species read:
∂(ρYk)
∂t
+
∂(ρ(uj + Vk,j)Yk)
∂xj
= ω˙k (3.4)
N is the number of species, Yk the mass fraction of species k and Vk the velocity diffusion
of species k, fj represents the volume forces. qj is the heat flux due to diffusion of species
with different enthalpies and to temperature gradients.
qj = −λ ∂T
∂xj
+ ρ
N∑
k=1
hkYkVk,j (3.5)
λ is the coefficient of thermal conductivity λ =
Cpµ
Pr , where Pr is the Prandtl number,
µ the molecular viscosity and Cp the specific heat at constant pressure.
In Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 the effect of diffusion velocity is usually modelled:
ρVkYk = −ρDk ∂Yk
∂xj
(3.6)
where Dk is a diffusion coefficient for the species k with respect to the rest of the mixture.
Q˙ is the heat due to external sources while ω˙ is the heat release due to the combustion
process:
ω˙ = −
N∑
k=1
∆h0f,kω˙k (3.7)
where ∆h0f,k is the formation enthalpy of species k and ω˙k is a measure of the change of
mass of the species k due to reaction
ω˙k = Mkq˙k (3.8)
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Mk is the molar mass of species k and q˙k is the production rate of species k.
The viscous stress tensor τ ij is calculated by:
τ ij = µ
(∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
+ µv
∂um
∂xm
δij (3.9)
where δij is the Kronecker delta and µ
v is the bulk viscosity, defined under the Stokes
hypothesis as
µv = −2
3
µ (3.10)
In Eq. 3.3, e0 is the total specific sensible energy
e0 = e+
1
2
uiui (3.11)
sum of the specific internal sensible energy e and the kinetic energy. There are multiple
forms for the energy conservation equation, which can alternatively be expressed in terms
of specific internal sensible energy e, specific sensible enthalpy h or total specific sensible
enthalpy h0. Even if they consist of simple rearrangements of Eq. 3.3 (and Eq. 3.2), we
shall report them for completeness in the following, since the two codes solve a different
version of this conservation equation. Omitting the contribution of volume forces, the
conservation equation for the specific sensible energy, specific sensible enthalpy and total
specific sensible enthalpy read respectively:
∂(ρe)
∂t
+
∂(ρuje)
∂xj
= −p∂uj
∂xj
− ∂qj
∂xj
+ τ ij
∂ui
∂xj
+ ω˙ + Q˙ (3.12)
∂(ρh)
∂t
+
∂(ρujh)
∂xj
=
∂p
∂t
+ uj
∂p
∂xj
− ∂qj
∂xj
+ τ ij
∂ui
∂xj
+ ω˙ + Q˙ (3.13)
∂(ρh0)
∂t
+
∂(ρujh0)
∂xj
=
∂p
∂t
− ∂qj
∂xj
+
∂(uiτ ij)
∂xj
+ ω˙ + Q˙ (3.14)
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Compressible - Density Based Solver
The code deals with compressible flows. The mass conservation Eq. 3.1 is a transport
equation for the density. The pressure is specified by a thermodynamic relation (either
for ideal or real gas). In case of an ideal gas:
p = ρRT (3.15)
where R is the specific gas constant and T the temperature.
The code does not model reactive flows. If the flow is assumed to behave as frozen
chemistry, the term ω˙ in Eq. 3.3 nullify (no reaction ω˙k = 0 in Eq. 3.4). Neglecting body
forces and heat from external sources Eq. 3.3 becomes
∂(ρe0)
∂t
+
∂((ρe0 + p)uj)
∂xj
=
∂
∂xj
(
λ
∂T
∂xj
− ρ
N∑
k=1
hkYkVk,j
)
+
∂(uiτ ij)
∂xj
(3.16)
where for thermally perfect gases the relation between temperature and specific internal
sensible energy and specific sensible enthalpy is
e =
N∑
k=1
Yk
∫ T
T0
Cv,k(T )dT −RT0 h = e+ p
ρ
=
N∑
k=1
Yk
∫ T
T0
Cp,k(T )dT (3.17)
It is important to note that e and h are sensible energy and enthalpy. The contribution
of the formation chemical enthalpy is not included in their definition, but it is taken into
account separately in the term ω˙ (the heat due to reaction, null for frozen chemistry).
The enthalpy diffusion due to different species is modelled.
If the flow is also assumed to behave as a single species calorically perfect gas, which is
the default assumption in the code, the energy equation reads
∂
∂t
(
ρ(CvT +
1
2
uiui)
)
+
∂
∂xj
(
ρ(CpT +
1
2
uiui)uj
)
=
∂
∂xj
(
λ
∂T
∂xj
)
+
∂(uiτ ij)
∂xj
(3.18)
The equations in the density-based code are non-dimensionalised using the variables:
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x∗ =
x
LR
, y∗ =
y
LR
, z∗ =
z
LR
, t∗ =
tUR
LR
u∗ =
u
UR
, , v∗ =
v
UR
, , w∗ =
w
UR
, µ∗ =
µ
ρRURLR
ρ∗ =
ρ
ρR
, p∗ =
p
pR
, T ∗ =
T
TR
, h∗ =
h
RRTR
where the reference values are chosen to be LR = 1 m, ρR = 1.226 Kg/m
3, pR =
101300 Pa, TR = 288 K, UR =
√
pR
ρR
= 9 m/s, RR =
PR
ρRTR
= 286.9 kJkgK .
Incompressible/Low Mach number - Pressure Based Solver
The code deals with incompressible and low Mach number flows. Some considerations
on a low Mach number asymptotic analysis are reported in the following Sec. 4.1 and
can be found in [101]. The main characteristic of these type of flows is that the pres-
sure appearing in the momentum equations is decoupled from density and temperature
fluctuations arising through the equation of state (in particular dρdp =
γ
c2
= 0, c2 → ∞,
where c is the speed of sound). Therefore all the acoustic waves are removed from the
equations. While for incompressible flows the density is constant along a pathline and
consequently the velocity is required to be divergence free (
∂uj
∂xj
= 0), in the low Mach
number approximation the density can vary (e.g. ρ = ρ(T )) and the divergence of ve-
locity is a function of the heat release rate in the domain (heat conduction and heat
release due to combustion and external sources) and of the time derivative of ptherm,
the thermodynamic background pressure. ptherm(t) can vary in time due to compres-
sion from the boundaries and to the heat release rate in the domain. If the domain is
unbounded this pressure is no more a function of time but has to be defined as a known
constant value (ptherm = const). In the rest of this work we will refer to it also as the
“reference pressure” (as it is defined in the ILM-PBS code). The velocity divergence
would be function of the heat release rate only. While in the incompressible assumption
only small density variations are allowed (the velocity field is required to be divergence
free and the density is constant along a streamline, or constant everywhere for homoge-
neous flows), the low Mach number approximation admits large density and temperature
variations. These variations couple the momentum and energy equation (e.g. through
density ρ(T ) = pthermRT and viscosity µ(T )), while the energy equation results decoupled
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from continuity and momentum equations in the case of an incompressible flow. Conse-
quently the so called “incompressible” pressure p, the one appearing in the momentum
equations for incompressible and low Mach approximations, is not specified from the
density by a thermodynamic relation, but it is determined by the constraint on the
divergence of velocity. Since there is no separate equation for the pressure, the typical
solution to this problem is to build a new equation for the pressure from the continuity
and momentum equations. The idea is to obtain a pressure field which guarantees sat-
isfaction of the mass conservation. Taking the divergence of the momentum equation
Eq. 3.2
∂
∂xi
( ∂p
∂xi
)
= − ∂
∂xi
[∂(ρui)
∂t
+
∂(ρujui)
∂xj
− ∂τ ij
∂xj
− ρ
N∑
k=1
Ykfk,j
]
(3.19)
and simplifying using the continuity equation Eq. 3.1 a Poisson equation for pressure is
obtained
∂
∂xi
( ∂p
∂xi
)
=
∂2ρ
∂t2
− ∂
∂xi
[∂(ρujui)
∂xj
− ∂τ ij
∂xj
− ρ
N∑
k=1
Ykfk,j
]
(3.20)
which can be further simplified for the case of constant density and constant viscosity.
The numerical implementation does often also introduce further simplifications ( see the
SIMPLE scheme [102] ). As only gradients of pressure appear in the equations, the
hydrodynamic pressure p is determined only up to a constant (gauge pressure).
The energy equation being solved in the code is the equation for the specific enthalpy
(Eq. 3.13). A major difference between the ILM-PBS code and the C-DBS code stands
in the form of the energy/enthalpy being considered. While in Eqs. 3.3, 3.12-3.14 and
in C-DBS code (Sec. 3.1) we always dealt with sensible energy/enthalpy, the pressure-
based code considers the full enthalpy, sum of the sensible and the chemical formation
enthalpy. We will use a capital letter to distinguish it from its sensible part.
H = h+
N∑
k=1
Yk∆h
0
f,k E = e+
N∑
k=1
Yk∆h
0
f,k (3.21)
H0 = H +
1
2
uiui E0 = E +
1
2
uiui (3.22)
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H will be the specific enthalpy, E the specific energy, H0 and E0 the total specific
enthalpy and total specific energy. Eqs. 3.3 and 3.12-3.14 can be rewritten in function
of E0, E, H, H0 so that the term ω˙ will be included in their definition, obtaining for
Eq. 3.13:
∂(ρH)
∂t
+
∂(ρujH)
∂xj
=
∂p
∂t
+ uj
∂p
∂xj
− ∂Qj
∂xj
+ τ ij
∂ui
∂xj
+ Q˙ (3.23)
where the heat flux Qj has been rewritten in capital letters to account for the contri-
bution of the formation enthalpy. Using the relation dH = CpdT +
∑N
k=1HkdYk the
temperature gradients can be rewritten in terms of enthalpy and species concentrations
gradients, and under the assumption of single diffusion coefficient D, an expression for
Qj is obtained:
Qj = −
[ µ
Pr
∂H
∂xj
+
µ
Pr
( 1
Lek
− 1
) N∑
k=1
Hk
∂Yk
∂xj
]
(3.24)
where Le = λρCpD is the Lewis number.
From a non-dimensional analysis of Eq. 3.23 it can be seen that for low-speed flow the
terms ∂p∂t +uj
∂p
∂xj
and τ ij
∂ui
∂xj
can be neglected. Moreover under the assumption of unity
Lewis number and single diffusion coefficient the enthalpy equation takes the form of a
scalar transport equation with a transient, convective, diffusive and source term:
∂(ρH)
∂t
+
∂(ρujH)
∂xj
− ∂
∂xj
( µ
Pr
∂H
∂xj
)
= Q˙ (3.25)
which is the formulation solved by the ILM-PBS code when an equation for the energy
is needed. The ILM-PBS code deals with dimensional variables.
3.2 Turbulent flows
Flows in turbomachinery, as most of the flows in nature, are turbulent. A turbulent flow
appears as chaotic and all the variables in the flow are subject to stochastic fluctuations.
The flow is characterised by turbulent structures, so called “eddies”, of different length
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and time scales. For a reference on turbulence and turbulent flows see [103]. A very brief
explanation on how CFD engineers approach turbulent flows has already been reported
previously in this work, but we shall recall that three main strategies are possible:
[I] DNS: all the scales of turbulence are resolved. A numerical computation requires
extremely fine meshes and it is unfeasible for practical real life scale engineering
problems.
[II] LES: the main large scale turbulent fluctuations are captured by the computation,
while only the smallest isotropic scales of turbulence need to be modelled. LES
simulations are still computationally very expensive, in particular for wall resolved
high Re flows, but they are becoming more and more common as they provide a
much deeper insight into the flow unsteady behaviour
[III] RANS: the computationally cheapest method, the Reynolds-Averaged-Navier--
Stokes approach involves a decomposition of each variable into a mean and a
fluctuating component. A time average of the unsteady flow is performed, and
only the mean flow is resolved, while the effect of the turbulent fluctuations is
modelled. Since all the scales of turbulence are involved in the modelling, the
models are highly intrusive and different models can produce quite different re-
sults. RANS is a very well known and consolidated technique, and constitute
the current industrial practice. It has been extended to unsteady simulations
(URANS) in which only the very big unsteady structures are captured while the
majority of the turbulence is modelled using RANS approach (see Sec. 2.1.1).
Considering the last and most common approach, RANS, which is the one adopted in
this work, we shall report a few implications of the averaging process involved. The
Reynold time averaging of the variable φ reads:
φ = φ¯+ φ
′
φ¯ = lim
∆t→∞
1
∆t
∫ t0+∆t
t0
φ(t)dt
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When Reynolds’ time averaging is applied to variable density flows, additional terms
appear in the equations which involve correlations containing density fluctuations. These
term are very difficult to be modelled. A new averaging process, density weighted, has
been proposed by Favre to solve this issue, for the terms involving density fluctuations
[104]. The Favre-Averaging reads:
φ = φ˜+ φ
′′
φ˜ =
1
ρ¯
lim
∆t→∞
1
∆t
∫ t0+∆t
t0
ρ(t)φ(t)dt
and it is related to Reynolds’ averaging by:
φ˜ =
ρφ
ρ¯
Favre-Averaged Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 become:
∂ρ¯
∂t
+
∂(ρ¯u˜j)
∂xj
= 0 (3.26)
∂(ρ¯u˜i)
∂t
+
∂(ρ¯u˜j u˜i)
∂xj
+
∂(ρu
′′
j u
′′
i )
∂xj
= − ∂p¯
∂xi
+
∂τ¯ ij
∂xj
+ ρ
N∑
k=1
Ykfk,i (3.27)
Rewriting Eq. 3.3 in terms of total energy E0 and Favre-averaging we obtain:
∂(ρ¯E˜0)
∂t
+
∂(ρ¯H˜0u˜j)
∂xj
= −∂Q¯j
∂xj
+
∂[u˜i(τ¯ ij − ρ¯u˜′′j u′′i )]
∂xj
+
∂
∂xj
(−ρ¯u˜′′jH ′′ + u′′i τ ij +
1
2
ρ¯u˜
′′
j u
′′
i u
′′
i )+
ρ
N∑
k=1
Ykfk,j(uj + Vk,j) + Q˙ (3.28)
where ρ¯E˜0 and ρ¯H˜0 are defined such that:
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ρ¯E˜0 = ρ¯E˜ + ρ¯
1
2
u˜iu˜i + ρ¯k
and k = 12(u˜
′′
i u
′′
i ) is the kinetic energy associated with the turbulence.
In τ¯ ij and Q¯j the additional terms arising from the fluctuations of the molecular prop-
erties are in general neglected so that:
µ
∂T
∂xj
= ρ¯ν˜
∂T˜
∂xj
= µ¯
∂T˜
∂xj
τ¯ ij = µ¯
(∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
− 2
3
µ¯
∂u˜m
∂xm
δij
The term ρ¯u˜
′′
j u
′′
i = ρu
′′
j u
′′
i appearing in the momentum and energy equation is called the
Favre-averaged turbulent stress tensor. In the most accurate and most computation-
ally expensive approach, the Reynold Stress Modelling (RSM), a transport equation is
solved for each component of the turbulent stress tensor. A simpler approach consists
in defining:
− ρ¯u˜′′j u′′i = µT
[(∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
− 2
3
µT
∂u˜m
∂xm
δij
]
− 2
3
ρ¯kδij (3.29)
where µT is an additional viscosity related to the turbulence, called turbulent viscosity.
Note that the term 23 ρ¯kδij has been added to correctly recover the trace of the turbulent
stress tensor ρ¯(u˜′′u′′+v˜′′v′′+w˜′′w′′). µT is to be modelled, and a variety of methods have
been proposed. They are based on the solution of one, two or more equations and they
rely on the definition of a certain number of empirical constants. The most common
one-equation model is the Spalart-Allmaras model [105], where a transport equation
for the turbulent viscosity is solved. Many two-equations models have been proposed.
Generally a transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy k is solved together with
a transport equation for the turbulent dissipation  (or the specific dissipation rate ω).
The turbulent viscosity is then defined from these two quantities. The most renowned
two-equations models are k −  [106], k − ω [104], realizable k −  [107], RNG [108] and
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k−ω SST [6]. They can all give different results when applied to the same flow as they
are generally best adapted to a particular flow situation or feature.
Considering the energy equation Eq. 3.28 the terms ∂∂xj (−ρ¯u˜
′′
jH
′′ + u
′′
i τ ij +
1
2 ρ¯u˜
′′
j u
′′
i u
′′
i )
represent the turbulent heat flux, the turbulent viscous work and the turbulent transport
of turbulent energy respectively, and they need modelling. However, the second and third
terms are generally small (in particular for low-speed flows) and they are often neglected.
The turbulent heat flux is generally modelled as:
ρu
′′
jH
′′ = ρ¯u˜
′′
jH = −
µT
PrT
∂H˜
∂xj
= −µTCp
PrT
∂T˜
∂xj
where PrT is defined as turbulence Prandtl number and it is generally assumed to be
constant.
Species conservation is given by:
∂(ρ¯Y˜k)
∂t
+
∂(ρ¯u˜j Y˜k)
∂xj
+
∂(ρVk,jYk + ρu
′′
j Y
′′
k )
∂xj
= ˜˙ωk (3.30)
where ˜˙ωk is the Favre-averaged reaction rate and the other terms are modelled as:
ρVk,jYk = −ρ¯Dk
(∂Y˜k
∂xj
+
∂Y
′′
k
∂xj
)
ρu
′′
j Y
′′
k = −
µT
ScT
∂Y˜k
∂xj
and the turbulent Schmidt number defined as ScT = LeTPrT =
µT
ρDk
.
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Compressible - Density Based Solver
With the modelling assumptions reported above, and neglecting the influence of body
forces, the momentum equations read
∂(ρ¯u˜i)
∂t
+
∂(ρ¯u˜j u˜i)
∂xj
= −∂p¯e
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
[
(µ¯+ µT )
(∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
− 2
3
(µ¯+ µT )
∂u˜m
∂xm
δij
]
(3.31)
As can be seen the C-DBS code further simplifies the equations merging the pressure p¯
with the normal contribution from the turbulence 23 ρ¯k, defining an equivalent pressure
p¯e
p¯e = p¯+
2
3
ρ¯k
so that the turbulent contribution is never explicitly added to the momentum equations.
An equation for the total sensible energy e0 in the case of a non reacting flow, neglecting
body forces and external heat sources can easily be derived from Eq. 3.28
∂(ρ¯e˜0)
∂t
+
∂(ρ¯h˜0u˜j)
∂xj
= − ∂
∂xj
[
−
(
λ+
µTCp
PrT
) ∂T˜
∂xj
+ ρ
N∑
k=1
hkYkVk,j
]
+
∂
∂xj
[
u˜i
{
(µ¯+ µT )
(∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
− 2
3
(µ¯+ µT )
∂u˜m
∂xm
δij
]}
(3.32)
where the averaged diffusion of enthalpy due to molecular species is also modelled in
case of a multi-species simulation.
Many different turbulence models are available. Among them k − , k − ω SST and
Spalart-Allmaras. A particular attention is spent in capturing the correct behaviour of
the turbulent boundary layer for high-Re number flows, and wall functions can be used.
The turbulence parameters are non-dimensionalised as:
k∗ =
k
U2ref
, ∗ =

U3ref
, ω∗ =
ω
Uref
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Incompressible/Low Mach number - Pressure Based Solver
The Favre-averaged momentum equations read
∂(ρ¯u˜i)
∂t
+
∂(ρ¯u˜j u˜i)
∂xj
= − ∂p¯
∂xi
− ∂
∂xj
(2
3
ρ¯kδij
)
+
∂
∂xj
[
(µ¯+ µT )
(∂u˜i
∂xj
+
∂u˜j
∂xi
)
− 2
3
(µ¯+ µT )
∂u˜m
∂xm
δij
]
+
ρ
N∑
k=1
Ykfk,i (3.33)
The main differences with respect to the C-DBS code are:
[I] the contribution of body forces is retained, and can be modelled as ρ¯
∑N
k=1 Y˜kfk,i
[II] the term 23 ρ¯k is explicitly retained into the momentum equations and it is not
grouped with pressure
An expression for the Favre-averaged equation for the enthalpy H can be obtained
directly from Eq. 3.25
∂(ρ¯H˜)
∂t
+
∂(ρ¯u˜jH˜)
∂xj
− ∂
∂xj
[( µ¯
P r
+
µT
PrT
)∂H˜
∂xj
]
= Q˙ (3.34)
The differences in the energy equation with respect to the C-DBS code are mainly:
[I] solving for enthalpy instead of energy
[II] different form of enthalpy being considered (chemical plus sensible)
[III] reacting case
[IV] Le = 1, diffusion of enthalpy due to species diffusion is neglected
[V] work done by stresses is neglected under the assumption of low Mach number flows
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3.3 Multispecies and Combustion Modelling
As anticipated, resolving the averaged species conservation equations (Eq. 3.30) is com-
plicated by the presence of the term ˜˙ωk which is difficult to be modelled and to be related
to the averaged mass fractions of the species.
By combining the species conservation equations in a linear combination, and remember-
ing that ω˙OX = sω˙FU , where s is the stoichiometric oxidizer/fuel mass ratio, transport
equations for passive scalars without source terms can be derived (under the assumption
of no dissociations and equal diffusion of species). Of particular interest is the already
mentioned mixture fraction ξ. Assuming a reaction involving two different streams, a
fuel FU stream and an AIR stream, the most general definition of mixture fraction is:
ξ =
mass of material from fuel stream
mass of mixture
(3.35)
An expression for it can be easily drawn as
ξ =
[sYFU − YOX ]− [sYFU − YOX ]AIR
[sYFU − YOX ]FU − [sYFU − YOX ]AIR (3.36)
where the superscript FU and AIR denote the original fuel and air stream respectively.
Both fuel and air streams may contain inert species (such as N2). The mixture fraction
is a conserved scalar and it does not depend upon the progress of reaction: ξ does not
change if the fuel is fully burned or still completely unburned.
We shall make the following general assumptions:
[I] there is no fuel in the air stream
[II] there is no oxidizer in the fuel stream
The expression for the mixture fraction simplifies to:
ξ =
sYFU − YOX + Y AIROX
sY FUFU + Y
AIR
OX
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A particular value of the mixture fraction is important, and it is the stoichiometric
mixture fraction (either the case sYFU = YOX if unburned or YFU = YOX = 0 if
completely burned) :
ξst =
Y AIROX
sY FUFU + Y
AIR
OX
If 0 < ξ < ξst the mixture is said to be LEAN, and after combustion there will be some
oxidizer left in the mixture. If ξst < ξ < 1 the mixture is said to be RICH, and after
complete combustion some fuel will be left unburned in the mixture.
To make the expression of the mixture fraction more understandable, the mass coming
from the fuel stream can always be seen as the sum of the fuel mass and the mass in
products Pr that can be associated to the original fuel stream:
ξ = YFU +
( 1
1 + s
)
YPr
The idea is to solve a single convection/diffusion transport equation for the mixture
fraction ξ, from which all the mass fraction of species can be eventually computed.
The mass of the inert species will always be given by
Yin = Y
FU
in ξ + Y
AIR
in (1− ξ) (3.37)
If the mixture is frozen (no reaction) the fuel and oxidizer are simply transported, and
in each point the following holds
YFU = Y
FU
FU ξ
YFU = Y
AIR
OX (1− ξ)
If either all the fuel or the oxidizer are completely consumed, simple expressions can be
derived for all the mass fractions in the two cases of lean or rich mixtures.
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In a more general case, being the mixture fraction independent of the progress of the
combustion process, it is necessary to solve another equation, which can be either a
progress variable or one of the mass concentrations transport equations (e.g. YFU ), to
be able to reconstruct the mixture composition and its properties.
Moreover the interaction between turbulence and combustion has to be modelled, and
the variance of the mixture fraction and the progress variable may be needed, depending
on the model.
It is important to note that for both the codes two further assumptions are made:
[I] there is only fuel in the fuel stream Y FUFU = 1
[II] consequently there are no inert species in the fuel stream Y FUin = 0
Compressible - Density Based Solver
The C-DBS code used in this work is not reacting. Nevertheless it can handle the
presence of burned fuel [3]. The variable defined in the code is the transported scalar
“fuel fraction” ffrac, which is the mixture fraction (we recall that Y FUFU = 1 and Y
FU
in =
0). It is in fact defined as the mass fraction that originally came from the fuel.
If we define the local fuel to air ratio (FAR) and the air to fuel ratio (AFR) as
FAR =
mFU
mAIR
AFR =
mAIR
mFU
where mFU and mAIR are the mass in the mixture that originally came from the fuel
and air streams respectively, it is easy to show that:
ffrac = ξ =
mFU
mFU +mAIR
=
1
1 +AFR
=
FAR
1 + FAR
(3.38)
The local fuel/air equivalence ratio ψ can also be expressed in terms of mixture fraction:
ψ =
FAR
FARst
=
( ξ
1− ξ
)(1− ξst
ξst
)
(3.39)
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Thermo-fluid properties accounts for variation of temperature and mixture composition
of the non reactive gaseous combustion product [3]. The gas properties are described
using thermodynamic variables which depends on temperature T and fuel to air ratio
FAR (e.g. Cp(T, FAR), heat ratio γ(T, FAR)). It is important to highlight that the
code can handle burned fuel only: the mass fraction coming from the fuel stream is
considered to be fully converted into products (YFU = 0). This creates severe limitations
on the coupling, in which a pure non reacting mixing of fuel with air can not be simulated.
Moreover we shall make sure the combustion processes are completed in the combustor
and there is no unburned fuel entering the turbine. Another drawback of the assumption
YFU = 0 is to limit the range of mixture fraction to lean mixtures where ξ ≤ ξst, and
this can create localised problems and unusual behaviour if in some location ξ > ξst
occurs.
Incompressible/Low Mach number - Pressure Based Solver
In the pressure-based code five different combustion models are implemented, which com-
bine different chemistry and combustion-turbulence interaction modelling. The number
of species conservation equations (Eq. 3.30) to be solved depends on the model.
A brief insight into combustion modelling is given in Sec 2.1.2. We are not entering any
details of the models, which can be found in literature. The list is:
[I] Eddy Break-Up (EBU) [109] model with a two-step reaction mechanism [50, 110]
[II] Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) [111] model with a presumed Probability
Density Function (PDF) [112]
[III] Conserved Scalar Model (CSM) with a presumed PDF
[IV] Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) [113] model with FGM
[V] Transport Probability Density Function (TPDF) [114]
Soot and NOx formation modelling, as well as spray modelling are also provided. The
combustion process in this work has been modelled using an EBU model. In particular
it consists of a Hybrid Eddy Dissipation approach with a two step reaction mechanism,
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between vertex-centred and cell-centred approach in finite
volume methods
which was deemed to be relatively simple and yet accurate enough for the purpose of
this work.
3.4 Spatial discretisation
In the finite volume method the solution domain is subdivided into control volumes
to which the conservation equations are applied. Both the density-based code and the
pressure-based code use the finite volume method.
Finite volume methods differ between each other on the way the control volume (CV)
is defined:
[I] CELL-CENTERED : the control volume is coincident with the grid cell and the
variables are stored at the cell center
[II] VERTEX-CENTERED : the control volume is built around the grid vertices in
correspondence of which the variables are stored
[III] CELL-VERTEX : the control volume is coincident with the grid cell but the vari-
ables are stored at the grid vertices
In Fig 3.1 the difference between the cell-centred and vertex-centred approach is shown.
In the finite volume method, the integral form of the conservation equation is considered.
By using the divergence theorem a general expression for the conserved variable ρφ is
obtained:
∫
V
∂ρφ
∂t
dv +
∫
∂V
[FI(ρφ,n) + FV (ρφ,
∂ρφ
∂xj
,n)]dS =
∫
V
Sφdv (3.40)
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This expression holds for both the entire domain and for each single control volume CV.
The integration space V can be either seen as the domain volume or the volume of each
single CV, and ∂V is the surface bounding it. FI and FV are the inviscid and viscous
fluxes in the direction of the vector n normal to the surface boundary.
All the terms in Eq. 3.40 are discretised and the conservation applied to each single
control volume.
Compressible - Density Based Solver
The C-DBS code was designed to work on unstructured hybrid meshes. Data are stored
at the cell vertices and dual control volumes are defined around each vertex, applying
a vertex-centred approach. Integration of the fluxes through the control volume surface
is approximated by using pre-computed weights for each edge [115]. A second order
accurate scheme is achieved by casting the flux formulation in an artificial dissipation
type scheme along the edges that utilises a pseudo Laplacian operator evaluated in
each median dual control volume [116]. The inviscid flux discretisation is based on a
flux-differencing scheme with Jameson’s eigen scaling method [117], which combines the
central differencing of the nonlinear inviscid flux with a smoothing flux based on one-
dimensional characteristic variables. The viscous flux is approximated half-way along
each edge, where the existing edge weights are used to approximate the flow variables
gradients.
Incompressible/Low Mach number - Pressure Based Solver
The ILM-PBS code uses a collocated cell-centred approach for unstructured grids [21].
The variables are stored at control volume centres. The fluxes are split into an inviscid
convective term and a viscous diffusive term. To evaluate the convective term many
convection schemes are available. The ones used for this work are: second-order accurate
linear upwinding is used to discretise velocities, a first-order accurate upwinding for the
turbulence variables and a second-order central differencing (linear interpolation) for the
pressure. All the second-order accurate schemes are implemented following a deferred
correction scheme [21]. The viscous dissipative term is evaluated using the method of
Mathur and Murthy [118].
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3.5 Solution method
Many different solution methods of the discretised form of partial differential equations
have been developed in the past and applied to fluid dynamic problems. Some of them
have been developed specifically for CFD problems. For an introduction on numerical
methods for CFD refer to [21].
Compressible - Density Based Solver
For a steady simulation the discrete equations are iterated time-marching the solution
towards steady-state using a five stage Runge-Kutta scheme [119]. A block-Jacobi pre-
conditioner [116] combined with a multigrid method are used to damp all the error
modes and accelerate the convergence [120, 121]. An implicit dual time stepping is used
for the unsteady solver [122], where at each implicit time step a pseudo-unsteady term
is introduced and the solution is time-marched using pseudo-timesteps towards conver-
gence to the next physical time using the same steady multigrid solver. The code is fully
parallel with high parallel performance [123].
Incompressible/Low Mach number - Pressure Based Solver
The SIMPLE [102] pressure correction approach for incompressible flows is adopted, and
the method of Rhie and Chow [124] is used to avoid pressure-velocity decoupling. In
case of an unsteady simulation the transient term in Eq. 3.40 is calculated combining
two implicit time schemes with a blending factor [21]. The first-order Euler scheme and
the second-order three level scheme are recovered when the default delimiting values for
the blending factor are used.
The code is parallelised using MPI.
3.6 Rolls-Royce “In-House” Flow Solvers
The two ILM-PBS and C-DBS solvers used for this work are the in-house Rolls-Royce
solvers “Hydra”(C-DBS) and “PRECISE-UNS”(ILM-PBS). Hydra is devoted to turbo-
machinery applications while PRECISE-UNS to combustion simulations. In Tab. 3.1
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Hydra (C-DBS) PRECISE-UNS(ILM-PBS)
fully compressible low Mach
low Mach preconditioning incompressible
density-based pressure-based
Explicit Runge-Kutta 5-stage
Implicit
Multigrid acceleration
(U)RANS, LES (U)RANS, LES
vertex-centered cell-centered
scalar transport mixture fraction
combustion models:
EBU, FGM, PDF
variable heat ratio BML, CSM
Table 3.1: Rolls-Royce in-house flow solvers
their main features are summarized. As it is shown in the table, the two solvers are very
different and they reflect the considerations made in the previous Sec. 2.1.
3.7 Summary
The details of the codes reported above show that there are many differences between
them. The main ones, that are particularly important for the coupling, are:
[I] different equations being solved (e.g. definition of energy as sensible (C-DBS)
or sensible plus chemical (ILM-PBS)) with different modelling assumptions and
simplifications applied (e.g. turbulent contribution to pressure included in the
pressure term (C-DBS) or not included (ILM-PBS))
[II] compressible (C-DBS) and incompressible/low Mach number (ILM-PBS) approx-
imations, with consequent different definition of pressure
[III] different gas properties; non-reacting (C-DBS) and reacting (ILM-PBS)
[IV] density based (C-DBS) and pressure based (ILM-PBS)
[V] vertex-centred (C-DBS) and cell-centred (ILM-PBS)
Chapter 4
Combustor-turbine interaction:
methodology
In Sec.1.3 we gave a broad definition of “code coupling” and it was shown that a great
variety of coupling methodologies can exist, each reflecting the characteristics of its spe-
cific application. In turbomachinery applications fluid dynamics can be coupled with
heat-conduction in the solid structure, chemical kinetic and radiation in the combustor
and acoustics simulations. Coupled fluid-dynamics simulations can be used to predict
component interaction. The aim of this work is to pose the basis of this new type of ap-
proach for Gas Turbine simulations, and in particular for combustor-turbine interaction
predictions. Understanding how the hot flow coming from the combustor can impact
on efficiency, stress and life of a turbine could improve the design process to obtain
lighter, more efficient and green solutions for future aeronautical propulsion or energy
production.
In this Chapter 4, after some conclusions are drawn from theoretical considerations and
from the past literature, the coupling methodology developed for combustor-turbine
simulations is detailed.
4.1 Low Mach number/compressible solvers coupling
The necessity of coupling incompressible/low Mach number solvers with compressible
ones poses a big challenge. In fact two different sets of partial differential equations are
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solved in the two domains. An extended analysis of differences and analogies between
the two has to be approached if a coupling process needs to be developed. Different low
Mach number asymptotic analyses of the Navier-Stokes Equations have been proposed.
A review may be found in the VKI Lecture [101].
4.1.1 Low Mach number asymptotic analysis
Asymptotic analyses of the Navier-Stokes equations demonstrate the possibility of ob-
taining the low Mach number and incompressible equations from their compressible
counterpart, in the limit of zero Mach number [125]. A single time and space scale de-
composition is used to obtain the low Mach number equations. Multiple time or space
scale decomposition can be used to obtain intermediate equations, in which acoustic
effects are retained. In such cases an additional averaging process is necessary to obtain
the low Mach number equations. We shall briefly resume one of the analysis proposed
in the literature.
The asymptotic analysis of Mu¨ller [126] starts from the compressible Navier-Stokes set
of equations and after defining an appropriate non-dimensionalisation it proceeds with
a multiple time scale and single space scale asymptotic decomposition, obtaining then
intermediate equation in which acoustic effects are retained. All flow variables are ex-
panded in power series of a non-dimensional Mach number M˜ =
uref√
ptherm/ρref
:
p(x, t, τ, M˜) = p(0)(x, t, τ) + M˜p(1)(x, t, τ) + M˜
2p(2)(x, t, τ) + O(M˜
3) (4.1)
where t and τ are the flow and acoustic time scale respectively. The pressure split
into a sum of a large global thermodynamic pressure p(0), a small acoustic pressure
M˜p(1) and the very small pressure M˜
2p(2) defined “incompressible” (determined in a
similar way as in incompressible flows). By retaining the acoustic time scale explicitly
in this formulation, these intermediate equations obtained in the zero Mach number
limit, contrary to the traditional low Mach number equations (in which acoustic affects
are removed), take into account acoustic effects.
The leading, first- and second-order continuity equations are:
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∂ρ(0)
∂τ
= 0 (4.2)
∂ρ(1)
∂τ
+
∂ρ(0)
∂t
+∇ · (ρu)(0) = 0 (4.3)
∂ρ(2)
∂τ
+
∂ρ(1)
∂t
+∇ · (ρu)(1) = 0 (4.4)
The leading, first- and second-order momentum equations are:
∇p(0) = 0 (4.5)
∂(ρu)(0)
∂τ
+∇p(1) = 0 (4.6)
∂(ρu)(1)
∂τ
+
∂(ρu)(0)
∂t
+∇ · (ρuu)(0) +∇p(2) = G(0) (4.7)
The leading, first- and second-order energy equations are:
∂(ρE)(0)
∂τ
= 0 (4.8)
∂(ρE)(1)
∂τ
+
∂(ρE)(0)
∂t
+∇ · (ρHu)(0) = Q(0) (4.9)
∂(ρE)(2)
∂τ
+
∂(ρE)(1)
∂t
+∇ · (ρHu)(1) = Q(1) (4.10)
The analysis of Mu¨ller identifies how the heat release rate and heat conduction affect the
global thermodynamic pressure p(0), the divergence of velocity and the material change
of density. Moreover the dominant source of sound in low Mach number flows is found
to be the acoustic time change of the heat release rate.
The above reported flow equations are then averaged over an acoustic wave period,
and the proper low Mach number equations, in a non-dimensional form, are obtained.
As previously mentioned these can be obtained directly with a single time and space
asymptotic analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations. The overbar denotes acoustitc time
averaging.
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∂ρ(0)
∂t
+∇ · (ρu¯)(0) = 0 (4.11)
∂ρ(0)u(0)
∂t
+∇ · (ρ(0)u¯(0)u¯(0)) +∇p¯(2) = G¯(0) (4.12)
γ
γ − 1ρ(0)
(∂T(0)
∂t
+ u¯(0) · ∇T(0)
)− dp(0)
dt
= Q¯(0) (4.13)
where the subscript “(0)” stands for zeroth-order in the M˜ series expansion and the
overbar denotes the averaging over the acoustic time period, Q(0) is the zeroth-order
heat conduction and heat release rate and G(0) retains viscous and buoyancy effects.
In the low Mach number approximation the acoustics do not play any role. The pres-
sure is split into a global thermodynamic pressure p(0), constant in space but free to
vary in time, and again an “incompressible” pressure M˜2p(2) that only appears in the
momentum equation. Density and temperature are not affected by the variation of the
“incompressible” pressure, since they are related by the equation of state to the global
thermodynamic pressure. The global thermodynamic pressure may vary in time due
to nonzero volume flow and nonzero net heat conduction and heat release rate in the
domain. It is shown how an evolution equation for p(0) may be integrated to determine
the global thermodynamic pressure starting from an initial condition p(0)(0):
dp(0)
dt
∫
V
dV + γp(0)
∫
∂V
u(0) · ndA = (γ − 1)
∫
V
Q(0)dV (4.14)
The divergence of the velocity is in general not zero but it depends on the time change
of p(0) and on heat conduction and heat release rate.
∇ · u(0) =
γ − 1
γp(0)
Q(0) −
1
γp(0)
dp(0)
dt
(4.15)
The low Mach number equations can admit large density and temperature variations,
and the density couples momentum and energy equations via the equation of state:
p(0)(t) = ρ(0)(x, t)T(0)(x, t) (4.16)
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They can be used for combustion calculations [127]. In the case of small density and
temperature variation and if p(0) is assumed to be constant the Boussinesq equations can
be derived from the low Mach number equations [128], where the momentum equation
is coupled to the energy equation by the buoyancy force. Neglecting the buoyancy force
means decoupling the momentum and energy equations: the incompressible equations
are obtained. The divergence of velocity for Boussinesq and Incompressible flows is zero.
The second-order pressure p(2) is defined in the paper as “incompressible” as it is deter-
mined by the momentum equation as the pressure complying with the constraint 4.15
on the velocity-divergence, analogously to incompressible flows.
4.1.2 Review of past literature
In the literature two works are considered by the author of particular interest for the
present scope of coupling incompressible/low Mach number solvers with compressible
solvers, both of them coming from Stanford University. In 2008 Peet and Lele [129],
on the grounds of the analysis proposed by Mu¨ller [126], reported and validated an
approach to couple compressible with low Mach number/incompressible codes. The
procedure is based on partially overlapping domains and on the exchange of interface
conditions between the two. Their work was mainly driven by cooling applications [130].
The second work is the previously reported (Sec.2.3) full engine LES/RANS coupling
from Schluter et al. [97]. The coupling procedure again relies on the presence of an
overlap region between the domains and on the use either of boundary conditions or
body forces.
We shall here for sake of simplicity focus only on the case of upstream incompressible/-
low Mach number and downstream compressible domains, which is a representative
situation for combustor/turbine simulations. The coupling conditions of interest are for
the outlet of the upstream domain and the inlet of the downstream domain. In Tab. 4.1
are summarised, through their coupling conditions, the key features of the approaches
proposed by the two papers. The superscript ILM and C stand for “Incompressible/Low
Mach number” and “Compressible” variables respectively.
The table shows two different degrees of intimacy between the two approaches. A tight
coupling is proposed in the first paper, in which direct injection of primitive variables
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Incomp/Low Mach Compressible
OUTLET INLET
[129]
uILM = uC , vILM = vC , wILM = wC uILM = uC , vILM = vC , wILM = wC
∂pILM2
∂xn
= ∂p
C
∂xn
ρILM = ρC , T ILM = TC
[97]
Body Force in the momentum eq (ρu)ILM = (ρu)C , (ρv)ILM = (ρv)C ,
σ(uILM − uC) (ρw)ILM = (ρw)C , T ILM = TC
Table 4.1: Coupling conditions for [129] and [97]
is used. At the upstream domain outlet a Neumann condition is used for the pressure
p(2) while a convective outlet is used for temperature (the condition on temperature is
not reported on the table). A more relaxed type of coupling is instead assessed in the
latter work: proper (not over imposed) boundary conditions are used at the downstream
domain inlet, letting some primitive variables to fluctuate to account for the passing of
acoustic waves, or a body force is applied in the region of interest for the upstream
domain outlet to kindly drive the solution to the desired values.
To the author, the degree of intimacy of the coupling proposed by Peet and Lele is sus-
ceptible to problems: with the direct injection of flow variables from incompressible/low
Mach number to compressible states at the downstream domain inlet, the specification
of temperature T ILM and density ρILM is equivalent to the specification of a constant
pressure, equivalent to the thermodynamic pressure p(0), at the compressible solver inlet
interface, with some possible unpleasant consequences due to waves reflections. The
imposition of both velocities and normal pressure gradients at the upstream domain
outlet is also too stringent to match the divergence requirements of the velocity flow
field in the low Mach number domain. Their paper shows good behaviour for a vortex
and a temperature disturbance crossing the low Mach number - compressible interface,
and their coupling approach is proven to perform well in the test cases. We consider
instead the second paper as a good example of the need for compromise, when dealing
with different codes, physics and models.
Another recent paper has been recently published on the coupling of an Euler com-
pressible solver with a Navier-Stokes incompressible solver in a nested grid approach
[131], for wind turbine applications. Two different coupling strategies and both one and
two ways coupling are assessed. The procedure is applied to incompressible (strictly
constant density) solvers and not extended to low Mach number cases. Both methods
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proposed do not ensure mass flow conservation between the two domains, and they are
not considered as suitable coupling candidates.
In the literature different approaches have also been developed to couple multiphase flow
with incompressible-compressible regions (e.g. [132, 133] from University of Stuttgart).
In [133] a one-dimensional test case with no mass transfer between the two regions was
considered. An analytical solution in the low Mach number region was coupled with the
solution of an half-Riemann problem in the compressible side and different procedures
on the coupling between pressures in the two regions were assessed. Those cases are less
relevant for the current application.
4.1.3 Considerations on the variable “Pressure”
The value of pressure in the low Mach number domain can be defined, according to
Mu¨ller, by
pILM = p(0)(t) + M˜
2p(2)(x, t) + O(M˜
3) (4.17)
which is derived from Eq. 4.1 after the removal of the acoustic components. For in-
compressible/low Mach number applications the Poisson equation (Eq. 3.20) for the
second-order pressure p(2) is generally solved using Neumann boundary conditions.
When solving the Poisson equation in the low Mach number domain with a Neumann
conditions, p(2) can be calculated only up to an additive function, constant in space,
which is not part of the solution. In terms of coupling with a compressible solver the
Neumann boundary condition for p(2), as used in [129], is particularly good since it
completely avoids the necessity of matching the actual values of pressure on both sides
of the coupling. When a value for pressure on the low Mach number domain is to be
given, a reference has to be chosen. In many codes, such as the ILM-PBS code used in
this work, when using Neumann condition at the outlet for the pressure, a reference has
to be chosen at the beginning of the simulation as a point in space where p(2) = 0. Hence
for unsteady cases, the level of pressure is adapting to the null condition at the reference
point at each time step. The authors of [129] instead, with the objective of being able
to compare the values of pressure on both domains, they propose to reconstruct the
correct pressure level in the low Mach number region given the value of pressure in the
compressible solver in one single location within the interpolation region. Essentially the
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one local value of pressure taken from the compressible domain fixes the level of pressure
at each specific time step, while the gradients in the low Mach number domain are used
to reconstruct the whole pressure field. This technique allows for the two pressures to
match if needed, and it is said by the authors of [129] to be a possible approach to
build interface conditions for the compressible domain based on pressure. Nevertheless,
in a more weakly coupled approach as the one proposed in the current work, in which
a proper boundary condition based on pressure has to be derived for the compressible
domain (e.g. a typical pressure outlet or stagnation pressure inlet), reconstructing the
low Mach number domain pressure, and using it in the definition of the compressible
domain boundary interface pressure values, from a value taken from the interior solved
domain (equivalent to impose only the two dimensional gradients on the boundary plane
and extrapolate from the interior the pressure level) produces a not well posed problem.
The first one of the two coupling procedure assessed and proposed in this work (see
Sec. 4.3.1.1) uses a quite uncommon Dirichlet condition for pressure at the incompres-
sible/low Mach number domain outlet. The code works in dimensional variables and we
will define the “incompressible” pressure as pILM−PBS(2) to distinguish it from the non
dimensional p(2). In general p
ILM−PBS
(2) is defined only up to a constant, as we previously
said, because only the gradients are used in the Poisson equation for pressure. By
using Dirichlet conditions at the boundary there is no need any more for any reference
point to be specified (the boundary becomes the reference). No points in space in
which pILM−PBS(2) = 0 are introduced, which are instead required when usual Neumann
conditions are applied. This can be a quite dangerous procedure as pILM−PBS(2) can take
any value, according to the Dirichlet condition applied, and a gauge pressure which is not
“small” (with respect to ptherm = p
ILM−PBS
(0) ) would be a perfectly acceptable solution
(only its gradients are required). The coupling with a compressible domain has to take
into account the “relativity” of pressure in the incompressible/low Mach number domain
if pILM−PBS(2) is to be used in the definition of boundary conditions for the compressible
domain. The pressure pILM−PBS(2) does not in fact influence the operating condition of
the upstream low Mach number domain, but only affects the flow distribution. As a
consequence its absolute value should not be used to define the pressure level of the
simulation, which should rely instead on ptherm = p
ILM−PBS
(0) . The coupling procedure
implemented is reported in Sec. 4.3.2.1. We want in this place to remark how a Dirichlet
condition for pressure allows to capture the two-dimensional pressure gradients profile at
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the outlet boundary surface. No information on the gradients normal to the boundary
are provided.
Other components of pressure (e.g. acoustic p(1)) are present in the compressible do-
main, which are not accounted for in the definition of pILM (Eq. 4.17). Using the
pressure in the construction of interface conditions between the two domains can be
not only problematic but inherently error prone. Depending on the flow conditions
those components of pressure can play a minor or bigger role. As an example using the
pressure from the compressible domain to define a boundary condition for the outlet of
the incompressible/low Mach number domain can be incorrect, as the pressure profile
imposed is in general not consistent with the divergence requirements for the velocity
(divergence free in case of incompressible flows). This is particularly problematic when
considering unsteady turbomachinery simulations in which waves are travelling back
and forth, and they cannot be correctly sustained by the incompressible flow equations,
hence they should not be fed back into an “incompressible” combustor. Being said so
our ILM −PBS code has shown to be quite robust in handling pressure profiles. More-
over when building a coupling interface for the original existing unmodified ILM−PBS
code (Sec. 4.3.1), a pressure boundary condition is the only available choice to feedback
information from the turbine back to the combustor. Nevertheless, being aware of the
intrinsic differences in the pressure definition between the two fluid physics approxima-
tions, a coupling procedure which completely avoids relying on pressure has also been
investigated in this work (Sec. 4.3.2).
4.1.4 Weak coupling and properties conservation
As reported above low Mach number and compressible codes solve two different sets of
equations [126]: in the former the acoustics is completely removed and the pressure plays
the role of a lagrangian multiplier to ensure continuity; the latter instead retains all the
flow features while pressure is a thermodynamic variable linked to density through an
equation of state. When coupling these two different physical models, attention has to
be paid to ensure the interfaces do not produce unphysical behaviours. As an example
acoustic waves should be allowed to freely leave the compressible domain at the interface
boundary without encountering reflections. The eventual physical reflections occurring
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at the combustor interface can not be correctly reproduced due to the incompressible
assumption.
The objective is that each domain should have a well-posed set of boundary conditions
according to the physical nature of the problem. Only the necessary number of variables
should be imposed avoiding over-specification. Since some of the variables are free to
adjust themselves to the flow and the solved equations are different, not all the desired
quantities might be conserved at the interfaces.
A compromise has to be found in the interface region that allows for the two solutions to
be consistent to a good degree, while conserving or making continuous at the interface
those physical quantities we are the most interested in for engineering applications. Mass
flow conservation is one of the first requirements in fluid machinery. In turbomachinery
the stagnation pressure is also a key variable to describe the flow performance, but the
different meanings of the pressure in the two solvers, as previously remarked, make its
continuity at the interface somehow more problematic. In the end the energy of the fluid
should be conserved: due to the different versions of the energy equation being solved
(Sec. 3.1) and considering the variable engineers will actually be looking for, ensuring
continuity at the interface of the temperature field is the most reasonable approach.
In fact the conservation of energy would be really difficult to achieve between the two
domains due to the completely different sensible and chemical assumptions adopted for
energy, to the different energy equations being solved and to the different gas composition
and thermodynamic treatment. In one of the coupling approaches developed in this
work and reported later in Sec. 4.3.1 stagnation temperature is used as a coupling
variable instead of static temperature as the coupling is required to rely on the original
boundary conditions of the existing codes (additional comments on stagnation properties
conservation are added in Sec. 4.3.1.1). When this requirement was not applying, such
as in the second coupling approach developed in this work and reported in Sec. 4.3.2,
we aimed instead at continuity of the static temperature across the coupling interface:
typical and commonly used combustion models, such as FGM, directly provide this
information through a table. Temperature is hence directly available in the combustor
as the most accurate variable to be used in the coupling.
We can imagine an ideal situation, with no discretisation applied, in which at the down-
stream inlet interface the magnitude of momentum per unit volume ρ|U| is continuous
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between the two domains together with the flow directions, such that the mass crossing
the interface in the upstream domain enters the downstream domain without losses,
ensuring mass flow conservation. If the local magnitude of momentum per unit volume
ρ|U| is continuous at the interface a simple relation between density and velocities in
the two domains can be drawn. In the low Mach number and compressible domains
holds respectively
ρILM =
ptherm
RT
ρC =
p
RT
(4.18)
where p is the spatially and temporally variable pressure in the compressible domain and
ptherm the uniform reference thermodynamic pressure in the low Mach number domain.
From which, by imposing ρILMU ILM = ρCUC we obtain
U ILM
UC
=
ρC
ρILM
=
p
ptherm
(4.19)
While conserving the mass flow, in order to minimise the differences in density and
velocities, the difference between pressure in the compressible domain p and ptherm
should be always bounded in the region close to the interface. The coupling procedure
has to be built such that |p−ptherm|ptherm is always verified to be small (a value < 1% could
ensure acceptable discontinuities) at the interface. As an example, being ptherm of the
order of 1 to 3 MPa in a modern combustor simulation, the pressure at the compressible
domain inlet should be bounded between (ptherm − 10 to 30 kPa) < p < (ptherm +
10 to 30 kPa). The value of 1% is only a reference number, and may not always be
strictly verified where high pressure gradients are present on the compressible inlet plane.
Mass conservation for combustor/turbine simulations
As presented in the following Sec. 4.3 two coupling procedures have been implemented
in this work. To achieve mass conservation between the two domains, two different
approaches have been exploited. Looking at a standard turbomachinery simulation, the
mass flow is generally a result of an imposed difference in pressure between inlet and
outlet boundaries. In a standard combustor simulation instead the mass flow is imposed
at the domain inlet and it is not influenced by the outlet conditions. The necessity of
obtaining a specific AFR in the combustor makes the massflow imposition at all inlets
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a strict requirement. It is improbable to get the same mass that has been imposed at
the combustor inlet out of the turbine by coupling standard simulations. In fact, as
previously explained, the level of pressure in the low Mach number domain is arbitrary
and it does not affect the flow. This arbitrary pressure cannot be used, as it is, to decide
the level of pressure at the turbine inlet, which is in turn driving the mass flow across
the turbine. As a result, a mass flow boundary condition has to be used for the turbine
simulation too, if mass flow conservation has to be achieved. The coupling procedures
are based either on the existing boundary conditions or on newly implemented one:
[I] Looking at the original boundary conditions of the existing C-DBS code, mass flow
impositions are available to be used either at the inlet or at the exit, which simply
automatically rescale the stagnation pressure or static pressure at inlets and exits
respectively so as to obtain the desired mass flow. Imposing mass flow at the
inlet is an option, but it requires, as explained few lines earlier, the automatically
scaled level of pressure at turbine inlet to be consistent with the thermodynamic
reference pressure in the combustor. If in fact the obtained static pressure at the
inlet boundary is far from the reference pressure in the combustor, inconsistencies
in the primitive variables can be observed. Nevertheless, this approach can be
easily adopted if the operating conditions and maps of the turbine are well known.
Alternatively, and this is the approach exploited in this work, the scaling of pres-
sure at the inlet can be done not through automatic scaling of the existing mass
flow boundary condition but through the coupling procedure itself such that the
level of pressure at inlet is ensured to be close to ptherm, while mass flow is instead
imposed at the turbine outlet, letting the turbine outlet pressure to adjust itself to
the imposed mass flow and to the inlet stagnation properties. The assumption is
that at the turbine inlet the level of pressure is very close to ptherm. In usual sim-
ulations ptherm is instead located close to the injector where combustion occurs, as
all the parameter for constant pressure combustion are based on it. Nevertheless
we must assume that the real small percentage pressure loss between combustion
zone and turbine inlet is not affecting the simulation, or alternatively, that the
combustion process is not affected by an “adjusted” ptherm that can be chosen to
match the inlet turbine conditions. In this second approach no need of knowledge
of the turbine performance is required before the coupled simulation, which is an
advantage for engineers.
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[II] Boundary conditions that directly impose mass flow at inlet in the form of ρ|U|
and flow angles have been developed and used. Mass conservation between the
two domains is not strictly speaking ensured by the interpolation procedure, as the
case is discretised and no area weighting is performed. Nevertheless, a good level
of conservation has always been observed, within the level of error generally ac-
cepted for the C-DBS code itself. In this approach the knowledge of the operating
conditions and maps of the turbine is required beforehand to ensure consistency
in pressure levels at turbine inlet.
By using a mass flow imposition at combustor inlet and having a low Mach number ap-
proach which implies an upstream specified constant thermodynamic reference pressure
ptherm, it means the operating conditions of the coupled simulation are eventually fully
specified by these two informations only. In fact knowing the inlet pressure (ptherm)
and mass flow of the turbine fully specifies its operating conditions. Even in the sec-
ond approach proposed, in which static pressure at the outlet of the turbine is specified
instead, this outlet pressure has to be chosen such that the pressure at turbine inlet is
consistent with the imposed value of ptherm, which is in fact the key parameter deciding
the turbine operating conditions.
A limitation of the coupling approach arises when fully choked conditions for the turbine
are considered. In fact knowing exactly the choking mass flow before the simulation is
performed is not an easy task, as changes in stagnation pressure profiles at turbine
inlet, which are not know beforehand, affect the final value of the choking mass flow.
The coupling procedures are intended to perform simulation of partially choked turbine,
which is a typical operating point. Fully choked simulations are not standard practice
and are not considered in this work. To perform them a fully compressible approach
will be preferred, or alternatively some inconsistencies in pressure levels at turbine inlet
may be allowed to occur. This is outside the scope of the current work.
4.2 Boundary/Interface conditions
In this section we will list the main interface/boundary conditions treatments that have
been assessed as possible candidates for the coupling procedure. In particular the inlet
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a boundary node treatment, C-DBS
conditions for the downstream C-DBS code are detailed in Sec. 4.2.1 while the outlet
conditions for the upstream ILM-PBS are found in Sec. 4.2.2.
4.2.1 C-DBS Inlet
All the inlet interface conditions assessed for the C-DBS inlet consist of two-dimensional
profiles of variables imposed at the inlet boundary surface. The original default boundary
condition in the code is based on stagnation variables p0 and T0, while new boundary
conditions introduced for the coupling try to avoid relying on pressure impositions, for
all the reasons explained in Secs. 4.1.3 and 4.1.4, and prefer a “mass flow” type of
imposition.
Before proceeding with the details of the boundary conditions we shall briefly explain
the general boundary treatment in the C-DBS code. As previously explained the code
is vertex-centered and median dual control volumes are built around each node. We can
refer to Fig. 4.1 for an easy understanding in a two-dimensional Cartesian grid. The
contribution Ae of each edge connected to the node to the total surface area of the control
volume is computed and used as a weight parameter on an edge based data structure.
When a boundary node B is considered, the edges lying on the surface boundary provide
only “half” of their usual contribution, while a weight AB coming from the face of the
control volume lying on the boundary surface is considered.
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The general approach in the code is to solve the N-S equations on the boundary node
too. To do so fluxes are required at the face corresponding to the area AB. The solution
is found by associating to the boundary node B an additional external node (ext) with
no specific position in space, that we can imagine linked to the boundary node through
an additional virtual edge, of indefinite length, normal to the boundary and associated
with the area AB. The states of the primitive variables at the boundary node and at
the external node are used to compute first order convective and smoothing fluxes at
the boundary face. No physical dissipation is added to the fluxes, as no real physical
distance between the two nodes is specified. The states of the variables on the external
node can be computed in different ways according to the type of boundary condition
applied.
An alternative approach can be exploited by directly specifying (strong imposition) the
boundary node values of the primitive variables avoiding the solution of the boundary
node control volume. For inlet boundaries, the specification of all five primitive variables
ρ, u, v, w, P is generally not recommended as it constitutes an over imposed condition,
but it can be justified if the boundary is considered just as an internal interface of the
coupling. Alternatively, only some of the variables might be strongly specified, while
others can be computed by solving part of the N-S equations in the control volume as in
the weak approach proposed above, or can be extrapolated from the interior computed
domain. Extrapolation is not straightforward on general unstructured grids with the
data structure implemented in the current code, so the solution of the boundary control
volume with a weak formulation is preferred in this case. In the following the different
inlet conditions assessed in the coupling are listed in increasing order of strength.
Original Inlet B.C.
The first condition refers to the default original inlet boundary condition implemented
in the code. Stagnation pressure, stagnation temperature and flow angles are imposed
in a weak approach and applying a characteristic treatment. In particular p0, T0 and
flow angles are assumed to be imposed on the external virtual node, while the boundary
node is solved. To compute the values of the primitive variables on the external virtual
node to be used in the calculation of first order fluxes, a Newton-Raphson iteration is
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used to evaluate pext, Uext and Text such that p0, T0 and the outgoing characteristic
normal to the boundary:
(pext − pB)− ρc(Uext −UB) · ~n = 0 (4.20)
are met. ~n is the normal to the boundary entering the domain, c is the speed of sound and
ρc is evaluated at the boundary node. In the Newton-Raphson iteration, the function
for which the zero is found is the characteristic wave:
f = pext − ρcUext · ~n− (pB − ρcUB · ~n)
in which the expression in parenthesis refers to the solved boundary node and it is
known. Given the inlet flow angles the normal component of Uext is expressed through
the direction vector ~s as Uext · ~n = Uext(~n · ~s). The Newton iteration is solved for the
unknown Uext: at each iteration pext and Text are recomputed given the new Uext, T0
and p0.
As can be seen this boundary condition allows for the normal outgoing characteristic
wave to leave the domain, avoiding major reflections. On the other hand the imposition
is particularly weak and the profile of stagnation variables at the real boundary node
can be quite different from the desired one, imposed at the external virtual node. The
imposed profiles tend to be smeared out by the weak and characteristic treatment and
some features can not be well represented at the inlet boundary (e.g. inlet located in
the wake region of a blade).
Method A - Mass Flow, Weak Characteristics
This second boundary condition was implemented with the objective of imposing a 2D
profile of mass flow in a weak formulation, being consistent with the original approach
of the code for an inlet. In particular the values of the magnitude of momentum per
unit volume ρ|U |, temperature T and flow angles α and β are imposed at the external
virtual node. If the temperature is known Text = T , from eq. 4.20 and the equality:
ρextUext · ~n = ρ|U | cos θ (4.21)
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an expression can be drawn for the normal velocity Uext · ~n or alternatively for the
difference (Uext · ~n − UB · ~n) from which Uext, pext and ρext can be computed. θ is
the angle between the unit vectors ~n and ~s and it is known at the external node. If T0
is to be imposed instead, an iterative process is required. The boundary condition is
implemented in a weak formulation and uses characteristic treatment, that it is in general
the preferred approach for the turbomachinery code. Hence, it does not strongly impose
the variables at the real inlet plane.
Method B - Mass Flow, Free Fluctuations
With the objective of obtaining a stronger imposition, but to still avoid an over imposed
condition at the inlet boundary, a new approach in which only the continuity equation is
solved at the boundary control volume was devised. The pressure (or density) is let free
to fluctuate at the boundary node. The momentum per unit volume ρu, ρv and ρw (or
alternatively ρ|U | and flow angles) together with temperature T are strongly imposed
at the inlet boundary node. The primitive variables are computed as:
pB free to fluctuate
ρB =
pB
RT
uB =
ρu
ρB
vB =
ρv
ρB
wB =
ρw
ρB
The continuity equation is solved at the control volume with the introduction of a
virtual external node, as in the previous cases. No primitive variables are calculated
for the external node but ρ|U | cos θ is directly used to compute the convective flux. No
smoothing is added in this case. Being the density free to fluctuate the boundary is
expected to behave well in terms of reducing wave reflections.
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Method C - Mass Flow, Full Interface ptherm and Method D - Mass Flow,
Full Interface ptherm + p
ILMPBS
(2)
We grouped this two methods together as they both consist on the full strong imposition
of all the primitive variables at the inlet boundary nodes. The quantities imposed at the
inlet plane are, as in the previous Method A and Method B, the momentum per unit
volume ρu, ρv and ρw and temperature T . But no equations are solved in the boundary
control volume. To define values from the primitive variables, either pressure or density
should be specified. In the coupling those values come from the incompressible/low Mach
number domain too. The two methods differ from the definition of pressure adopted in
the computation of density (see Tab. 4.2). The three components of velocity uB, vB and
wB are computed as in Method B, once ρB has been evaluated.
Method C Method D
pB ptherm + p
ILM−PBS
(2) ptherm
ρB
ptherm+p
ILM−PBS
(2)
RT
ptherm
RT
Table 4.2: Method C and Method D - inlet pressure and density definition
It is clear that Method D, in the ideal case of no interpolation involved, ensure not only
the continuity of ρu, ρv and ρw between ILM-PBS and C-DBS domains, but the equality
of densities ρILM−PBS = ρC−DBS and all velocity components uILM−PBS = uC−DBS .
The price to be paid is the constant pressure ptherm value throughout the inlet boundary
plane, with all the consequences about wave reflections that will arise. Method C instead
is consistent with the definition of pressure between the two domains but at the price
of a jump in the thermodynamic state. Both methods can be regarded as interface
conditions more than as proper boundary conditions. The two methods would collapse
in a single interface method if the inlet data would come from another compressible
domain solution, where a unique definition of pressure and thermodynamic variables
was used across the interface.
4.2.2 ILM-PBS Outlet
The most typical outlet boundary condition for incompressible/low Mach number pres-
sure based solvers is a standard Neumann condition (zero gradient), applied under the
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assumption that the boundary is located far from strong gradients and the boundary
conditions applied will affect only a small portion of the domain. Alternatively many
convective outlet conditions have been proposed and used and the topic of open bound-
ary conditions is still an open field of research. In fact even though the mathematical
theory does not specify any imposition at open boundaries, the numerical implemen-
tation does always require a boundary condition for all variables being solved. Body
forces, sponge layers and grid stretching have been used to damp the possible numerical
artefacts created by such boundaries (e.g. reflections). By definition an open boundary
is not affected by what happens downstream of the flow. As a consequence it cannot
be directly used as an interface condition in the coupling. Two alternative interface
treatments have been assessed instead: a Dirichlet boundary condition for the second
order pressure pILM−PBS(2) and a body force imposed in the region adjacent to the outlet
boundary used in conjunction with the original open outlet condition.
Pressure Outlet Boundary
A Dirichlet condition for the pressure pILM−PBS(2) is used at the boundary face centre. As
a consequence a zero pressure correction is imposed as well at the boundary face in the
SIMPLE algorithm. In the procedure, after the solution of the momentum equations,
the evaluation of mass fluxes at the pressure boundary face, to be used in the pressure
correction equation, is performed using a Rhie &Chow [124] type of approach with a
simplified stencil (only cell centre and face centre values are used). After the pressure
correction equation is updated, being the pressure correction imposed the mass flux is
corrected at the boundary face, to be used in the solution of the momentum equations
at the next iteration. We recall that we are using the pressure outlet condition together
with an imposed mass flow at inlets which is generally not regarded as a well posed
condition, but this is less of a problem for steady state solutions as the mass flow will
be conserved at convergence.
Outlet Boundary with Body Force
Before entering the details of the body force approach applied we shall briefly explain
the general outlet boundary condition with no specified variables (open boundary). The
treatment adopted is typical for collocated cell centred schemes. Both pressure and
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pressure correction need a boundary condition to be specified. Pressure at boundaries
is required in the momentum equations and it is evaluated by extrapolation from the
interior to the boundary face (using the knowledge of gradients at the cell centre). The
mass fluxes at the domain inlet boundaries are given when using an open outlet; velocity
at the outlet is extrapolated from the interior on a zero gradient assumption and the
mass flux scaled to ensure the same total mass is leaving the domain as it is entering
from the inlet boundaries. The mass flux is then considered to be prescribed for the next
iteration and the mass flux correction at the boundary is considered to be zero. This
is equivalent to imposing a zero gradient condition for the pressure correction too. The
same applies to inlet boundaries with specified mass, implying that Neumann conditions
at all the domain boundaries are used for pressure, making it undefined (see Sec. 4.1.3).
The approach taken in the code is to fix the pressure at one point in space so that
the pressure correction is zero in that particular point and its values are in such a way
uniquely defined.
With the objective of driving the solution in the last part of the combustor towards
the turbomachinery solution, a body force was applied to the momentum equations, as
proposed in [9]. The body force is imposed as an additional external source term of the
type:
SBF = γBF (U
C−DBS −UILM−PBS) (4.22)
where γBF is a constant to be specified. The body force is not prescribed at the exit
plane but it is acting in a three dimensional region (which is either part of or the whole
overlap region for a coupled simulation). The value of γBF is very important as it decides
the strength of the body force and the degree of agreement between the obtained and
desired solutions. An estimation of its value based on a one-dimensional analysis of a
simplified steady incompressible Euler equation is proposed in [93].
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
= −∂p
∂x
+ γBF (u
C−DBS − uILM−PBS)
To simplify the equation, they assume a zero pressure gradient and a constant convection
velocity, the bulk velocity uBulk. Furthermore, the flow is stationary, which makes
uILM−PBS = u . With uC−DBS = utarget, the target velocity, the equation becomes:
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uBulk
∂u
∂x
= γBF (utarget − u)
The analytical solution is:
u(x) = utarget + (u0 − utarget) exp
[
− ( γBF
uBulk
)x
]
where u0 the velocity at the beginning of the forcing region. The objective is too
determine σBF so that at the end of the forcing region at x = lF (lF the length of the
body force region) the velocity difference is smaller than the relative error:
e = |u(lF )− utarget|/utarget
Hence in the simplified one-dimensional case, the minimum value of γBF which ensure
the relative error e between the target and obtained velocity at the end of the forcing
region is below a desired value can be expressed as:
γMINBF =
uBulk
lF
ln
( |u0 − utarget|
eutarget
)
(4.23)
A maximum value for γBF can be instead deduced from numerical stability. The upper
limit is then defined corresponding to the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition:
γMAXBF =
uc
∆xF
(4.24)
where ∆xF is the dimension of the smallest cell in the forcing region and uc is the lo-
cal convection velocity in that cell. For a three dimensional reacting simulation some
assumptions are made. In the code the density appears in the equations and variable
density flows are of interest : the approach in the choice of γBF was to make it propor-
tional to a representative density ρBulk in the overlap region too. The term |u0−utarget|
was chosen as a representative maximum velocity difference in the overlap region be-
tween the two standalone simulations, and utarget as a representative convective velocity
in the overlap region of the forcing domain.
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γMINBF =
ρBulkuBulk
lF
ln
( |u0 − utarget|
eutarget
)
(4.25)
Above a certain value of γBF (≈ 4− 6 γMINBF ) the accuracy of the obtained results with
respect to the target velocity imposed were found to be satisfactory for the purpose of
the coupling. Although applied to an LES solver, more details on the behaviour of the
body force while varying γBF can be found in [93].
4.3 Coupling Methodologies Developed
This work is divided into two main developments, which also temporally split in half
the duration of this work. Even though they both address the coupling of the same two
CFD solvers (Sec. 3.6) for combustor-turbine coupled simulations and they benefited
from the same knowledge gained during the coupling development, they are essentially
separate works. They do not differ only from the mechanism of data exchange as the
two names “File based coupling” and “Memory based coupling” may suggest, but they
are two different and independent coupling tools.
[I] FILE BASED COUPLING : In the first part of the project a methodology
based on file exchange and using existing boundary conditions for the two codes has
been developed. The objective was to possibly retain the existing codes without
introducing (or with very minor) modifications, and develop the coupling as a
separate tool able to access flow data files and handle boundary condition files. In
this way existing validated procedures within the industry will be exploited and
a faster introduction of the coupling procedure into the industrial development
process will be achieved. The term “file based” means that the data exchange
is done through files and the coupling relies only on the existing files already
produced by the two original codes. This development was dedicated to steady
simulations only.
[II] MEMORY BASED COUPLING : The second part of the project was ded-
icated to the introduction of a more intimate data exchange, based on message
passing between the two codes. This requires modifications in the source codes of
the CFD solvers to be introduced. New boundary conditions have been developed
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and assessed for the coupling together with the use of body forces (see Sec. 4.2).
The data exchange is faster than in the case of file based coupling and the proce-
dure addressed both steady and unsteady RANS simulations but mainly focused
on unsteady simulations. The objective is to extend in the future this procedure
to LES/URANS zonal coupling.
The coupling procedure is based on either the exchange of boundary conditions or on
the application of a body force in a limited region of the domain: the domains being cou-
pled are simulated using their specific solver while exchanging either boundary conditions
data or local volume data used in the reconstruction of body forces until convergence,
for steady simulations, or at each time iteration, for unsteady simulations. The coupling
is essentially an outer iteration to update boundary conditions/body forces. The inner
iteration is the iterative process that each solver would perform to converge or partially
converge the flow field for that given boundary condition/body force. For steady state
simulation the outer iteration is stopped when both solvers and boundary condition/-
body force updates reach a convergence. For unsteady simulations, the outer iteration
reflects the physical time stepping. Interpolation is carried out in each domain to pro-
vide new boundary condition/body force data to the other domain. Data exchange and
management of the coupling are fully automated; the file based coupling is driven by a
Python application which exploits the interpolation capabilities of CHIMPS [98], while
the memory based coupling uses the open source coupler O-Palm [134]. The details of
both developments are reported in the following sections.
4.3.1 File based coupling
The procedure is developed on the requirement that existing codes should be used, with
the additional specification that each could be compiled separately on different machines
using different parallelisation standards. The existing codes can communicate with the
external world only through boundary conditions. This was addressed by developing an
external tool capable of:
1. automatic management of the coupling procedure
2. reading flow data files of both codes
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the coupling routine
3. exploiting an interpolation routine
4. generating new boundary conditions for both codes
The first point is achieved by using a Python script, used for launching the executables,
monitoring the coupling as well as file management. The following three points instead
are embedded in a routine, defined in the following as “coupling routine”, which exploits
specific libraries to perform all the required data reading, interpolation and generation
of new boundary condition files, and which is compiled as a standalone executable.
The interpolation capabilities of CHIMPS [98], developed at Stanford University, were
exploited. A common Access Library [135] for the two codes was used to retrieve the
required data from the existing geometry and solution files written by each specific solver
and to generate new boundary conditions. The solution files are accessed sequentially;
two computing processes are used to run the main coupling routine, each devoted to the
handling of one of the two domains. The interpolation in CHIMPS could be performed
fully parallel but it was found to be more computationally expensive due to the necessary
preliminary mesh and flow solution partitioning after the sequential access of the data
files. A schematic of the main steps involved in the coupling routine is shown in Fig. 4.2.
The coupling tool consists then of a Python script and one executable, in addition to
the two executables of the CFD solvers. An input file is used to specify all the necessary
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Interpolation region
Overlapping region
Figure 4.3: Coupling mechanism
informations required by the coupling procedure, which is read both by the Python script
and by the coupling routine. One of the main disadvantages in using the CHIMPS library
is that a hexahedral grid is required for the interpolation region of both domains, for
the version of the software available in this project. This is a great limiting factor when
generating the mesh, especially for the combustor domain where unstructured grids are
generally required. The interpolation is performed on a small part of the domain and
only that region is required to have hexahedral elements.
The coupling mechanism relies on data exchange through boundary conditions updates.
Figure 4.3 shows a schematic representation of the exchange. The two domains are
partially overlapping such that the inlet of the downstream domain is located in a
region inside the upstream domain and the exit of the upstream domain is within the
downstream domain. It should be noted that the two grids are generated independently
from each other with the only requirement of having the same geometrical span in the
radial direction in the overlap region. Flow field data within an interpolation region
of the upstream domain are interpolated into the boundary interface plane (inlet) of
the downstream domain and vice versa. The boundary data are written on files as a
two-dimensional profile. As the ILM-PBS code is cell-centred, data at cell vertices are
required before the CHIMPS interpolation can be performed. An additional preliminary
interpolation from cell centre to cell vertices is automatically performed in the Access
Library when retrieving vertex data, exploiting the knowledge of the flow gradients. The
presence of an overlap between the two domains is introduced to increase the quality of
the exchanged data: the boundary treatment is known in fact to degrade the solution
in the region immediately adjacent. It is more accurate to extract the data to be used
in the definition of the coupling interfaces from the interior of the other domain, where
the influence of the boundary treatment is weakened. Moreover, the stability properties
of a coupling approach have been analysed by Collado Morata [83], showing how the
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overlapping region is a stability requirement in certain coupling configurations. This
has not been analysed in the present work. The sequence of the data exchange process
can be either sequential or simultaneous. In sequential mode the codes run one after
the other while in simultaneous the codes run concurrently. This can be specified in
the input file at user’s choice. A schematic of the sequence of main events managed by
the Python script in both sequential and simultaneous coupling is shown in Fig. 4.4.
The convergence of the coupling procedure is automatically monitored by looking at the
values of average pressure at combustor exit (from interpolated downstream values) and
at turbine inlet (from interpolated upstream values) at each coupling iteration.
C-DBS 
simulation
COUPLING ROUTINE 
ILM-PBS
simulation
COUPLING ROUTINE
ILM-PBS
simulation
C-DBS 
simulation
COUPLING ROUTINE
(CHIMPS 
and 
+ New B.C. files for and )
Python Driver
Python Driver
sequential
coupling
simultaneous
coupling
Figure 4.4: Schematic of sequential and simultaneous coupling
The initial core of the file based coupling was developed by Dr. Mehriar Dianat and
results using a similar strategy and part of the coupling tools on a compressor-combustor
realistic test case has already been shown in [135]. The main developments implemented
in the current work include:
1. two-ways coupling for combustor/turbine simulations with the imposition of a two-
dimensional profile at the combustor exit. The previous implementation with a
constant pressure exit consisted of a one-way coupling;
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2. extension of the common access library to access data of any type of combustion
and low Mach number simulations and to perform area averages. Previously only
cold incompressible simulations could be performed on the combustor side;
3. use of thermodynamic polynomial expressions of the C-DBS code to evaluate stag-
nation variables and thermodynamic states, including the presence of a fuel fraction
in the exhaust gases (assumed to be burnt). Previously a simple incompressible
relation was used;
4. introduction of simultaneous interpolation and coupling;
5. great simplification of the tools: one single executable can treat compressor, com-
bustor and turbine, sequential or simultaneous coupling. Previously four differ-
ent executables were used to interpolate and generate data for compressor outlet,
combustor inlet, combustor outlet and turbine inlet respectively for sequential
simulations only, and no simultaneous interpolation was possible;
6. introduction of a general input file, read by both the coupling executable and by
the Python script, with the specification of all the necessary data regarding the
coupling, used for both compressor/combustor and combustor/turbine coupling.
The I/O for the coupling tool is implemented in C with Fortran wrappers to sim-
plify its eventual future introduction in the common Access Library. The Python
script is also extended and generalised to treat each possible running configura-
tion. Previously no input file was present, and all details were hard-coded in the
routines;
7. relaxed the geometry matching requirement between the two codes in the periodic
direction. Previously exact matching was required for the two domains;
8. a coupling procedure for low Mach/compressible solvers based on the available
boundary conditions was devised to perform reacting combustor/turbine steady
coupled simulations;
9. suggestion of possible minimal desirable modifications on the source codes are
pointed out: explicit addition of the turbulent contribution to pressure in the
momentum equation 2/3ρk in C-DBS code; modify the gas constant in the C-DBS
code to make it consistent with a representative value of R at the combustor exit.
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Figure 4.5: Schematics of the file based coupling configuration
In [135], a similar type of coupling approach has demonstrated that a coupled simulation
can save computing time with respect to a standalone one, and that the time necessary
to the update of boundary conditions is an acceptable part of the simulation time.
Nevertheless, the time efficiency of the data exchange is reduced in the coupling routine
by the time required for the Access Library to retrieve all the required informations
from the geometry and flow files. In the current implementation the binary files (both
geometry and flow) of the ILM-PBS code are accessed not only to retrieve the data,
but also to perform the necessary interpolation from cell centres to cell vertices, slowing
down the entire process.
4.3.1.1 Interface Conditions
In the low Mach number domain the mass flow is imposed at all the domain inlets to-
gether with flow angles, temperature and turbulence variables, while the gauge pressure
pg (relative to the reference thermodynamic pressure) is imposed as a two-dimensional
profile at the exit coupling interface. In the compressible (turbomachinery) part, stagna-
tion pressure p0, stagnation temperature T0, pitch α and radial β angles and turbulence
variables are imposed at the domain inlet interface, while a mass flow imposition is used
at the domain outlet. A schematic of the coupling configuration is shown in 4.5. Since
the gauge incompressible pressure is only defined with respect to a reference pressure
ptherm for low Mach number flows, in order to reconstruct the value of pressure (to be
used in the evaluation of the stagnation properties) the following operation is performed
at each coupling iteration:
pILM−PBS = ptherm + (pg − p¯g) (4.26)
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where p¯g is the average gauge pressure obtained by the ILM-PBS code at the turbine
inlet interface plane, ensuring that the average value of pressure at the turbine inlet is
consistent with the reference thermodynamic pressure ptherm defined for the combustion
process. Mass flow conservation is ensured by its specification at both the ILM-PBS
domain inlet and the C-DBS domain outlet (the pressure profile imposed is scaled to
meet the desired mass flow). As a consequence the pressure level of the simulation is
defined through Eqn. (4.26): the correction applied through Eqn. (4.26) keeps the level
of pressure at the turbine inlet, on average, close to ptherm throughout the simulation.
Equation (4.26) also ensure inconsistencies in density (and velocities) are small at the
low Mach number/compressible interface (see Sec. 4.1.4). Attention is paid such that
reflection of waves is avoided at the low Mach number/compressible interface. A weak
imposition of the boundary interface conditions in used in the compressible domain which
involves characteristic treatment (Original B.C.). The methodology is applied to steady
simulations only: it is in fact not physical to enforce an average pressure constant in time
(equal to ptherm) at the interface plane. We want to recall that for coupling purposes the
C-DBS code has been modified to take into account the 2/3ρk term in the momentum
equations. Moreover a suitable gas constant R is used in the C-DBS code, consistent
with a representative ILM-PBS value at the compressible domain inlet interface.
Stagnation Variables Calculation
As the original boundary condition in the C-DBS code is based on stagnation variables,
a suitable way of evaluating them has to be chosen. In the incompressible assumption
the stagnation pressure p0 is the simple sum of static pressure and kinetic energy (in-
compressible dynamic pressure), and assuming the pressure p to be defined (summation
of the thermodynamic pressure ptherm plus a contribution from an arbitrary defined level
of the gauge component) and known, it can expressed as
pILM0 = p+
1
2
ρ|V |2 (4.27)
In the compressible assumption instead, for an ideal gas, the isentropic relations should
be used:
pC0 = p(1 +
γ − 1
2
M2)
γ
γ−1 (4.28)
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In fact, using a Taylor expansion on the Mach number this isentropic relation can be
rewritten and it can be shown that additional components of dynamic pressure are
appearing not considered in the incompressible simplification:
pC0 = p+
1
2
ρ|V |2(1 + M
2
4
+
(2− γ)
24
M4 + ...) (4.29)
Stagnation enthalpy is defined as h0 = h +
|V |2
2 . The stagnation temperature can be
expressed as well through isentropic relations as:
T0 = T (1 +
γ − 1
2
M2) (4.30)
In case of a constant specific heat (calorically perfect gas) the relation with stagnation
enthalpy becomes T0 = T +
1
2
|V |2
Cp
.
In the C-DBS code for a calorically perfect gas the relations above are used for the
calculation of stagnation values. Moreover, a more realistic gas behaviour can be used.
It is implemented through a series of polynomial expressions that also take into account
the presence of burnt fuel in the air. The heat ratio changes with temperature and fuel
content FAR (Fuel to Air Ratio), as seen in Fig. 4.6. In such cases stagnation variables
are computed using polynomial expressions [3, 136] from:
log
p0
p
=
1
R
∫ T0
T
Cp
T
dT (4.31)
In the coupling, in order to evaluate the stagnation values starting from their static
counterpart, the C-DBS approach is taken, and the above mentioned expressions used
to perform the calculation. This way the stagnation properties are consistent with the
C-DBS code, that will be using them as its inlet boundary conditions.
Pressure and Temperature in the two domains
The discrepancy, at each coupling iteration, between the obtained average static pressure
at compressible domain inlet with respect to ptherm, which is monitored by the coupling
procedure, is a measure of the inconsistency between pressure fields in the overlap region
for the two simulations. Differences in the wall region discretisation and treatment, weak
boundaries as well as the evaluation of stagnation properties to define inlet interface
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Figure 4.6: Variation of heat ration with temperature and FAR, C-DBS code
conditions are contributing to these inconsistencies. They can be reduced to very low
values on simple test cases by having matching grids in the overlap region and consistent
gas properties R in the two domains. Nevertheless, in more general and complicated
test cases, the inlet static pressure profile (whose average value is ptherm) being used to
evaluate the inlet interface stagnation properties is generally not fully recovered after
the C-DBS simulation. Weak stagnation pressure inlet imposition together with mass
flow exit does not ensure in the C-DBS simulation the desired inlet static pressure to be
achieved. The error in average pressure at turbine inlet is found to be generally of around
0.05% of ptherm. Those unmatchings are considered acceptable, as inherent difficulties
arise when coupling, that can be explained on a simple one-dimensional incompressible
case: if we want to conserve the mass ρu flowing between the two domains and we accept
the fact that unavoidable even if small differences in density and velocity can be found
at the interface, due to the different definition of pressure, aiming at conservation of
the dynamic component 12ρu
2 is not realistic and some differences will be present. The
depth of the overlap region is playing a role too in the pressure consistency between the
two domains, as shown in Sec. 5.1.4, and a small overlap region is preferred to a large
one for pressure coupling to improve agreement of pressure in the overlap.
Similar considerations can be drawn when trying to conserve stagnation temperature
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and static temperature. Specific heat can be spatially variable and differs between the
two domains, and velocity is strictly speaking not enforced to be continuous. As a
consequence stagnation temperature continuity does not imply temperature continuity.
Generally speaking one would prefer to achieve continuity in the stagnation variables,
rather than the static components. In the coupling though, as the definition of stagna-
tion properties is somehow more problematic and different between the two domains,
the ability to achieve continuity of static temperature is considered more appropriate:
as explained above, the static temperature is the variable readily available and accu-
rate from typical combustor simulation, usually computed from FGM tables. Generally
speaking, conversion from static to stagnation variables is not the the same in the two
codes, and also different gas properties and compositions make the values obtained by
this conversion not directly comparable. Nevertheless, the existing inlet boundary con-
dition is based on stagnation variables and static temperature cannot be imposed. The
discrepancy between the two domains was always found to be very small.
4.3.2 Memory based coupling
The second part of the project was dedicated to the development of a more flexible
coupling, more efficient in terms of time spent on data exchange (no Access Library and
no files involved contrary to the file based coupling, use of message passing) and suitable
for unsteady simulations. The assessment of new coupling methods others than the use
of the original boundary conditions has been carried out in this part of the project.
The overall procedure in terms of coupling methodology is generally very similar to the
one used for the file based coupling, as it relies on data interpolation and boundary
conditions exchange (Fig. 4.3) or it can differ from it when using application of body
forces in the overlapping region (see Sec. 4.3.2.1).
As the data exchange uses message passing we define the coupling as “Memory based
coupling”, to distinguish it from the file based tool previously reported. In the memory
based coupling the two solvers have been modified such that the data can be directly
exchanged through memory. In particular, using the coupler O-Palm [134] and its in-
terpolator CWIPI, each code is running in parallel and sharing the same MPI commu-
nicator. The principle lays on starting the two programs since the very beginning of
the application, exploiting the MPMD mode of MPI-1. This mode in not part of the
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ILM-PBS solver - OPalm C-DBS solver - OPalm
MPI Communicator
(a) Without OPalm Driver
MPI_COMMON_WORLD
ILM-PBS solver - OPalm C-DBS solver - OPalm
MPI_Communicator
Opalm Driver
(b) With OPalm Driver
Figure 4.7: In the memory based coupling the two solvers are sharing the same MPI
communicator
MPI-1 standard, but can be found almost everywhere on the various implementations
of MPI-1. In this “extended” MPI-1 mode, many different executables can be launched
at the same time, sharing the same MPI communicator.
Other options are available in the O-Palm coupler to link different codes, which do
allow a less intimate way of data exchange (via sockets), but the direct introduction
of a few routines in the source codes and the direct exchange through message passing
was the preferred option to maximise the performance of the coupling. The original
main programs of the two solvers become subroutines of the OPalm application and
the ILM-PBS and C-DBS codes are now initially compiled into libraries. Simple ID
cards identifying each coupled program are required, that are used in a graphical user
interface PrePALM to define the coupling. PrePALM is a portable Tcl/Tk application
used to entirely describe the execution scheduling, the parallel sections and the data
exchange patterns. Through the GUI are produced the source code for the wrappers of
the coupled programs taking care of the set-up of the communication context with no
need for additional changes in the program sources, as well as the Makefile to generate
the executables.
OPalm is composed of three main parts: the PALM library, the CWIPI library and
the Pre-PALM GUI. For our application, most of the many capabilities of the OPalm
coupler included in the PALM library are not of interest, but mainly the interpolator
CWIPI is exploited. We could have retained the CWIPI library only, making direct calls
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to its interpolation routines. We instead preferred to proceed in the implementation
of the OPalm routines, which are wrappers of the CWIPI ones. This seemed to be
the natural way as CWIPI is currently developed and released as part of the OPalm
coupling tool. Moreover, in such a way many other OPalm coupling capabilities (not
all of them, as some require the use of MPI-2 standard) are available, for the current
or future applications. As an example, when using pressure as a coupling variable, the
choice was made to work only with gauge pressures in the exchange: if the value of the
reference thermodynamic pressure ptherm in the ILM-PBS code is required by the C-DBS
code to compute the gauge pressure, an OPalm routine can be easily used to provide
this value, without having to add it as an additional input of the code. In case mainly
the CWIPI part of OPalm is of interest and no other OPalm communications occur
between the two solvers, as for our application, only the two executables representing
the two programs can be started, sharing the same MPI communicator, as seen in
Fig. 4.7(a). If instead additional OPalm capabilities other than CWIPI are exploited that
require communications between the two solvers, an OPalm Driver has to be launched
together with the two programs: in this case all the three executables will share the
MPI COMM WORLD communicator, while the two programs will be part of a new
MPI communicator, as seen in Fig. 4.7(b).
Few calls to the coupler routines are required in the source codes of the two solvers to
perform the coupling. In particular, as seen in Fig. 4.8, in the code initialisation CWIPI
is initialised, the coupling characteristics are defined and both mesh and interpolation
points are set. At each time step, flow data in the interpolation region is collected and
the data exchange with the other solver occurs, with consequent update of the boundary
conditions or the body force. We want here to notice that being the coupled application
fully parallel, each process deals with its share of the mesh and interpolation points.
After the final time step solution is computed CWIPI is finalised. To generate the
coupling mesh for OPalm with a specific format in parallel, gather the flow data on the
nodes from the two codes and apply the received data as new boundary conditions or
body force it still requires quite substantial modification of the two codes, hence this
coupling can not be easily introduced into the industrial process quickly.
The approach exploited is a simultaneous rather than a sequential coupling. The idea
is that running both the solvers together solving concurrently their respective domains
will be more computationally efficient once the space has been allocated on a cluster and
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of OPalm coupling implementation in each code, unsteady run
a number of processes assigned to each solver. Some preliminary tests are required to
ensure that the balance between the two codes is appropriate: the number of processes
allocated to each solver is chosen depending on the time it takes for each solver to
fully converge its time step, with the objective of obtaining an adequate share of the
computing power. This way we aim at minimise the lag time in which one of the two
solvers is just waiting for the next data exchange. In the case of unsteady simulation the
two solvers run and solve a time step separately; at each synchronised time data exchange
occurs in both directions and interface conditions are updated for the two domains (see
Fig. 4.9). Sub-iterate the coupling inside each time step to converge the solution globally
at each time step would be very computationally expensive. Instead, the interface
conditions are kept constant by the two solvers during the time step solution. As a
consequence the interface conditions will be always not matching at the end of the
solution of each time step, and both solvers will result to be out of step with respect to
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their interface conditions. However on overlapping grids with no coupling sub-iterations
(within the time step) between the domains, even if the interface conditions are not
strictly matching at the end of a time step but are merely consistent (the difference is of
the same temporal accuracy as that of the overall solution method), the overall accuracy
would not be lowered by the interface conditions mismatch, as seen in [137]. In their
paper the authors demonstrate that using first order explicit extrapolation in time for
the interface values with first or second order schemes for the time integration in the
two domains, unconditionally stability is ensured. An alternative of our approach of
interpolating and exchanging in two directions simultaneously is shown in Fig. 4.10: the
solvers compute the same time step one after the other, the second waiting for the first to
finish and receive new interface conditions. In this case the first solver running (typically
the upstream solver) will see its interface conditions out of step, as in the previously
reported case, but the second solver (downstream) will have its interface conditions at
the correct time step. This procedure generally is expected to improve the continuity
of the variables convected downstream, but at the high price of almost doubling the
simulation time, which was not considered to be acceptable. The CWIPI interpolator
has an in-built capability of handling cell-centred data. Nevertheless in such a case data
are only localised within a specific cell rather than interpolated: at each “interpolation”
point falling into a specific cell would be associated the same cell value. As a consequence
a preliminary interpolation from cell-centre to vertices is performed in the ILM-PBS code
before providing data to CWIPI, similarly to what is done in the Access Library for the
file based coupling, and exploiting the knowledge of the flow gradients. Contrary to
CHIMPS, by using CWIPI there is no limitation on the grid and any type of cell can
be used. Mesh data has to be provided in a specific format to CWIPI, based on cells.
This required some manipulations in the C-DBS code whose parallelisation is based on
vertices and edges, rather than cells. The default interpolation in CWIPI is done via
linear methods (barycentric interpolation with P1 elements).
4.3.2.1 Interface Conditions
In the memory based coupling we investigated and assessed new types of coupling inter-
faces treatments, not necessarily relying on existing boundary conditions. In the next
Chapter 5 the process of assessment of different conditions using simple test cases is
detailed.
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Figure 4.9: Data exchange occurs in both directions at each time step, solvers run
concurrently
t0 t1 t2C-DBS
ILM-PBS t0 t1 t2
Figure 4.10: Data exchange occurs separately, solvers run sequentially
The interfaces of interest can be divided in two, the inlet of the downstream domain (C-
DBS inlet) and the outlet of the upstream domain (ILM-PBS outlet). The schematics of
the final configuration chosen for the memory based coupling is shown in Fig. 4.11. Con-
sidering the inlet condition of the downstream compressible domain a two-dimensional
profile of ρ|U|, flow angles (or equally ρU , ρV , ρW ) and static temperature T is im-
posed using a strong imposition of a well-posed boundary condition (Method B - Free
Fluctuation of Sec. 4.2.1). Considering the outlet of the low Mach number upstream
domain a body force is applied in part of the overlapping region of the domain to drive
the solution to the downstream values (Outlet Boundary with Body Force of Sec. 4.2.2).
Due to the elliptical nature of the equations on the ILM-PBS side and the absence of
acoustic pressure components, the use of a static pressure outlet (coming from a com-
pressible domain C-DBS) is not favoured in the present work, especially for unsteady
cases, and alternative approaches such as the body force are preferred for complex com-
bustor/turbine simulations. The use of a body force weakens the coupling and allows us
to completely decouple the value of pressure in the two domains. We recall that in order
to minimise the interface jumps, the thermodynamic state at the turbine inlet should
be as consistent as possible, on average, with the thermodynamic reference pressure in
the combustor.
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Figure 4.11: Schematics of the coupling configurations for memory based coupling
4.4 Closure
The objective of implementing a coupling approach of two industrial incompressible/low
Mach number and compressible codes on a multi code - multi domain strategy has been
achieved. The configuration involves two partially overlapping domain exchanging data
through either boundary conditions or using a body force in the overlap region. Two
different developments have been addressed and implemented: a “file based approach”,
an user friendly tool capable of coupling the original virtually unmodified codes, and
devoted to steady simulations and a “memory based approach”, using message passing
between the two codes, which extends the coupling capabilities and allows the assessment
of more coupling methodologies, mainly devoted to unsteady simulations.
After the analysis of the literature on previous low Mach number / compressible solvers
coupling approaches and after some theoretical considerations on the variables pressure
and on conservation properties, we opted for a weak type of coupling, in which not
all the primitive variables are made continuous at the coupling interface. Mass flow
conservation between the domains is the first required characteristic of the coupling.
Energy is differently defined in the two codes, hence continuity of static or stagnation
temperature field at the coupling interface is chosen as the second requirement. The
flow angles are also continuous at the interface.
The configuration of interest is ILM-PBS solver in the upstream domain and C-DBS
solver in the downstream domain. Well posed boundary conditions have been used at
the inlet interface of the downstream domain: stagnation properties are used in the file
based approach, while a “mass flow” type of boundary condition is used in the memory
based approach. In the file based approach a boundary condition is used to provide
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the feedback from the downstream C-DBS to the upstream ILM-PBS domain, which
specifies the exit gauge pressure with respect to a reference thermodynamic pressure.
Though, pressure is the most difficult variable to treat, for its intrinsic different meaning
in the two flow physics approximation. Consequently, in order to decouple the pressure
values in the two domains, a body force in the overlap region of the upstream ILM-PBS
domain was used for unsteady simulations in the memory based coupling. The force,
applied in the momentum equations, drives the upstream solution to the downstream
values, and a pure convective condition is imposed at the outlet boundary. The objective
is to further weaken the coupling, increasing its stability and robustness properties.
Chapter 5
Flow Verification Tests
The file based coupling is limited by the requirement that existing boundary conditions
are to be used in the coupling procedure. Its assessment on an annular diffuser and on
a backward facing step test cases is reported in Sec. 5.1.1 and Sec. 5.1.5. Nevertheless,
in the memory based coupling, other configurations of possible interface treatments (see
Sec. 4.2) have been assessed. In particular each treatment is assessed on a separate test
case chosen to minimise the disturbances effect of other conditions and to be represen-
tative of the condition the interface is asked to deal with. We can distinguish between
“Memory based coupling C-DBS Inlet” and “Memory based coupling ILM-PBS Outlet”
interfaces.
Memory based coupling C-DBS Inlet: Methods A, B, C and D Different inlet
conditions for the downstream C-DBS domain are investigated, keeping fixed the exit
condition of the upstream ILM-PBS domain to gauge pressure boundary. Looking at
the downstream domain only, the original boundary condition based on total pressure
is discarded as it is not suitable for unsteady simulations and only its use together with
a mass flow exit condition at the domain outlet can ensure mass conservation between
the two domains. The objective is then to be able to specify a two-dimensional profile of
mass flow at the domain inlet (by specifying ρU , ρV , ρW ), for mass losses to be small at
the interface, together with a two-dimensional profile of temperature. A static coupled
gauge pressure exit (as in the file based coupling) is used at the ILM-PBS domain outlet
for those tests aiming at assessing the properties of the C-DBS inlet interface only. The
assumption being that strong unsteady features generated downstream of the overlap
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region are not present (or only their steady component is important). Under these
assumptions a gauge pressure boundary, which is stronger than a body force and can
improve the quality of the coupling, is preferred for the assessment, as issues were not
observed under these conditions. The methods listed in Sec. 4.2.1 as Method A, B, C
and D are tested on a simple case of a vortex convected from the low Mach number to
the compressible domain (Sec. 5.1.2). In all the proposed methods the variables that are
object of interpolation between the two domains are ρU , ρV , ρW , T (and pg). The case
is extended to a cylinder shedding with multiple vortices crossing the ILM-PBS/C-DBS
interface (Sec. 5.1.3). In order to evaluate the reflective properties of the characteristics
(Method A)/over-imposed (Method D) methods a downstream obstacle case is used
(Sec. 5.1.4). Finally, the ability of a strong condition (Method B) to capture the flow
structures better than a weak imposition is tested on a steady backward facing step
case, the same used for the validation of the file based coupling (Sec. 5.1.5).
Memory based coupling ILM-PBS Outlet - Body Force The variable “pres-
sure” is the most difficult to retain consistency between the two domains, because of its
different meanings in the low Mach number and compressible approximations. When
dealing with a low Mach number domain upstream and a compressible domain down-
stream, the Dirichlet exit boundary condition for gauge pressure (ILM-PBS outlet) has
occasionally shown instability problems when the coupling was applied to unsteady real
industrial applications. Moreover it is not a well posed condition to be used together with
mass flow inlet in the low Mach number domain. Furthermore we are aware acoustic
perturbations are fed into the low Mach number domain where they cannot be sup-
ported by the incompressible governing equations. For these reasons we investigated the
possibility of using a body force as proposed by Stanford University [93] to be applied
in the overlapping region of the low Mach number domain. The body force drives the
upstream solution to the downstream desired value. In this approach the pressure field
is completely uncoupled between the two domains. We recall a convective outflow is
used at the outlet of the ILM-PBS domain instead of pressure exit. The body force is
not expected to behave strongly but instead to further weaken the coupling. In order to
test the properties of the body force, and in particular to assess the ability to drive the
flow to the desired values, a simple test case was devised and it is reported in Sec. 5.1.6.
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In Sec. 5.1 the assessment of the file based coupling and of the boundary interface
conditions for the memory based coupling is reported. In Sec. 5.2 instead the final
configuration chosen for the memory based coupling through the previous analysis of
Sec. 5.1 is used to perform a final assessment on the unsteady test cases.
5.1 Assessment of the Interface Conditions
5.1.1 Annular Diffuser
With the objective of an initial evaluation of the file based coupling procedure using a
simple test case with main flow from upstream to downstream domains and downstream
pressure disturbance, the approach described in Sec. 4.3.1 is applied to an annular dif-
fuser case. The upstream domain consists of a straight annulus, while the downstream
domain is characterised by a straight annulus followed by a divergent region. The an-
gle of the upper wall is 10.5◦. The downstream geometrical opening is located soon
downstream the overlapping region between the domains. We obtain a representative
situation in which the flow direction is from the upstream domain to the downstream
domain with a pressure disturbance generated in the downstream field close to the cou-
pling interface and propagating upstream. Only a 5 degree annular sector is simulated
and the periodicity of the solution is exploited. The Mach number is 0.03 while the
Re = 30000 based on the inlet annular radius. The flow is chosen to be turbulent so
to assess the exchange and conservation of turbulence variables. The k −  model was
chosen for the test. An integral wall law is implemented in the C-DBS code to improve
the solution of the standard k −  model when dealing with higher wall refinement. As
the wall laws implemented in the two codes differs, in order to mitigate the influence of
wall modelling on the coupling we decided to refine the wall up to low values of y+ (≈ 1).
Even though this is strictly speaking incorrect to obtain meaningful physical results, we
were primarily interested in the details and evaluation of the coupling procedure. The
upstream mesh is composed of around 2 · 105 hexa elements, while the downstream part
of around 3.3 · 105 hexahedral elements. The grids have coincident nodes in the overlap
region. The coupling has been run for 70 coupling iterations, with 1300 inner iterations
for the ILM-PBS code and 800 inner iterations for the C-DBS code. At each coupling
iteration both codes where converged to a low level of residuals (in Fig.5.1 the residual
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Figure 5.1: Residuals of the C-DBS code, convergence of a single coupling iteration,
Annular diffuser case
history of the C-DBS code is shown) while for the convergence of the coupling the area
averaged pressure at interface planes was monitored, and it is shown in Fig. 5.2. The
results are shown on a slice along the axial direction. In the figures presenting results
from coupled simulations, the two domains are overlapped. A certain degree of trans-
parency is used in the plot so to visualise both solutions in the overlap, resulting in the
darker color observed in that region (see Fig. 5.3). Contour lines are continuous in the
ILM-PBS domain and dashed-dotted in the C-DBS one. In Fig. 5.3 normalised stag-
nation variables are shown, confirming the correct exchange of boundary informations.
Stagnation variables have been computed using isentropic relations for the ILM-PBS
domain and using the polynomial expressions (Sec.4.3.1.1) of the compressible code for
the C-DBS domain. In the following all the variables of interest are reported in Figs. 5.4,
5.5, 5.6 5.7.
We can immediately notice from Fig. 5.6 that the density is constant throughout the
ILM-PBS domain, as the inlet temperature is constant, while in the C-DBS code the
density varies (the variation is very small 0.02%, due to the low Mach number). The
velocity is continuous at the inlet interface and a good agreement was found between
the two codes (see Figs. 5.4, 5.7). The mass flow is conserved, as it is imposed both at
inlet and outlet boundaries (Fig. 4.5). Nevertheless we can observe a slight mismatch
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Figure 5.2: History of averaged pressure at annulus exit during the coupling, Annular
diffuser case
(a) Normalised Stagnation Pressure
(b) Normalised Stagnation Temperature
Figure 5.3: Normalised Stagnation variables, file based ILM-PBS (solid line) / C-DBS
(dashed-dotted line) coupling, Annular diffuser case
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(a) Normalised Velocity Magnitude
(b) Detail of Normalised Velocity Magnitude - rescaled contour levels
Figure 5.4: Normalised Velocity Magnitude, file based ILM-PBS (solid line) / C-DBS
(dashed-dotted line) coupling, Annular diffuser case
Figure 5.5: Gauge Pressure (Pa), file based ILM-PBS (solid line) / C-DBS (dashed-
dotted line) coupling, Annular diffuser case
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Figure 5.6: Normalised Density, file based ILM-PBS (solid line) / C-DBS (dashed-
dotted line) coupling, Annular diffuser case
Figure 5.7: Mach number, file based ILM-PBS (solid line) / C-DBS (dashed-dotted
line) coupling, Annular diffuser case
between the results of the two codes in the core of the overlapping region, as can be
observed in Fig. 5.4(b) where the contour lines levels have been adjusted to emphasise
this feature. This problem is partially due to the stagnation pressure boundary condition
weakness. Nevertheless the inherent differences in the solutions of the same test case
computed by the two solvers are a primary cause for this mismatch. In fact, clear
differences were found in the solution of the full case (annulus and diffuser in a standalone
unique simulation) between the two solvers, with relative consistent boundary conditions
(see Fig. 5.8). The boundary conditions are in fact essentially coincident in the two
standalone simulations, as the C-DBS code has been run first (having weak boundaries)
and the obtained boundaries where then strongly applied to the ILM-PBS code (both
with Open Outlet and Pressure Outlet). Massflow and temperature are imposed and
consistent at the inlet. It is not of interest of this project to evaluate which solver
is better in capturing the real flow physics for this test case, but to make the coupling
procedure as accurate as possible. In Fig. 5.5 the gauge pressure is shown, and again good
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agreement with small differences in the overlapping region was found. The exchange of
turbulence variables was also assessed and it is shown in Fig. 5.9 where turbulence kinetic
energy and dissipation are shown. Finally in Fig. 5.10 a comparison between standalone
uncoupled and coupled simulations is reported. Dashed-dotted lines correspond to a
C-DBS solution while a solid line correspond to an ILM-PBS solution. Lines in bold are
from the uncoupled standalone solutions while simple lines are from the coupled ILM-
PBS/C-DBS simulation. The colors of the contour are from the coupled simulation. As
it can be seen the coupled simulation is closer to the ILM-PBS solution than to the C-
DBS one, also in the divergent part. Nevertheless the influence of the the C-DBS solution
in the divergent can be noticed in the shortening of the core velocity. The upstream
domain was found to be the one that influence the most the coupled simulation, and
this was found in all the test cases analysed. It can be explained with the fact that the
coupling has one preferential direction, which is the one of the flow.
In conclusion, the case has shown good continuity of all variables of interest at the
interface. Differences between the two standalone solutions are present, which can be
responsible of the small mismatch in the overlap region observed in the coupled simula-
tion.
5.1.2 Taylor Vortex
For a first evaluation of the memory based coupling inlet interface conditions a simple
unsteady case was used. The case was proposed by Peet & Lele [129] and consists of a
Taylor Vortex [138] crossing the low Mach number/compressible interface. The objective
is to assess the behaviour of the four inlet interface conditions proposed in Sec. 4.2.1
for the downstream C-DBS domain. The analysis is carried out by looking at possible
divergence introduced by the interface, by looking at the density field in the downstream
domain (density fluctuations eventually introduced by the inlet interfaces are expected
to be very small and they can be evaluated “separately” from the velocity field) and
by comparing the results with the analytical solution. The overlap region between the
two domains is relatively large with respect to the vortex characteristic dimension so
that the exit pressure interface has little effect on the coupling. The purely tangential
velocity disturbance is initialised as:
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Figure 5.8: Standalone ILM-PBS and C-DBS solutions, Normalised Velocity Magni-
tude, Annular diffuser case
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(a) Normalised Turbulence Energy
(b) Normalised Turbulence Dissipation
Figure 5.9: Normalised Turbulence variables,file based ILM-PBS (solid line) / C-DBS
(dashed-dotted line) coupling, Annular diffuser case
Figure 5.10: Comparison Standalone (ILM-PBS ( - ) / C-DBS ( - · - ) ) - Coupled
simulations ( ILM-PBS ( – ) / C-DBS ( − · − ) ), Normalised Velocity Magnitude,
Annular diffuser case
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The initial time t is set so that the Reynolds number based on the initial radius of
maximum velocity and the main convective velocity U¯ is Re = U¯rMaxν = 330. The
Mach number based on the convective velocity is 0.15. The angular momentum M is
chosen to set the maximum velocity disturbance U
′
MAX to 1% of the mean convective
velocity U¯ . The grid of each domain uses a uniform spacing of 200 by 200, with 2
elements used in the normal direction together with periodic conditions to simulate a
quasi two-dimensional field.
All methods have shown good agreement of velocity field in the overlapping region (the
maximum error being approximately 2% of the maximum initial disturbance). The
vertical velocity field is shown in Fig. 5.11 together with the vorticity magnitude at
three different times during the crossing of the vortex. The tangential (vertical) velocity
along the horizontal line passing through the center of the vortex, when the vortex
is located inside the overlapping region, is shown in Fig. 5.12 for Method A. As can
be seen the agreement of the velocity field is good. Looking at the vorticity field some
inconsistencies are found in the shape of the vortex that has left the overlapping domain,
possibly due to the velocity gradients not guaranteed to be continuous at the interface.
The Taylor vortex is an incompressible vortex and it is by definition divergence free.
Following the analysis proposed in Peet & Lele [129], as the disturbance introduced is
small compared to the convective field, the vortex should not introduce dilatation in
the compressible field. The maximum value of the rate of dilatation, measured as the
velocity divergence, found throughout the whole compressible domain is plotted against
the axial coordinate position of the center of the vortex as it moves through the domain
in Fig. 5.13.
The methods which showed best performance are Method A and Method B. In both
methods, after the initial peak encountered when the vortex is crossing the interface the
maximum dilatation rate returns to the initial state once the vortex has fully entered
the domain. Method D has shown greater values of dilatation rate as well as higher
levels remaining after the vortex has crossed. Method C instead never recovers the
initial values of dilatation rate and peaks are found when the vortex has already left
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: Vertical Velocity (a) and Vorticity Magnitude (b), Taylor vortex crossing
the interface from low Mach number to compressible domain
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(a)
(b) detail
Figure 5.12: Normalised Tangential Velocity along the vortex axis, vortex located
inside the overlapping region
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Figure 5.13: Maximum Rate of Dilatation obtained in the compressible domain
against vortex center position with different C-DBS inlet treatments, Taylor vortex
the interface. By looking in Fig. 5.14(a) at the distribution of the dilatation rate in
the compressible domain (in Fig. 5.14 is shown the downstream domain only when the
vortex has almost completely left the upstream domain) we note how Method A and
B show a similar wavy behaviour, Method D concentrates its peaks only in the region
of the inlet interface, while Method C shows the worst behaviour. When the vortex
crosses the inlet interface of the compressible domain a density fluctuation is generated,
coupled to the pressure disturbance introduced. As Method D tries to keep the density
constant at the inlet, this method is the one which behaves the best in terms of having
a smooth rounded field of density (Fig.5.14(b)). In Method A and B pressure is more
free to fluctuate and density does so as well, showing a more wavy behaviour. It should
be noted that the density fluctuation introduced for this test case are very small, less
than 0.001%.
A major difference with respect to the method proposed by Peet is in the low Mach
number interface boundary treatment. In our approach solely the value of gauge pres-
sure pg is imposed at the exit boundary, while u, v, w, were imposed together with a
Neumann condition for the pressure (ensuring continuity of velocities and gradients of
pressure) in Peet & Lele [129]. In this work a weaker imposition of the downstream
flow characteristics to the upstream flow field is used. In realistic engine test cases the
imposition of velocity components at the low Mach number domain exit is not suitable
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(a) Rate of dilatation
(b) Density field
Figure 5.14: Compressible domain when the vortex has left the low Mach number
domain
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Figure 5.15: Difference in pressure between the two domains for Method A and D as
the vortex crosses the interface region, Taylor vortex
to ensure a well behaved simulation in terms of mass conservation between inlet and
outlet and in terms of requirements on the velocity field divergence characteristics. We
recall that in the final coupling technique the weakening is further increased with the
introduction of the body force to substitute the gauge pressure imposition. Following
the asymptotic analysis of Muller [126] the gauge pressure corresponds to the second
order pressure in the Mach number expansion and it is not coupled with density and
temperature. The leading error term in the pressure definition scales with the square of
the Mach number. The use of Dirichlet conditions for this variable allows for a direct
comparison between pressures in the two domains:
pILM−PBS = ptherm + pg (5.2)
In Fig. 5.15 is shown the maximum value of normalised pressure difference as the vortex
crosses the interface (vertical lines are showing the overlapping region limits, the abscissa
is the vortex center position). As can be seen from the figure, when comparing the pres-
sures in the two domains a difference up to 170% of the initial disturbance (ρ(U
′
MAX)
2)
is found, which is concentrated at the boundary interfaces. This number is within the
expected errors: following Peet & Lele [129], 170% of the 1% disturbance introduced is
1.7% of the mean flow field, which is of the order of M2 = 0.0225.
In conclusion, all four Methods show good conservation of the velocity field. Method
A and B have shown similar behaviour, with good conservation of the divergence free
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properties of the vortex. Oscillations of the divergence and density fields due to wave
passing are clearly observed. Method D has shown the best conservation of the vortex
shape for all the variables, but higher peaks of errors are localised only at the inlet
interface. Method C is to be discarded.
5.1.3 Cylinder Shedding
To extend the vortex simulation to multiple vortices crossing the low Mach number/-
compressible interface a circular cylinder has been used in the upstream domain to
shed vortical structures downstream. The case is representative of a combustor-turbine
coupled simulation, where the vortexes generated in the combustor are convected down-
stream and enter the turbine. The coupling procedures described in Method A, Method
B and Method D have been applied to an unsteady case of a cylinder shedding at
Re = 100 (based on the cylinder diameter). The Mach number of the flow is M = 0.044.
The grid is a multi-block mesh made of a total of around 120000 hexahedral elements.
The inlet is located 7 diameters upstream of the cylinder stagnation point, while the
domain extends for 45 diameters downstream of the cylinder center. For the coupled
simulation the inlet and exit interfaces are located respectively at 19 diameters and 20
diameters downstream of the cylinder center, generating a one diameter thick overlap
region in the axial direction x. In this case the dimension of the overlap is smaller than
the vortical structures crossing it, as it is expected to occur in a typical combustor-
turbine application. The domain extends for 15 diameters in the transverse direction
z. The case is made two-dimensional by using two cells only in the normal direction
y. Symmetry conditions are used at boundaries for both the directions y and z. The
time stepping has been chosen such that each shedding is resolved with 50 time steps.
The analysis is carried out by looking at the continuity of the velocity magnitude for
unsteady snapshots and by comparing the coupled solution with standalone ILM-PBS
and C-DBS simulations.
Results are shown in Fig. 5.16 for normalised velocity magnitude. In particular an
unsteady snapshot has been compared between the standalone ILM-PBS and C-DBS
simulations and the coupled Method A and Method B cases. Unsteady snapshots suf-
ficiently close in time within the period of the shedding development have been chosen
between the four plots in order to make visual comparisons. It is possible to notice how
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the coupled simulations are successfully compared with the standalone ILM-PBS one,
which is consistent with the fact that the shedding is generated upstream in the ILM-
PBS domain. The standalone C-DBS simulation instead shows some small differences
in the wake as well as in the upstream potential region, due to the slightly different pre-
diction of the shedding behaviour for the compressible code. The difference between the
two Methods A and B for this test case is small, and in both cases a velocity difference
of about 1.5 % is found in the overlap region between the two domains. The results
obtained using Method D are shown instead in Fig. 5.17. The flow is corrupted close
to the inlet interface and in particular in correspondence of the symmetric boundaries.
This behaviour was not observed in the previous Taylor Vortex test case.
Looking at Fig. 5.18, which shows the density field in the coupled Method A case,
it is interesting again to note that density variations are present in the compressible
domain, generated at the inlet coupling interface, while density is constant throughout
the low Mach number/incompressible domain (the temperature is constant). The gauge
pressure for the same test case is shown in Fig. 5.19: a general agreement between the
two domains is observed, but pressure oscillations at the C-DBS domain inlet interface
are present, to which density oscillations are also linked. Those oscillations are generated
by the inlet treatment, and they appear not to generate problems in the downstream
field. Even though this does not create issues in the upstream domain too for the
simple test cases investigated, it represents an additional reason why we should avoid
to feed those oscillation back to the ILM-PBS domain, as they could initiate unphysical
behaviours (hence the development of a weaker body force approach for real unsteady
combustor-turbine applications).
In conclusion, both Method A and Method B have confirmed the observed quality of
the coupling in the continuity of velocity magnitude and they have been successfully
compared with standalone results. In particular the coupled simulation is comparable
with the standalone ILM-PBS case, as the shedding is generated upstream in the low
Mach/incompressible domain, while some differences are observed in the standalone
C-DBS simulation. Density variations are introduced by the downstream compressible
inlet treatment. Gauge pressure coupling has proven to be appropriate for this test case,
but pressure oscillations in the downstream domain are observed, with possible eventual
consequences if the condition is applied to more general and realistic industrial cases.
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Figure 5.16: Normalised velocity magnitude, comparison coupled Method A and
Method B ILM-PBS (solid) / C-DBS (dashed-dotted) and standalone simulations, cylin-
der shedding
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Figure 5.17: Normalised velocity magnitude, coupled Method D ILM-PBS (solid) /
C-DBS (dashed-dotted), cylinder shedding
Figure 5.18: Normalised density, coupled Method A ILM-PBS (solid) / C-DBS
(dashed-dotted), cylinder shedding
Method D has shown to corrupt the flow field in correspondence of the inlet and it will
be further tested on next case.
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Figure 5.19: Gauge pressure, coupled Method
A ILM-PBS (solid) / C-DBS (dashed-dotted),
cylinder shedding
5.1.4 Downstream Obstacle
The vortex test case (and the circular cylinder) is characterised by a disturbance trav-
elling from the upstream to the downstream domain. In order to assess the proposed
methods in a case representative of a downstream potential field affecting the upstream
flow (NGV blade potential field in a real engine) a square cylinder case was designed. In
particular the main objective is the evaluation of the reflecting properties of the char-
acteristics (Method A)/over-imposed (Method D) interface treatments. The case is also
used to assess the possible influence of position and depth of the overlap region for gauge
pressure exit coupling.
The obstruction square object has a side of length L = 0.03 m. The total length of the
case in the axial direction is 0.475 m, and the upstream side of the square is located
0.202 m away from the inlet. The case extends for 20/3 L in the vertical direction, at
which periodic conditions are applied. The case is made two-dimensional by using two
cells in the third normal direction where symmetry conditions are applied. The grid is
uniform from the inlet boundary until the axial position of the end of the square cylinder,
with a cell dimension of 1/30 L, and it is progressively axially unrefined downstream of
it. For the coupled simulation the overlap region is located upstream of the obstacle,
which is entirely resolved within the compressible domain. Two possible overlap regions
with different dimensions have been assessed. In particular the downstream C-DBS
domain has been left unchanged while the location of the exit of the upstream ILM-PBS
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domain has been moved in the axial direction. In the first case the upstream domain has
a total length in the axial direction of 20/3 L, while in the second case it has a length
of 13/3 L. The first overlap has a span in the axial direction of 2.5 L and it is such that
the exit of the low Mach number domain is located just two grid cells upstream of the
obstacle. The second overlap region instead is only 1/6 L long. In the following they
will be addressed as “Large Overlap” and “Small Overlap”. The downstream domain
extends for 8.1 L downstream of the obstacle. The flow is such that the Reynolds number
based on L is Re = 100 and M = 0.15. In this case the mach number is chosen to be
representative of a combustor exit close to the turbine. The time step of the simulation
has been chosen to resolve the expected shedding period with approximately 50 time
steps. The obtained CFL at inlet is 5.1.
Method A and Method D are compared in Fig. 5.20, where an instantaneous snapshot of
normalised axial velocity is shown for the two Methods in the case of “Large Overlap”.
The results obtained with Method B are not reported in here as they are comparable
to the ones obtained with Method A, and additional investigations are needed for a
proper comparison between them. While for Method A a good match is observed in the
overlap region between the contour lines from the ILM-PBS and C-DBS simulations,
in Method D a large mismatch is found in the overlap between the contour lines, and
in particular in the proximity of the inlet. A closer look at the C-DBS domain shows
that the contour lines are collapsing in correspondence of the inlet interface, where
they are almost parallel to the boundary. Method D has shown to be reflective: as
expected the over-imposed inlet interface, conserving density and temperature from the
low Mach domain, and hence keeping the value of pressure constant and equal to ptherm,
is unphysical for compressible flows and produces reflections. Method D has to be
discarded for coupling applications.
Looking at Method A, a comparison with full standalone cases was performed to assess
the quality of the inlet coupling interface in the case of a downstream potential field.
Results of the “Large Overlap” case are shown in Fig. 5.21 for the normalised average
velocity magnitude, where solid contour lines represent the ILM-PBS solution while
dashed-dotted contour lines refer to C-DBS data. Data have been averaged over 1000
time steps. Lines in bold are drawn from the standalone simulations, while simple lines
are drawn from the coupled simulation. The figure is coloured with coupled simulation
data. The figure shows a good general agreement between the three solutions (ILM-PBS,
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Figure 5.20: Assessment of Method A and D for downstream disturbance, low Mach
(solid line) / compressible (dashed-dotted) coupling, downstream obstacle
C-DBS and coupled ILM-PBS/C-DBS). A zoom on the potential region of the obstacle
is shown, which highlights the differences between ILM-PBS and C-DBS predictions in
the extent of the potential field. It is interesting to note how the coupled simulation
contour lines are localised in between the contour lines of the two standalone simulations
in the potential region, where the coupling overlap is located. This is not true any
more downstream of the cylinder, where the coupled simulation appears closer to the
compressible standalone results and its contour lines are not always located in between
the two standalone ones (e.g. see velocity in the passage between two periodic obstacles).
As a final check the influence of the location of the ILM-PBS exit boundary with re-
spect to the obstruction and in particular of the relative axial dimension of the overlap
region was assessed. In Fig.5.22 the two “Large Overlap” and “Small Overlap” cases
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Figure 5.21: Normalised Average Velocity Magnitude, Comparison Standalone( ILM-
PBS ( - )/ C-DBS ( - · - ) ) - Coupled simulations ( ILM-PBS ( – ) / C-DBS ( − · − )
), downstream obstacle
are compared. The velocity results are almost identical, confirming the minimal influ-
ence of the dimensions and location of the overlap region. We note here that a gauge
pressure imposition is being used at the ILM-PBS outlet to ensure a relatively strong
coupling. The case, although being unsteady in nature, is not expected to produce very
big oscillations in front of the obstacle and the results can be considered valid for steady
cases, while the extension of the conclusions drawn here to unsteady cases cannot be
claimed. As shown, by moving axially the location of the ILM-PBS outlet, the results in
the velocity field are almost unaffected, confirming the ability of the interface to capture
the downstream potential effect and its suitability to be used in the coupling. Never-
theless, looking at the gauge pressure field in Fig. 5.23 we can observe differences in
the predicted pressure in the upstream ILM-PBS domain. In particular the two overlap
cases are compared and contour lines are shown. A comparison with the standalone
C-DBS simulation is also reported. While the results are identical for the compressible
part of the domain between the three simulations (Large Overlap, Small Overlap and
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Standalone C-DBS), some differences in the contour lines is observed in the ILM-PBS
region between “Large Overlap” and “Small overlap” cases. A possible explanation is
that in the “Large Overlap” case there is more room for inconsistencies between the two
codes to appear in the overlap region, as the inlet interface is located far from the outlet
one, and the region of the domain solved by both codes is bigger. As a consequence,
even though the downstream field is relatively unaffected for this particular test case,
the test has shown that it is advisable to have a relatively small overlap region when
using a gauge pressure exit interface, to reduce the build up of inconsistencies in the
overlap. Even though this conclusion has been drawn on a test case intended to evaluate
the inlet interface to be used in the memory based coupling, this has to be taken into
account for steady file based coupling, which inherently relies on gauge pressure exit
imposition.
In conclusion, Method D has shown to be reflective at the inlet interface, as expected,
and it has been discarded as a possible candidate for the coupling. Method A has shown
to be capable of adjusting its inlet velocity to improve the non-reflecting properties of
the interface, while ensuring that discrepancies in the velocity field in the overlap region
between the two domains are small. The solution has been successfully compared with
the two standalone simulations showing that the coupling is a compromise between the
two solutions which often are, as in this case, different. The overlap depth has shown to
have an influence on the upstream pressure field, and a small overlap has proven to be
advisable with respect to a big one, to reduce inconsistencies between the two solutions.
5.1.5 Backward Facing Step
Weak interface - file based coupling and memory based coupling Method A
After the initial assessment on the Annular Diffuser case (Sec. 5.1.1), to validate the file
based coupling a more demanding test case was chosen, consisting of a backward facing
step, for which experimental data are readily available. The case has been experimentally
and computationally investigated by Driver and Seegmiller [139]. The height of the step
is here defined H and the height of the tunnel at the inlet is Y0 = 8H. The case with
no wall divergence is considered in our study. The Re based on the freestream velocity
and hight of the step is equal to Re = 68000. Standard atmospheric conditions are
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Figure 5.22: Normalised Average Velocity Magnitude, Comparison “Large Overlap”
( lilac dotted lines ) / “Small Overlap” (solid black lines), downstream obstacle
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Figure 5.23: Gauge Pressure, Comparison “Large Overlap” ( lilac) / “Small Overlap”
( black ) / Standalone CDBS (green), downstream obstacle
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considered (Ptherm = 101325 Pa, T = 289 K). The resulting Mach number of the flow
is 0.129. The reference position in the flow (x) direction is taken to be the position of
the step. The upstream low Mach number domain extends in the x direction from −4H
upstream of the step to 8H downstream of it. The downstream compressible domain
instead extends from 7.5H to 50H downstream of the step. The overlap region is 0.5H
long. A structured mesh has been created for both the domains, with only two cells in
the spanwise (z) direction, making the case virtually two-dimensional. The grid is not
coincident in the overlap region, with much more elongated cells along the flow direction
in the upstream domain than in the downstream domain (with a ratio between the two
of almost 7 to 1 in the x direction). This is done to test the robustness of the method
as the coupling grids are independently generated and are not expected to be the same
in real industrial applications. The k −  turbulence model is used in both domains
and a y+ ≈ 30 is obtained with the current near wall cell dimension. Few coupling
iterations, around 20, are performed. Average pressure at the interfaces is monitored
for the coupling together with the residual of each individual solver as seen in Fig. 5.24
and Fig. 5.25.
The results of the coupled simulation for the velocity magnitude normalised with respect
to the bulk velocity and for the gauge pressure normalised with respect to ambient
pressure are shown in Fig. 5.27. A comparison of u (x) velocity with experimental data
along lines at constant x/H position is reported in Fig. 5.28. Figure 5.28 and Fig. 5.27
show that the method accurately transfer flow information between the two domains
and it is capable of accurately predicting the flow behaviour.
Nevertheless, some mismatch is obtained at the interface in the vertical velocity v. In
Fig. 5.29 both the axial and vertical velocities normalised with respect to the bulk ve-
locity are reported. While the axial velocity shows perfect agreement at the interface,
the vertical velocity, which is much smaller, shows clear problems. These are related to
the weak imposition of the compressible inlet using characteristic treatment. Problems
arise in particular in the region close to the bottom wall. The boundary treatment in
fact assumes the characteristic wave to be normal to the inlet boundary, while trans-
verse components, which can be important close to the wall, are neglected. The weak
imposition, by definition, implies that different values from the ones imposed may be
obtained at the boundary. This occurs in particular in regions where strong flow fea-
tures are present, such as wakes etc. In order to prove the nature of the issue some more
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Figure 5.24: History if average pressure at ILM-PBS domain exit, Backward facing
step
Figure 5.25: Residuals of the C-DBS code, convergence of a single coupling iteration,
Backward facing step
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Figure 5.26: Detail of the refined mesh (y+ ≈ 1) for backward facing step case - Low
Mach number domain (black), compressible domain (blue)
investigations were carried out. At first the mesh was made consistent in the overlap
region, and the wall was resolved up to y+ ≈ 1, to exclude the influence of the wall
laws. Figure 5.26 shows a detail of the mesh in a region close to the overlap zone. No
significant improvements were obtained. Secondly a weak mass flow boundary condition
(Method A of Sec. 4.2.1) was used instead of the original stagnation variables based
boundary condition. Again, only very small improvements were obtained in the v veloc-
ity at the interface. As an example of the weak behaviour shown by the characteristic
boundaries, in Fig. 5.30 the pitch angle of the flow imposed at the inlet boundary and
the one actually obtained in the flowfield are shown for the characteristic mass flow inlet
case (y+ ≈ 1), with clear differences. When looking at the figure we recall the case is
almost two-dimensional with only two cells in the z direction.
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Figure 5.27: Normalised velocity magnitude and normalised gauge pressure for back-
ward facing step case - Low Mach number domain (solid line), compressible domain
(dashed-dotted line)
(a) Upstream of the overlap (b) Downstream of the overlap
Figure 5.28: Normalised axial velocity profiles at different axial locations x/H for
backward facing step case - Upstream of the overlap (UO) and downstream of the
overlap (DO)
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Figure 5.29: Normalised axial and vertical velocity for backward facing step case
In conclusion, the case, run on the file based coupling procedure, has shown good conti-
nuity of axial velocity and pressure at the interface. Very good agreement with experi-
mental data was obtained. Some mismatches are clearly present in the vertical velocity,
due to the weak imposition of the downstream inlet boundary condition. Only a strong
imposition can improve the solution continuity at the interface, and it is reported in the
following.
Memory based coupling Method B
The same backward facing step steady case used for the assessment of the file based
coupling was adopted to investigate the improvements obtained by using a strong im-
position, Method B, over a weak characteristic boundary (Original B.C. and Method
A). Method C and Method D were previously discarded (see Sec. 5.1.2 and Sec 5.1.4)
and they have not been tested on this case. In order to eliminate any possible wall-
law difference influence on the coupling, a finer grid was used at the wall, to obtain a
y+ ≈ 1, as already discussed above in the file based coupling section of this test case.
What we are looking for is a better agreement at the inlet interface in particular for
the vertical velocity v. We initialised our solution from a previous data (Method A), in
which all the main structures were already developed. As can be seen from Fig. 5.31
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Figure 5.30: Normalised axial and vertical velocity for backward facing step case
using a strong imposition both velocities u and v show a very good agreement at the
interface, overcoming the issue observed on using weak boundaries. The exchange of
data occurs every 5 inner iterations and the convergence history of the C-DBS code is
reported in Fig. 5.32. For this type of approach (memory based coupling) we did prefer
not to wait for each solver to completely converge before the exchange. Whether this is
helpful in speeding up the overall coupling convergence, it has not been analysed with
enough details in this work. Exchanging partially converged solutions to a completely
different solver is more prone to introduce errors in the coupled solution, even though in
this particular case it has shown to be a perfectly working approach. We recall that in
this case the data exchange occurs within the solver, so the convergence of the solver and
the one of the coupling are both seen in the figure. We observe oscillating but clearly
decreasing residuals of the coupled simulation. In conclusion, Method B has shown to
be capable of solving the inconsistencies in velocity at the inlet interface introduced by
the weak characteristic treatment. It is then chosen as the best candidate for the inlet
treatment in the memory based coupling.
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Figure 5.31: Normalised axial and vertical velocity for backward facing step case -
Method B, Memory based coupling
Figure 5.32: Residuals of the C-DBS code, convergence of a single coupling iteration,
Backward facing step Method B
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5.1.6 Sinusoidal disturbance
The objective of this test case is to evaluate the use of body force terms as a possible
method to weakly impose a desired flow field in a region of the ILM-PBS domain. This is
not a coupled case, only the ILM-PBS code will be used in a single standalone simulation,
and a target velocity Utarget of which the analytical expression is known will be forced in
the ILM-PBS domain through the use of the body force approach. A rectangular domain
of length 2l in the flow direction x was used (0 ≤ x ≥ 2l). In the direction orthogonal
to the main flow direction the domain has length l and periodic conditions are applied.
The case is made two-dimensional by using two cells only in the third direction with
a total domain depth of 0.02l and symmetric conditions applied. The inlet velocity is
constant uin and the Re based on the inlet velocity and on the length l is 670. The
body force is applied in the second half of the domain only (x ≥ l). The target velocity
imposed in the body force (see Sec. 4.2.2) has the form of:
U(x, y, t)target = uin +A(x)sin(ky − ωt+ φ) (5.3)
which correspond to adding a sinusoidal disturbance to the initial velocity. The frequency
of the disturbance is f = 0.16uinl while the wave length is chosen as λ =
1
4 l, from
which k = 2pi/λ and ω = 2pif . The speed of the wave in the vertical direction y is
then v = λf . Uniform grid spacing is used with a cell size of ∆x = 0.01l. The time
stepping ∆t is chosen such that a mean unitary CFL is obtained with respect to the
mean axial convective velocity. The amplitude of the disturbance A(x) is a continuous
function of the axial coordinate, chosen such that the first derivative of the Utarget
velocity component with respect to x is zero at the limits of the forcing region x = l
and x = 2l, and continuous throughout the region itself. In this way the forced velocity
is inherently divergence free at the beginning of the forcing region and at the outlet
boundary. A(x) has the form of:
A(x) :=

0 x < l
1
(l/2)2
(x− l)2 l ≤ x < (l + l/2)
2− 1
(l/2)2
(x− 2l)2 x ≥ (l + l/2)
(5.4)
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The objective is in fact to force a divergence free velocity field both at the beginning
of the forcing region and especially at the domain exit boundary, without introducing
any vertical velocity component. The body force is only applied to the axial component
of the momentum equations for this test case, and the velocity V is let free to adapt
to the solution without any forcing. In the middle of the forced region
∂Utarget
∂x 6= 0
and a vertical component V different from zero is expected such that ∂V∂x = −∂Utarget∂x =
−sin(ky−ωt)∂A(x)∂x . The constant γBF to be used in the definition of the body force, see
Section 4.2.2, is chosen as γBF = 2 · 106. This number was chosen as it is high enough
to ensure very quick adaptation of the forced field to the desired values. It is also a
good value as it is the same value used later for combustor-turbine interactions coupled
calculations, where it is derived by the MIN-MAX considerations proposed above. The
sensitivity of the flow response to its change is small. Much higher values lead to
instabilities, and this value was chosen as the upper limit for stability reasons; this value
is in fact already higher than the suggested γMAXBF =
ρuin
0.01l = 1.22 · 105 obtained from the
stability considerations proposed. The obtained results using γBF = 2 ·106 represent the
best we can obtain using body force for this set of grid, time step and flow conditions.
γMINBF =
ρuin
l log (
A(x)
0.01∗Utarget ) ≈ 400 is instead very small, but we recall its meaning is
the minimum value required to match forced and desired flow field at the end of the
forcing region, based on their values at the beginning of it, in an ideal incompressible
one-dimensional case. The minimum value is not enough for the flow field to adapt
quickly to the forced values within the region itself. The case was run for 5000 time
steps. The solution U(y) along the vertical direction y at the final time step is shown in
Fig. 5.33 and compared in Fig. 5.34 with the analytical solution at four different axial
locations x/l = 1.25, x/l = 1.5, x/l = 1.75, x/l = 2. This latter figure shows that, as
expected, the accuracy of the matching with the analytical solution is increasing with
increasing depth in the overlap region. In particular the error on the amplitude of the
disturbance is ≈ 11% at x/l = 1.25, ≈ 6% at x/l = 1.5, ≈ 1.7% at x/l = 1.75 and almost
zero at x/l = 2.0. Nevertheless, as the amplitude is increasing with the x direction, the
relative error is not decreased, but it is found between 4 ·10−4 and 8 ·10−4 for all the four
locations. The time evolution of the solution at the location x/l = 2 is shown in Fig. 5.35
where the normalised velocity is reported at four different time steps corresponding to
1000∆t, 2000∆t, 3000∆t and 4000∆t. The error with respect to the analytical solution
is really small at this location for all the time steps.
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Figure 5.33: Normalised axial velocity, t = 5000∆t, ILM-PBS Body forced field,
sinusoidal disturbance, Memory based coupling
Figure 5.34: Normalised axial velocity, t = 5000∆t, Analytical / Body forced field
comparison, sinusoidal disturbance, Memory based coupling
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Figure 5.35: Normalised axial velocity, x/l = 2, Analytical / Body forced field com-
parison, sinusoidal disturbance, Memory based coupling
In conclusion, the body force is capable of weakly drive the unsteady solution to the
desired analytical values. As expected the degree of agreement with the analytical
solution increases as the flow penetrates into the forcing region. The error can be high
at the beginning of the forcing region but it can be reduced to a very low value at the
end of it.
5.2 Coupling Configuration for the Memory Based Cou-
pling
In the previous section, for the memory based coupling, different interface treatments
have been assessed for the C-DBS inlet, and the outcomes are:
1. “Method A - Mass Flow, Weak Characteristics” is a suitable method for the inter-
face treatment, among the assessed ones, for its good performance in the vortex
crossing test case (Sec. 5.1.2) and because of its intrinsic non reflective treatment
(Sec. 5.1.4). Nevertheless some mismatches are present at the interfaces, due to
the weak treatment applied (Sec. 5.1.5).
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2. “Method B - Mass Flow, Free Fluctuations” has shown very similar behaviour
to Method A, also providing some of the best results in the vortex test case
(Sec. 5.1.2). It has also shown to be able to solve the inlet interface inconsis-
tencies found when using a weak characteristic boundary (Sec. 5.1.5). It is chosen
as the best candidate for the inlet treatment of the memory based coupling, to be
used in realistic industrial coupled simulations.
3. “Method C - Mass Flow, Full Interface ptherm” has shown the worst results in the
vortex test case (Sec. 5.1.2) and it is discarded as a candidate for the coupling.
4. “Method D - Mass Flow, Full Interface ptherm+p
ILM−PBS
(2) ” is found to be reflective
in the square cylinder test case (Sec. 5.1.4) and it is discarded as a candidate for
the coupling.
The outlet treatment of the ILM-PBS domain using body force terms (Sec. 5.1.6) has
demonstrated to be capable of driving a target analytical solution in the forcing region to
the desired values. It is chosen as the coupling treatment in the memory based coupling,
as the pressure exit condition has shown to be prone to instability in real industrial
cases.
The unsteady test cases analysed in the previous section using memory based inlet
interface conditions are here assessed on the chosen final memory based coupling con-
figuration (Method B + Body Force). We do not report in here the test case definitions
that can be found in the previous section, but we provide some additional results on
the final configuration, which has not been shown previously as the interface conditions
where separately analysed using a pressure exit interface, which is stronger and hence
recommended to perform such analysis.
Taylor Vortex
The case details are reported in Sec. 5.1.2. The body force constant was imposed as
γBF = 3000 and the force is imposed in most of the overlap region, with the exception
of the first few cells close to the downstream inlet. The normalised vertical velocity
at three different time steps during the crossing of the vortex of the overlap region is
shown in Fig. 5.36. In Fig. 5.37 the tangential velocity along the vortex axis is shown
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instead. The quality of the coupling configuration is confirmed and the errors in velocity
are comparable with the ones obtained in Sec. 5.1.2.
Cylinder Shedding
The case details can be found in Sec. 5.1.3. The body force constant is chosen to be
γBF = 1000 and the force is imposed in most of the overlap region, with the exception
of the first few cells close to the downstream inlet. In Fig. 5.38 the normalised velocity
magnitude is shown, to be compared with Fig. 5.16. Although a slight mismatch due to
the choice of the time snapshot can be observed between all the simulations, the overall
agreement is very good, confirming the final configuration of the memory based coupling
is capable to properly reproduce this test case. The relative error in the velocity in the
overlap region between upstream and downstream domains is of the order of 1.5% as
previously found.
Downstream Obstacle
The case details can be found in Sec.5.1.4. The body force constant is chosen to be
γBF = 150000 and the force is imposed in most of the overlap region, with the exception
of the first few cells close to the downstream inlet. An unsteady snapshot is reported in
Fig. 5.39. It confirms that the agreement between upstream and downstream domains in
terms of velocity field is very good. Nevertheless, in Fig. 5.40 the time averaged results
of the coupled simulation in the upstream domain are compared with the standalone
ILM-PBS simulation (for clarity of visualisation only the ILM-PBS solutions are visu-
alised and presented): a shift of the contour lines is found in the passage regions above
and below the stagnation generated by the obstacle, with respect to the standalone sim-
ulation, which was not observed in the previous results of Sec. 5.1.4. This means the
Body Force approach is weaker than pressure exit and less capable of reproducing the
correct physics in such a demanding simulation such as the one proposed here, in which
the outlet boundary is just a couple of cells upstream of an obstacle. In another way,
forcing the ILM-PBS upstream domain velocity field towards the downstream C-DBS
domain values in a finite region of the overlap, produces less physical results than let-
ting the two codes compute their own “different” physical solution after the application
of a simple pressure boundary condition. With this in mind, we nevertheless observe
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(a) vortex crossing the inlet
(b) vortex inside the overlap region
(c) vortex leaving the upstream domain
Figure 5.36: Normalised Vertical Velocity at three time steps, Taylor vortex crossing
the interface from low Mach number to compressible domain, Method B + Body Force
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(a)
(b) detail
Figure 5.37: Normalised Vertical Velocity along the vortex axis, Taylor vortex located
in the overlap region, Method B + Body Force
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Figure 5.38: Normalised velocity magnitude, Method B + Body Force, cylinder shed-
ding
a very good behaviour of the coupled simulation, it is stable and produce accurately
all the main features of the flow introducing acceptable errors. The maximum velocity
difference between the two (coupled and standalone) solutions is 0.3% of the reference
velocity, but the relative difference (V AV Gcoupled−V AV GILM−PBS)/V AV GILM−PBS can go up to 30%
or more in the very few cells close to the outlet in correspondence of the obstacle, as it
can be seen in Fig. 5.41. The difference is concentrated in the very low velocity region.
Taking into account that the inherent difference in the same region between standalone
ILM-PBS and standalone C-DBS solutions is around 20%, this result is not surprising
and totally acceptable. The pressure exit boundary is not an option for unsteady cases
for all the reason explained in this work. Hence the body force is considered as a good
alternative to perform two ways coupled simulations.
5.3 Closure
The file based coupling has been initially assessed on an annular diffuser case (Sec. 5.1.1)
and then validated on a backward facing step case (Sec. 5.1.5), where good agreement
with experimental results was obtained. Some mismatches between the solution of the
two codes are observed at the interfaces, due to the weak characteristic treatment of
the C-DBS inlet boundary. The procedure is ready to be applied to realistic industrial
coupled simulations.
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Figure 5.39: Normalised velocity magnitude, Method B + Body Force, downstream
obstacle
Figure 5.40: Normalised velocity magnitude, Comparison standalone ILM-PBS
(solid) and Coupled Method B + Body Force (dashed dotted), upstream domain, down-
stream obstacle
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Figure 5.41: Relative difference in velocity magnitude between standalone ILM-PBS
(solid) and Coupled Method B + Body Force (dashed dotted), upstream domain, down-
stream obstacle
For the memory based coupling instead, different inlet conditions for the C-DBS code
have been assessed. Method B has been selected as the best candidate for the coupling.
Moreover, the use of a body force in the ILM-PBS domain has been shown to be a stable
and accurate procedure, whereas the pressure exit boundary had shown instability issues.
The final memory based configuration has been tested and validated. Now we have a
certain procedure in place to be applied to combustor-turbine interaction simulations.
Chapter 6
Combustor-turbine interaction:
application
In this Chapter the application of the two coupling methodologies to a realistic industrial
test case is reported. A simplified combustor-turbine configuration of a real small aero-
engine was used for all the simulations. The case is presented in Sec. 6.1. Two different
operating conditions were considered. In Sec. 6.2 the steady file based coupling is used
and compared to a more traditional approach relying on standalone simulations, at a
low velocity operating point corresponding to a ground rig test of the combustor. The
boundary conditions data we were provided for the combustor reflect in fact the rig test,
of which no experimental data are available. In Sec. 6.3 the memory based coupling
is instead applied to an unsteady simulation and compared to the steady coupled file
based solution of the same case, this time at an operating point representative of cruise
conditions (the combustor boundary conditions provided were simply rescaled to obtain
real cruise conditions for the turbine) .
6.1 Test Case
A simplified combustor-turbine configuration was considered. In the following the main
features of the case are reported for the combustor and the HP turbine.
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Figure 6.1: Combustor domain
6.1.1 Combustor
The combustor simulations details are listed in the following sections organised as:
model, boundary conditions and mesh.
Model
An 18 degrees sector model of the annular combustor was used, which accounts for
one fuel injector. The swirler, dilution holes and cooling slots were modelled through
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Table 6.1: Boundary conditions for the combustor domain
INLETS OUTLET
Standalone Mass flow, T, flow angles convective outflow
File b. coupling Mass flow, T, flow angles gauge pressure
Memory b. coupling Mass flow, T, flow angles convective outflow+BF(region)
appropriate boundary conditions. The combustion process was modelled using a Hybrid
Eddy Dissipation approach with a two step reaction mechanism [109], which was deemed
to be relatively simple and yet accurate enough for the purpose of this work. Similarly, a
simple turbulence model, the standard k- model, was chosen for the turbulence closure.
Three different configurations for the combustor exit region were considered for the
standalone, file based coupling and memory based coupling simulations respectively (see
Fig. 6.1). The first, adopted for the standalone simulation, represented a standard
approach in which the combustor domain was extended downstream into the turbine
nozzle region. In the present work the extension region corresponded exactly to the
NGV domain having the blades removed. For the coupled simulations a different exit
treatment was used, in which the boundary was located within a region just upstream
of the NGV blades. The difference between file based and memory based coupling
simulations stands in the location of the exit plane, which is much closer to the NGV
leading edge for the latter case: as explained later a longer combustor, which allows a
wider forcing region for the body force of the memory based coupling, from the theory
gives more room at the flow to adapt to the downstream target velocity.
Boundary Conditions
In all cases mass flow imposition was used at all inlets. Temperature, flow angles and
turbulence variables are also specified at those boundaries. The imposed swirl direction
with respect to the NGV blades orientation and the exact mass flow split at all inlets does
not necessarily represent the ones in the real machine. For the standalone combustor
simulation the exit boundary is treated as a convective outflow, as this is standard
practice to ensure a well behaved flow field in the last part of the combustor. For the file
based coupling a pressure type of boundary condition is applied at the combustor exit.
For the memory based coupling instead a convective outlet is used together with body
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Figure 6.2: Combustor mesh, detail
Table 6.2: Mesh characteristic, combustor domain
type N elements y+
Standalone tetra ≈ 4.5 · 106  30
File b. coupling tetra+hexa ≈ 6 · 106  30
Memory b. coupling tetra ≈ 4 · 106  30
forces applied in a region adjacent to the exit boundary. The two coupling approaches
are detailed in Sec 4.3. The main boundary conditions are reported in Tab. 6.1.
Mesh
Unstructured fully tetrahedral meshes of around 4 and 4.5 million elements were gen-
erated using the commercial software ICEMCFD for the standalone and memory based
coupling configurations. A tetrahedral mesh is relatively easy to be generated and, at
some cost in terms of mesh elements, is the preferred option for complicated geometries
such as combustors in which a good resolution of the boundary layers is of secondary
importance. For the file based configuration instead an hexahedral region is required at
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the end of the combustor to perform interpolation using CHIMPS. This is a restriction
present in the version of CHIMPS we are allowed to use in coupling. The mesh in this
case was generated using the software Gambit and it consists of around 6 million cells.
The resulting meshes were mainly uniform, with an average cell size of around 2 mm.
Dilution holes and cooling slots inlet boundaries were refined with a cell size of 1 mm,
while all inlets corresponding to the burner with a cell size of 0.8 mm. The value of y+
was well above 30 for all the walls, which were treated as adiabatic. A view of the mesh
(on the memory based coupled geometry) is shown in Fig. 6.2.
6.1.2 HP Turbine
As for the combustor, the turbine simulations details are listed in the following sections
organised as: model, boundary conditions and mesh.
Model
The first stage of the corresponding real engine HP turbine with a shrouded rotor was
considered. The geometry was simplified such that only a clean annulus gas path without
film coolings were modelled. The same angular sector as for the combustor was sim-
ulated, accounting for two stator blades and the corresponding rotor. A mixing plane
was used for the standalone and file based coupled steady simulations. For the unsteady
memory based coupled simulation the rotor pitch was adjusted to match the periodic
angle such that a 2 stator/4 rotor blade count is obtained, and a sliding plane approach
is used between stationary and rotationary parts. The gas composition was assumed
to be uniform throughout the simulation and no reaction processes occured. The gas
constant was chosen to match the average value at the turbomachinery interface plane in
the combustor domain obtained by the first coupling iteration. The value was observed
not to significantly change during the coupling procedure and it was not updated. Ther-
modynamic properties are varying with temperature [3]. The same turbulence model
used in the combustor, namely the k- model, is used to model the turbulence to limit
the number of coupling parameters. The same geometrical configuration is used for
both a standalone simulation and the coupled approaches, the main difference standing
in the boundary treatment. For a coupled simulation the clocking of the NGV blades
with respect to the combustor injector does not necessarily represent the one in the real
machine.
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Table 6.3: Boundary conditions for the turbine domain
INLET OUTLET
Standalone (run1) (1-D)Mass flow, T, flow angles static pressure (radial eq)
Standalone (run2) (1-D)p0, T0, flow angles Mass flow (radial eq)
File b. coupling p0, T0, flow angles Mass flow (radial eq)
Memory b. coupling ρU , ρV , ρW , T static pressure (radial eq)
Table 6.4: Mesh characteristic, turbine domain
type N elements y+
Standalone &
hexa ≈ 1.2 · 106 ≈ 30
File b. coupling
Memory b. coupling hexa ≈ 2.4 · 106 ≈ 30
Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions used for the standalone and coupled simulations are listed in
Tab. 6.3. Only radial inlet profiles are used for the standalone simulations, as this is
standard practice. In the coupled simulations instead two-dimensional profiles of all
variables are used at inlets. We distinguished between two different standalone simula-
tions, run-1 and run-2, the reason for which will be explained in Sec. 6.2.1.2. The “Mass
flow” boundary condition implies rescaling of the pressure profile (stagnation at inlet
or static at exit) to match the desired specified mass flow value. We recall that, with
the exception of the stronger inlet condition introduced for the memory based coupling,
all the original boundary conditions of the C-DBS code exploit a weak characteristic
treatment of the boundary.
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Figure 6.3: Turbine stage mesh view for steady simulation
Figure 6.4: Turbine stage mesh view detail, reduced rotor pitch, unsteady simulations
Mesh
Multiblock structured meshes of around 1.2 million nodes were generated using a Rolls-
Royce in house turbomachinery mesh generator for the NGV (2 blades) and the original
rotor (See Fig. 6.3). The rotor grid with modified pitch for unsteady simulations was gen-
erated instead using the commercial software ICEMCFD (a detail is shown in Fig.6.4).
Together with the original NGV the mesh in this case (2 NGV blades and 4 rotor blades)
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consists of around 2.4 million nodes. To discretise the span 70 elements were used, with a
typical dimension along it of around 1.5 mm, and mesh refinement was used at endwalls
to better resolve the boundary layers. The same level of refinement used at endwalls
was used at the blade surfaces. The wall spacing in the rotor with modified pitch was
0.012 mm. The value of y+ was in the range of 10− 20 and it was smaller than for the
combustor simulation, and integral wall functions were used to improve the solution in
those regions as y+ falls below the recommended minimum value of 30. Around 70 ele-
ments were used in the circumferential direction to discretise each single NGV passage
and around 40 for each rotor with modified pitch. Adiabatic conditions were imposed
at solid boundaries.
6.2 Combustor-HP turbine: file based steady RANS sim-
ulation
Two situations were compared: a more traditional approach in which both combustor
and turbine are simulated in a standalone fashion, and the file based coupled approach
(file based, see Sec. 4.3.1). In the standalone approach the turbine was simulated only
after the combustor: one dimensional profile data obtained from the combustor stan-
dalone simulation were used to define inlet conditions for the turbomachinery simulation.
In the coupled approach the two domains, combustor and turbine, were simulated in se-
quence (sequential coupling): one domain was run first and a fully converged solution
was obtained to generate new boundary conditions for the other domain which run
second. The fully converged solution of the second domain was used to generate new
boundary conditions for the first domain. 1000 inner iterations for the convergence of
each solver were used in this test case. The number of inner iterations are chosen to
fully converge to a low level of residuals both the simulations. For the ILM-PBS some
fluctuations in the results are still present with residuals that are already low, due to
some unsteadiness of the flow, and conservations of species can be checked to ensure
a good level of convergence. These four steps (solution of the first domain, boundary
exchange, solution of the second domain, boundary exchange) constituted one coupling
iteration. Thirty automatic coupling iterations were run, after two initial iterations were
run manually as an initialisation (which is not a required procedure). In Fig. 6.5 the
average pressure at combustor exit during the coupling iterations is shown. The values
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do oscillate with a maximum difference of around 4 Pa which is good sign the simulation
is stabilised by the special pressure boundary treatment. In fact the oscillation is a very
small value with respect to the typical pressure gradients in this area and with respect
to the thermodynamic pressure (of the order of the MPa).
Figure 6.5: History of average pressure at combustor exit during the coupling itera-
tions
Figure 6.6: Combustor field, normalised temperature
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Figure 6.7: Combustor field, Ribbons coloured by velocity magnitude
6.2.1 Results and discussion
Before presenting the results of our investigation on the influence of the file based coupled
approach, the flow development in the combustor upstream of the coupling region is
briefly explained. The main flow features are shown in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 for the
standalone simulation. The configuration, typical of an RQL combustor, shows a high
swirling region in the first part of the combustor where rich combustion occurs that
stabilise the flame, a middle region where the injection of fresh air through primary and
secondary dilution holes quenches the rich mixture and a third region towards the exit
where the mixture becomes very lean and the combustion process has mainly ended.
The interaction between the inlet swirler, primary and secondary jets generate distinct
swirling streams at the combustor exit (Fig 6.7).
The results are focused on the impact of applying a fully coupled approach with respect
to a more traditional uncoupled simulation. This section is subdivided into two parts:
at first the influence of the presence of the blades on the combustor flow field is analysed,
and later the influence of the fully coupled combustor on the turbomachinery field is
studied. Locations close to the interface region are considered and slices at planes A,
B, C, D, E, F and G (Fig. 6.8) are presented. They are located respectively at 25%,
50%, 75%, 100%, 150%, 250% and 400% of the axial chord length (ACL) upstream of
the stator blade leading edge, measured from mid span of the NGV along the combustor
slice plane M shown in Fig. 6.8. Plane A and B are located within the turbine domain
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Figure 6.8: Slice planes configuration, file base coupling, low velocity Combustor -
HP Turbine
only while D, E and F are within the combustor domain only. Plane C belongs to
both domains and it also corresponds to the inlet of the turbine domain. For the
coupled approach an overlapping region is present as previously stated, whose location
relative to the slices can be seen in Fig. 6.8 between Planes B and C, and whose depth
is 15% of the ACL. The operating point is representative of a rig test on the ground
performed at low speed, hence the Mach number remains below 0.5 throughout the
turbomachinery. Experimental data from the rig are not available to us. We performed
this set of simulations based on the data we were provided from the industry.
6.2.1.1 Influence on combustor field
The influence of the presence of the stator blades on the combustor field is clearly visible
from a mid-plane slice through the two domains. Shown in Fig. 6.9 is the axial velocity
normalised with respect to the area average axial velocity at the turbine inlet. The po-
tential field coming from the blades is projected upstream changing the flow distribution
in the critical interface region. Figure 6.10 shows the axial velocity normalised with the
area average axial velocity at each respective plane for both the coupled and standalone
simulations. The normal to the plane entering the paper is directed towards the turbine
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Figure 6.9: Normalised axial velocity, file based coupled simulation, low velocity
Combustor - HP Turbine
region. The coupled simulation shows a significant influence of the NGV potential flow
leading to the vane shaped low velocity regions. Streamlines drawn on the plane are
also shown. On the middle left, a strong vortex can be observed both in the standalone
simulation (point P) and the coupled simulation (point P’). This structure (P) appears
weakened and stretched in the coupled simulation (P’). On the middle right, a vortex
pair (point R and Q) can be observed. The presence of the second NGV significantly
weaken this pair (R’ and Q’). As a result, even if the presence of the dilution jets is
still significant, the flow is adapting to the NGV passage at plane C, which is 75% axial
chord length upstream of the stator blades.
A better understanding of the penetration of the NGV influence is provided by Fig. 6.11,
where the axial velocity normalised with respect to the area averaged axial velocity at the
turbine inlet plane (Plane C) is shown at different locations inside the combustor. The
lines of data are taken from a slice plane of the combustor (Plane M) at fixed distances
from the NGV leading edge (the distance is again measured in axial chord lengths).
Looking at the three closest locations to the NGV (corresponding to lines extracted from
Plane E, D and C) the presence of the blades is shaping the axial velocity behaviour,
as it differs from the standalone case. Looking at the standalone simulation in green, it
predicts some velocity peaks occurring at Plane E due to the flow field generated by the
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Figure 6.10: Normalised axial velocity at Plane C, file based coupled and standalone
combustor simulations, low velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
jets; the positive peaks correspond to the secondary jets which interact and generate two
separate peaks of velocity. At this plane, the interaction of the secondary jets with the
modified downstream field generates a circumferential shift in the position of the higher
velocity flow structures, and as a consequence of the observed peaks. In the standalone
simulation, the velocity profile is flattening towards the end of the combustor as the
nozzle accelerates the flow to the extent that the swirl and the jets are well mixed at this
particular region (Intersection of Plane M with plane D and C). The coupled simulation
of the corresponding planes (in red) sees more pronounced velocity peaks, characteristic
of the presence of the NGV potential field deep inside the combustor. Further upstream
(lines on Plane F and G) the axial velocity shape does not differ significantly.
The combustor is designed to provide a certain temperature distribution at the turbine
inlet. During the design phase, a standalone simulation is used to predict this distri-
bution, together with experimental results. Fig. 6.12 shows the different temperatures
obtained at two planes C and D for the standalone simulation and the coupled approach.
From the standalone results we observe that the dilution jets in the combustor are de-
signed to localise the hot spots in specific locations in the plane and distribute the hot
gases uniformly along the radial direction, while avoiding overheating of the endwalls.
It is known [5, 140] that if the hot spots impact the NGV blade leading edge they are
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Figure 6.11: Normalised axial velocity along lines in the middle plane, file based
coupled and standalone combustor simulations, low velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
Figure 6.12: Normalised temperature at Plane C and Plane D, file based coupled and
standalone combustor simulations, low velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
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broken and mitigated during their migration towards the rotor, while if the hot spot
is located in the middle of the passage it will reach the rotor with full strength. In
the coupled simulation the temperature seems to be more spread in the circumferential
direction but more concentrated towards the bottom half of the inlet region, which is in
agreement to the distortion of the vortical structures that has been noted earlier. The
consequence of this is shown in Fig. 6.13 where the RTDF at Plane C is reported. The
circumferentially averaged data confirm the presence of a higher peak of temperature in
the bottom half inlet region for the coupled approach with more steep radial gradients,
while a more uniform profile was obtained in the standalone simulation.
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Figure 6.13: RTDF at Plane C, file based coupled and standalone combustor simu-
lations, low velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
6.2.1.2 Influence on turbine field
We recall that in this work we aim to show the advantages of a coupling approach with
respect to a more standard approach which uses one dimensional profiles. No assump-
tions on any variables are made for the generation of the profiles used in the standalone
simulation. They are obtained from the standalone combustor simulation with a circum-
ferential averaging process. Two runs of the standalone simulation have been performed.
In the first (run-1) the pressure exit obtained as a result of the coupled approach (in
radial equilibrium assumption) is used as a boundary condition at the outlet. The same
mass flow present in the combustor is imposed at inlet, which implies automatic scaling
of the stagnation pressure radial profile. All the remaining inlet profiles obtained from
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the standalone combusor are used unmodified, including stagnation temperature profile.
As a consequence for run-1 mass flow and pressure exit are the same as in the coupled
approach. A difference in stage capacity (0.2%) is obtained due to differences (0.1%) in
average stagnation values (both pressure and temperature) obtained at the inlet with
respect to the coupled approach. In the second run instead (run-2) the capacity of
the turbine is kept equal to the coupled approach by rescaling stagnation pressure and
temperature inlet profiles. For this simulation mass flow is imposed at outlet, and the
obtained level of pressure at exit differs (0.23%) from the coupled approach. The relative
conditions are summarised in Table 6.6. The results shown in the following figures will
be taken from the run-1 simulation, and comments will be added when providing results
regarding run-2.
Figure 6.14: Hot streak impinging the stator, isosurface of normalised stagnation
temperature T0/Tref = 1.08 , low velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
The immediate drawback in using a one dimensional profile is the inability to capture
non uniformities which are both radial and circumferential such as the hot streak shown
in Fig. 6.14 from the coupled simulation. In the figure are shown the two streaks coming
from the combustor (see Fig. 6.12), a bigger one, which corresponds to vortex P’ in the
earlier discussion, impinges directly on the pressure side of the top stator blade while a
smaller one, which correspond to vortex Q’, is directed towards the pressure side of the
other blade.
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Table 6.5: Difference (%) in OTDF between file based coupled and standalone cir-
cumferentially averaged profile (run 1), low velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
Plane C Plane B Plane A
∆OTDF 37.43% 37.25% 30%
A measure of the information lost in the averaging process in shown in Table 6.5 where
the difference in OTDF (∆OTDF = |OTDFcoupled − OTDFradial|/OTDFcoupled), in
percentage, is reported for the three planes A, B and C.
Figure 6.15: Detail of the external casing normalised temperature, file based coupled
simulation, low velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
Endwall cooling strategies will also be certainly affected by the two-dimensional profile
coming from the complex combustor flow field, as can be seen in Fig. 6.15, where the
normalised temperature with respect to the average inlet temperature is shown.
An aspect which is often considered of secondary importance is the turbulence, and
simple uniform and very low values of turbulence level are typically used as boundary
condition for the NGV inlet. Both our simulations take into account realistic levels of
turbulence; shown in Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17 are the turbulence intensity u
′
/U , evaluated
as
u
′
U
=
√
2
3k
U
(6.1)
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and normalised length scales,
`
H
=
k
3
2

H
(6.2)
where H is the radial span of the considered section, at planes A and B. The turbulence
intensity is found to be higher than 30% in a major zone of the inlet plane. The effect
of specifying one-dimensional profiles is still visible at plane A, which is located 25%
ACL upstream of the stator blades. In Fig. 6.18 is shown the viscosity ratio νt/ν at the
turbine inlet Plane C for the coupled simulation. The value of νt is evaluated from the
simple k −  relation
νt = Cµ
k2

(6.3)
The value of the viscosity ratio results to be much higher than 10, a general value
imposed at turbine inlet in traditional simulations, throughout the entire plane and
far from being uniform. The k −  model is chosen in this work to be consistent with
the combustor simulation. The coupling approach will allow the user to select a more
appropriate model for the turbine simulation for a more confident and accurate solution.
Figure 6.16: Turbulence intensity u
′
/U at Plane A and Plane B, file based coupled
simulation, low velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
To evaluate the performance of the NGV under the two different inlet conditions the
stagnation pressure losses are evaluated as ∆p0 = (p¯
inlet
0 − p¯NGV outlet0 )/p¯inlet0 .
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Figure 6.17: Normalised turbulence length scales `/H at Plane A and Plane B, file
based coupled simulation, low velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
Figure 6.18: Viscosity ration νt/ν at Plane C, file based coupled simulation, low
velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
They are found to be ∆p0COUPLED = 1.44%, ∆p0run1 = 1.37% and ∆p0run2 = 1.32% for
the coupled, standalone run-1 and standalone run-2 simulations respectively, with an
approximate 5% relative increase of losses in the case of the coupled simulation with
respect to the standalone ones. As previously stated the simulation does not necessarily
represent the operating real design condition of the turbine, and the efficiency is very
low. As a consequence these numbers show a clear effect of the coupled approach, but
they don’t want to be representative of its application to real operating conditions.
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Table 6.6: Relative difference between coupled and standalone turbine simulations,
file base coupling, low velocity Combustor - HP Turbine
pinlet0 T
inlet
0 p
outlet capacity
Coup 100% 100% 100% 100%
Run-1 99.851% 100.115% 100% 100.22%
Run-2 100% 100% 100.231% 100%
With regard to the rotating part of the turbine, it has been demonstrated in the past
that an unsteady simulation is necessary to properly predict the hot streak migration.
Nevertheless, the addition of the rotor with a mixing plane, which implies that the rotor
behaves as a perfect mixer, allows the proper prediction of the efficiency of the entire
stage. The differences in pressure and temperature observed on the rotor blade between
the coupled and standalone simulation are shown in Fig. 6.19. As can be seen the
differences are found to be within 1%, which suggest that the rotor does respond to the
peakier inlet profile, even when a perfect mixing assumption is used. The temperature
contours shows that the peakier NGV inlet temperature profile of the coupled simulation
leads to a generally higher rotor temperature between the root and mid span region. This
differences lead to significant difference in turbine rotor reaction whereby the coupled
simulation is found to be 0.05% higher than run-2. The value of reaction is computed
as the enthalpy change across the rotor relative to the enthalpy change across the whole
turbine stage.
Table 6.7: Difference in turbine performance between coupled and standalone simu-
lations, file based coupling, low velocity Combustor-HP Turbine
efficiency (%) reaction (%)
Coup 0 0
Run-1 +1.06 -0.13
Run-2 +1.30 -0.05
Significant is the difference observed on the HP stage performance. The stage efficiency
of the standalone turbine simulation was found to be higher than that of the coupled
simulation. An increase of 1% and 1.3% in stage efficiency is found for run-1 and run-2,
respectively. The value of efficiency η is calculated as the ratio between the work done
by the turbine stage, produced by torque and obtained from all moving walls within the
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Figure 6.19: Percentage difference of pressure and temperature on the rotor blade be-
tween coupled and standalone turbine simulation with radial profile, file based coupling,
low velocity Combustor-HP Turbine
control volume, and the ideal work that could be obtained from isentropic expansion of
the working fluid entering the domain. The difference in efficiency is evaluated as:
∆η =
(ηRun − ηCoup)
ηCoup
and the same applies for the reaction.
6.3 Combustor-HP turbine: Memory based URANS sim-
ulation
The memory based coupling (Sec. 4.3.2) was developed to address unsteady RANS cases.
The same geometry of combustor/turbine used for the steady file based simulation has
been used for an unsteady run, with the only modification of the rotor pitch that has
been adjusted so as to obtain periodic conditions with a blade count of 2 NGVs/4 rotors.
A sliding plane approach is used to handle rotationaly parts. For this simulation an
operating point close to the real flight cruise conditions has been chosen. In particular
mass flow at all combustor inlets have been rescaled with respect to the steady case
discussed above and the thermodynamic reference pressure changed so as to obtain
realistic cruise conditions. The NGV blade clocking with respect to the injector location
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is the same as used for steady coupling and does not necessarily represent the one in the
real machine. As shown in Section 6.1, and for the reasons that will be explained shortly,
the combustor domain has been extended deeper into the turbine domain, with respect
to the steady case, resulting in an overlap region width of ≈ 50% of the stator ACL in
the axial direction. The location of the turbine inlet is unchanged, but the combustor
outlet plane is located closer to the NGV blades. In particular the outlet plane is not
parallel to the turbine inlet plane but instead parallel to the blades, and it is located at
25% of the ACL upstream of the blades leading edge.
At first a standalone combustor simulation and a steady file based combustor-turbine
coupling (with the modified rotor pitch), have been performed on the same operating
condition to allow for a comparison with the unsteady average results of the memory
based coupling. As in the previous case, thirty coupling iterations were performed for the
steady case. The average pressure at combustor exit is moniotred during the coupling
and is reported in Fig. 6.20. The value oscillates, with a maximum difference of around
100 Pa, which as in the low velocity case is very small with respect to the pressure
gradients (maximum pressure difference up to the scale of 104 Pa in the exit plane) and
to the thermodynamic pressure (of the order of MPa). The steady coupled simulation
is also helpful as it automatically defines the operating condition of the turbine, which
comes as a result of the simulation. In particular the pressure at the rotor exit, obtained
from the steady simulation, is used to define the boundary condition of the unsteady
case. The time stepping for the unsteady case is chosen to be such that each entire
periodic rotor mesh movement is resolved with 100 time steps, hence resolving each
rotor blade passing with 25 steps. The same time stepping is used for both domains.
The time step is such that the CFL number in the combustor is lower than unity in
most of the domain. In particular, as data exchange occurs at the end of each time
step only, it was found helpful for the quality of the results that the CFL number was
low in the coupling region. The default temporal schemes of the two codes are used for
the simulations, with a first order Euler scheme in the combustor domain and a second
order backward Euler in the turbine domain. The inner iterations to converge each time
step are chosen to fully converge the solution within the time step. In particular 18
inner iterations were used for the combustion solver and 15 for the turbomachinery one.
To balance the load between the two solvers on the parallel machine a different number
of nodes was used for the two simulations. The case was run on 32 cores, 16 for each
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application. Both combustor and turbine solutions were initialised with a standalone
steady solution. The turbine was later let to run standalone on unsteady mode with
fixed inlet conditions (with mass flow inlet) obtained from the standalone combustor
for long enough for periodic oscillations to be fully developed. The combustor was also
let to run unsteady to develop the main unsteady structures before the coupling. After
that the coupled simulation was run for 180◦ rotation of the rotor, checking again that
the periodic oscillations in the turbine were fully developed after the introduction of
the unsteady combustor upstream, before the start of the averaging process. Two full
annular revolutions of the rotor were used to obtain the average flow field.
Figure 6.20: History of average pressure at combustor exit during the coupling iter-
ations, steady file based cruise conditions
The ability of the body force to drive the solution in the ILM-PBS domain to a desired
value in unsteady mode was assessed and proven on an uncoupled constant density
case, with a single velocity component being forced (see Sec. 5.1.6). When using this
technique on coupled cases, all three components of velocity are of interest and the
desired values to be forced correspond to the downstream C-DBS solution and they are
available in the entire overlap region, the depth of which has to be decided. From the
application of the body force in the theory of steady incompressible flows, the depth
of the forcing region is playing a role on the forcing method. On unsteady mode its
importance may be weakened as the strength of the force has to be much bigger than
on steady cases. Contrarily with respect to the steady file based coupling with pressure
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Figure 6.21: Forcing region (red) for body force method, “BF short”, “BF long”
and “BF density” runs, combustor domain, unsteady memory based coupling, cruise
conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
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Figure 6.22: Post-processing slices: axial (violet), radial (cyan), turbine inlet (green),
unsteady memory based coupling, cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
exit profile, for which we suggested a small overlap region, a wider overlap is used in
here, which increases the region of action of the body force and hence the ability of
the flow to adapt to the downstream target velocity. We could not move the inlet
of the turbine further upstream as the combustion process has to be fully completed.
Moreover, on a more complicated geometry the turbine inlet location will be dictated
by many other restrictions such as cooling holes and geometrical features. The obvious
solution was to move the combustor exit further downstream with respect to the steady
case, in a region close to the blades where the Mach number is still sufficiently low
(M < 0.25) for the incompressible/low Mach number assumption to hold. The second
point to consider when using the body force method on coupled cases is the depth of
the forcing region, which may coincide or differ from the overlap region. We found some
issues on forcing the solution in the entire overlap region, related to the bad quality
of interpolation between different mesh sizes at the wall between the two domains.
In particular fictitious reverse flow in the very near wall cell of the turbine inlet was
observed, that needed correction and led to a closed loop between forced solution and
inlet conditions, with clearly corrupted results. The consideration that forcing a region
immediately adjacent to the turbine inlet may generate issues and closed loops between
inlet conditions and forced solution, led to the decision of moving the beginning of the
forcing region downstream with respect to the inlet interface plane. Two different depth
of the forcing region were assessed, as can be seen in Fig. 6.21, that we will call “BF
short” and “BF long” in the following. The region coloured in red corresponds to the
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Figure 6.23: Normalised axial velocity at turbine inlet plane, standalone and steady
file based coupled simulations, cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
forcing region. In both a value of γBF = 2 · 106 Kg/(m3s) was used. The last point to
be considered is the dependence on density of the body force on variable density flows.
The same depth as the “BF long” forcing region was used, and dependence on density
was introduced. The constant γBF dimensionally is a frequency 1/s in this case, see
Fig. 6.21, and its value was chosen as γBF = 8 · 105 1/s . We will refer to this case
as “BF density”. The three “BF short”, “BF long” and “BF density” approaches were
assessed on the same case discussed above.
The results will be mainly presented in three slices across the domain: axial, radial and
at the turbine domain inlet. The location of the slices is shown in Fig. 6.22.
6.3.1 Results and discussion
At first the velocity field results from the standalone combustor simulation and the
steady file based coupled simulation have been compared for the new operating condi-
tion. In particular the flow at the turbine inlet plane is considered. Fig. 6.23 shows the
axial velocity normalised with respect to the average velocity at the inlet plane for the
two simulations. The flow coming from the combustor dilution jets is clearly shaping
the field in both cases. Nevertheless some differences are clearly noticed between the
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two. When compared to the low velocity simulation of Fig. 6.10, we can immediately
see some differences in the velocity shape between the low velocity and cruise condi-
tions simulations. The strength of the flow coming from the dilution jets appears to
be increased in the cruise condition for both simulations, as a results of an increased
velocity of the jets entering the domain. Nevertheless, the overall shape is in very good
agreement between the two conditions for both cases, and in particular for the coupled
case, confirming that the common features observed are characteristic of the presence
of the downstream blades.
Looking now at the unsteady solution, the three variants “BF short”, “BF long” and
“BF density” in the application of the body force method have been compared. The
normalised average axial velocity field is shown in Fig. 6.24 and Fig. 6.25 in which axial
and radial slices are presented. A zoom over the overlap region is shown, and the contour
lines are rescaled to highlight the flow features occurring in that location of interest.
Solid lines correspond to the combustor solution and dashed-dotted lines to the turbine
solution. Very low frequency oscillations are characteristic of the combustor, which
unfortunately didn’t allow the same average to be obtained in the three simulations:
two full annular revolutions of the rotor are eventually not enough to obtain a complete
average in the combustor domain. This is clear looking at the two slices, in which slightly
different contours are observed for the three simulations, and it is further highlighted by
Fig. 6.26, which shows the normalised average axial velocity at the turbine inlet plane.
This last figure can be compared to the steady cases of Fig. 6.23. Many features of
the standalone case can be found in the unsteady averaged solutions, confirming the
approach is relatively weak with respect to the pressure exit coupling, but many shapes
characteristic of the unsteady runs are also observed among the three, such as the top
central velocity peak shifted to the left and much more inclined in the rotation direction
with respect to the steady cases.
The objective of the three BF simulations is to evaluate the influence of the forcing
region length and of the density dependence by looking at the quality of the agreement
between contour lines in the two codes in the overlap region. We didn’t observe any clear
gain by introducing dependence on density of the body force, as while the agreement
between contour lines in the two domains is very good in the radial slice of Fig. 6.25
(BF density), it is deteriorated in the axial slice of Fig. 6.24 (BF density). Moreover,
even though density dependence didn’t create any problem on this combustor-turbine
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Figure 6.24: Normalised average axial velocity, axial slice, “BF short”, “BF long”
and “BF density” runs, memory based ILM-PBS (solid line) / C-DBS (dashed-dotted
line) coupling, cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
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Figure 6.25: Normalised average axial velocity, radial slice, “BF short”, “BF long”
and “BF density” runs, memory based ILM-PBS (solid line) / C-DBS (dashed-dotted
line) coupling, cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
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Figure 6.26: Normalised average axial velocity, turbine inlet plane, “BF short”, “BF
long” and “BF density” runs, memory based coupling, cruise conditions Combustor -
HP Turbine
test case, other simpler test cases, not reported in here, have shown density dependence
could reduce stability of the approach. The difference between “BF short” and “BF
long” simulations is also very small, which confirms the method is robust and not very
sensible to the choice of these parameters. Nevertheless for theoretical reasons the wider
the region the better the solution, with equal constant γBF . The “BF long” simulation
has hence been chosen as the best candidate and proposed as the reference simulation
for the unsteady case. In the following we will refer to it simply as “Coupled Unsteady
Memory Based” simulation.
The average of the main variables of interest for the coupled unsteady simulation are
shown in the slices of Fig. 6.27, 6.28, 6.29 and 6.30. They show the obtained quality
of the coupling. The presence of the downstream blades is clearly captured at the
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(a) Normalised average velocity magnitude, axial slice
(b) Normalised average velocity magnitude, radial slice
Figure 6.27: Normalised average velocity magnitude, unsteady memory based cou-
pling, cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
combustor exit and flow data coming from the combustor are clearly quite smoothly
entering the turbine domain. Nevertheless, the contour lines for the two simulations,
which are solid lines in the combustor and dashed-dotted lines in the turbine, are not
perfectly matching in the overlap region. Some degree of mismatching is present, more
pronounced for some of the variables, such as temperature and density. Thermodynamics
is quite different in the two domains, both because of the compressibility of the fluid
and because of the different composition and fluid properties, shown in Fig. 6.31. This
last point is particularly important and to be considered for future development of the
coupling. The file based steady coupling is already capable of retrieving and exchanging
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(a) Normalised tangential velocity, axial slice
(b) Normalised radial velocity, axial slice
Figure 6.28: Normalised tangential and radial velocities, unsteady memory based
coupling, cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
flow composition data between combustor and turbine and the memory based coupling
can be easily extended to do the same. Nevertheless a variable composition simulation
in the turbine is very uncommon and not yet mature and it is not presented in this
work. In the future this type of simulation will allow further improvement of the degree
of consistency between the two domains.
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(a) Normalised average temperature, axial slice
(b) Normalised average temperature, radial slice
Figure 6.29: Normalised average temperature, unsteady memory based coupling,
cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
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(a) Normalised average density, axial slice
(b) Normalised average density, radial slice
Figure 6.30: Normalised average temperature, unsteady memory based coupling,
cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
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(a) Average specific gas constant, axial slice
(b) Average heat ratio, axial slice
Figure 6.31: Average fluid properties, unsteady memory based coupling, cruise con-
ditions Combustor - HP Turbine
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Figure 6.32: Normalised temperature at turbine inlet plane - standalone combustor,
steady file based and unsteady memory based coupled simulations, cruise conditions
Combustor - HP Turbine
Looking more in detail at the temperature field, the turbine inlet plane is considered
in Fig. 6.32. We see again some differences between standalone combustor and steady
coupled simulations. When compared to the low velocity case of Fig. 6.12 (Plane C) we
can again find clear common features between the two low velocity and cruise conditions
steady coupled simulations. The average from the unsteady run shows commonalities
with both the standalone and steady coupled solutions. The RTDF on the same inlet
plane is reported in Fig. 6.33. The characteristic shape of the RTDF profile for the
steady coupled simulation confirms the one observed in the low velocity case of Fig. 6.13,
with a peak located in the bottom part. The standalone combustor simulation for the
cruise conditions (Fig. 6.32) has shown differences with respect to the low velocity case.
Nevertheless the RTDF calculated is, as in the low velocity case, quite uniform and
less peaky than in the steady coupled results. The RTDF from the coupled unsteady
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Figure 6.33: RTDF at turbine inlet - standalone combustor, steady file based and
unsteady memory based coupled simulations, cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
simulation is very similar to the standalone combustor one, but with a higher peak in
the central region, confirmed by a narrower band of high velocity observed in Fig. 6.32.
One of the important benefits of an unsteady simulation is that it allows the correct
prediction of the hot streaks migration through the turbine. Fig. 6.34 and Fig. 6.35
show the normalised average temperature at different stations across the NGV and the
rotor respectively. As in the low velocity case (see Fig. 6.14) two hotter regions can
be identified at the inlet of the turbine in Fig. 6.32, a main one and a minor one, both
located at ≈ 40% of the radius, the shape of which presents some differences between the
two steady and unsteady coupled simulations. The hot streaks are not aligned with the
stator blades leading edge but they are not located in the middle of the passage either.
They are slightly clocked at a positive angle with respect to the leading edges towards
the pressure sides of the stator blades, which they impinge further downstream. This is
clearly visible in Fig. 6.14 and can be found again in the slices presented for the cruise
condition case in Fig. 6.34. The hot streaks are only partially mitigated during their
migration through the NGV and they reach the rotor. Due to the segregation effect of
hot and cold gases (Sec. 2.2) the hot air migrates towards the pressure surface of the
rotor, as can be clearly observed in Fig. 6.35, overheating the blades.
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Figure 6.34: Normalised average temperature field through the NGV, unsteady mem-
ory based coupled simulation, cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
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Figure 6.35: Normalised average temperature field through the rotor, unsteady mem-
ory based coupled simulation, cruise conditions Combustor - HP Turbine
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6.4 Closure
Integrated simulations of an RQL combustor and HP turbine stage have been performed
using coupled industrial CFD solvers.
Steady, low-velocity conditions
The standalone and coupled combustor simulations have shown that the combustor field
is affected by the presence of the blades as far as 150% ACL upstream of the NGV leading
edge, resulting in a more pronounced peak in the RTDF profile at the turbine inlet plane
for the coupled simulation. In the HP turbine stage a value of OTDF up to 37% higher
is present in the coupled approach (run-1) due to the circumferential averaging process
applied in the standalone simulation (radial inlet profile). A decrease in turbine stage
efficiency was found in the coupled simulation with respect to the standalone one, as high
as 1% when matching the pressure exit and 1.3% when matching the turbine capacity.
Although the conditions are not representative of a flight condition for the turbine, these
changes in efficiency and OTDF seem to be quite significant of the importance of the
two-dimensional profiles from a coupled approach to correctly predict performances and
to capture the peak temperatures the NGV will be seeing during real operation.
Steady and Unsteady, cruise conditions
The test case has been applied to steady and unsteady simulations. The analysis of the
steady file based coupling results has shown clear commonalities with the previous low
velocity case, in the shape of both velocity and temperature fields at turbine inlet and
in the associated RTDF profile. The unsteady memory based coupling has shown the
body force approach is capable of capturing the potential effect of the stator blades at
combustor exit. The average field obtained from the unsteady simulation has shown some
differences from the file based steady coupled results in both velocity and temperature
fields at turbine inlet. Looking at the contour lines in the overlap region of the two
domains an overall very good agreement was observed between the average fields, but
for some discrepancies seen in temperature and density, related to different fluid physics
approximations and fluid properties involved. The analysis from unsteady average of
the hot streaks coming from the combustor and entering the turbine has shown that the
hot air is only partially mitigated during its movement though the stator and due to
segregation effects is migrating towards the pressure side of the rotor.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and perspectives
In this work two simple, robust and reliable coupling techniques have been developed
and applied to realistic combustor-turbine interaction problems. In particular an in-
dustrial incompressible/low Mach number combustion solver has been coupled with a
turbomachinery code, on a zonal type of coupling. The configuration of interest is of an
upstream low Mach number reacting domain and a downstream non-reacting compress-
ible domain. The first approach does not require any modification of the source codes
and the original unmodified executables can be retained (even if small adjustments are
suggested). Data exchange occurs through file and via update of boundary conditions.
The methodology is devoted to steady RANS simulations only. The second approach in-
stead is mainly developed to address unsteady problems. Data exchange is done through
message passing and modifications of the original source code are required to perform
the data exchange. The coupling is based on boundary conditions update and on the
application of body forces. Both approaches have been assessed on simple test cases and
later applied to a realistic industrial case. The following conclusions have been drawn:
[I] due to the different set of governing equations in the two codes (low Mach number
and compressible) not all the primitive variables can be conserved at the interface.
Mass flow conservation, continuity of momentum per unit volume and temperature
fields at the interface are chosen to be the main desired requirements for the
coupling to achieve.
(a) In the first coupling approach, in which only existing boundary conditions
can be exploited for the coupling, an appropriate definition of stagnation
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pressure, together with stagnation temperature are used as inlet interface
conditions of the downstream domain, while gauge pressure is provided as a
feedback to the upstream domain exit plane.
(b) In the second coupling approach the momentum per unit volume with static
temperature are used at the downstream inlet interface. A body force is used
to drive the upstream low Mach number solution to the downstream one in
the last part of the upstream domain.
[II] To minimise inconsistencies in the primitive variables at the inlet coupling interface
the average value of pressure at the downstream domain inlet plane has to be
“consistent” with the global reference thermodynamic pressure defined in the low
Mach number domain.
[III] Pressure is the most problematic variable to deal with in the coupling. Its absolute
value is undefined in a low Mach number approximation and it cannot be used, as
it is, to define interface conditions for the downstream domain. Assumptions are
necessary to make it uniquely defined. Moreover this pressure carries no acoustic
components and it has to comply with the velocity divergence requirements, with
possible problems when used as an outlet condition for the low Mach number
domain. A coupling which avoids to rely on the variable pressure, where possible,
is to be preferred.
[IV] The use of weak boundary conditions with characteristic treatment is a limiting
factor in the quality of the coupling interface. A strong imposition of bound-
ary conditions is preferred to improve the continuity of variables across the two
domains.
[V] Because of the big differences between the two codes a weak type of coupling, in
which only well posed boundary conditions are used, is found to provide accurate
results without introducing reflections or unphysical behaviours, which are instead
observed when stronger interfaces are assessed.
[VI] The analysis of a steady, low velocity coupled combustor-turbine realistic configu-
ration has shown the influence of the presence of the NGV blades on the combustor
field far upstream of the blades leading edge inside the last part of the combustor.
On the other hand the turbine performance is changed in a coupled simulation
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with respect to a more standard uncoupled simulation that typically relies on one-
dimensional inlet radial profiles, confirming the necessity of taking into account in
the development phase all the non-uniformities occurring at the combustor-turbine
interface.
[VII] An unsteady simulation has shown that body forces can be successfully used for
low Mach number/compressible zonal coupling. The analysis of a cruise condition
combustor-HP turbine simulation has shown the hot streaks behaviour across the
turbine: they are only partially mitigated by the stator blades and, due to segre-
gation effect of hot and cold gases (Sec. 2.2), migrate towards the pressure side of
the rotor blades.
[VIII] Future extension of the implemented unsteady coupling to LES/RANS simulations
is planned
[IX] Further improving the consistency of the gas properties between the two domains
is an additional possible area of work for future developments. The first coupling
implemented is already capable of handling flow compositions data and when a
variable composition simulation will be possible for the turbine domain, the cou-
pling method will allow additional accuracy in coupled solutions.
This work has shown the necessity of an integrated simulation of the HP section of the
engine and presented an easy and effective way of pursuing it using coupled existing
specialised solvers.
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